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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Research conducted by Georgetown University as part of the National Foreign

Language Resource Center in 1990-1993 included two studies conducted with high school

foreign language teachers and their students. The first study, Methods for Teaching

Learning Strategies in the Foreign Language Classroom, investigated the feasibility

of integrating learning strategy instruction into beginning and intermediate level Russian

and Spanish classrooms. The second study, Assessment of Language Skills for

Instruction, assisted teachers and students of Japanese, Russian, and Spanish to

implement informal assessment activities in their classrooms.

Purposes of the Studies and Theoretical Background

The major purposes of the studies were to investigate learning strategies

instruction appropriate for beginning and intermediate level high school foreign language

students, to develop instructional materials and informal assessments, and to describe the

impact of the instruction and assessment on students. In addressing these major purposes,

additional objectives included issues in professional development of teachers, design of

materials, student affect and self-efficacy, and teacher attitudes and teaching styles.

This work has built on an emerging interest in a cognitive perspective in second

and foreign language acquisition research. While cognitive learning theory has become

a well-established model for instruction in general education, the theory's contributions

to the area of second language acquisition are relatively recent.
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A theoretical model in second language acquisition is important as a basis for

explaining how a language is learned and how second and foreign languages can best be

taught. Moreover, for purposes of research on language learning processes, a theoretical

model should describe the role of strategic processes in learning. A cognitive theoretical

model of learning (e.g., Anderson, 1983; 1984; Gagné, 1985; Gagné, Yekovich, &

Yekovich, 1993; Shuell, 1986) accomplishes these objectives because the theory is general

enough to explain how learning takes place in a variety of simple and complex tasks, and

because cognitive theory provides important insights into second language acquisition

(McLaughlin, 1987; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990).

In cognitive theory, learning is seen as an active, constructivist process in which

learners select and organize informational input, relate it to prior knowledge, retain what

is considered important, use the information appropriately, and reflect on the outcomes

of their learning efforts (Gagné, 1985; Gagné, et al., 1993; Shuell, 1986). In this dynamic

view of learning, second languan acquisition should be most successful when learners

are actively involved in directing their own learning in both classroom and non-classroom

settings. Second language learners would select from target language input, analyze

language functions and forms perceived as important, think about their own learning

efforts, anticipate the kinds of language demands they may encounter, and activate prior

knowledge and skills to apply to new language learning tasks. It is because of this

intricate set of mental processes that second language acquisition has been construed as

a complex cognitive skill (McLaughlin, 1987; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990).
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Literature Review

The intent of learner or learning strategy use is to facilitate learning (Weinstein

& Mayer, 1986), in contrast to communication strategies employed to negotiate meaning

in a conversational exchange (Tarone, 1980). However, many communication strategies

may serve as effective learning strategies when they are used to achieve a learning goal.

Cook (1991) points out that individuals use a number of these communication strategies

(such as substituting an approximate word or describing the function of a word that is

unknown or not immediately available) in native language communication, and that only

communication strategies that reflect knowledge of another language are unique to second

language interaction.

The research on strategic processes in second langFge acquisition has had two

main approaches. Much of the original second language strategies research focused on

identifying the characteristics of good language learners, and thi., strand of research on

uninstructed learner strategies has since expanded to include descriptions of strategy use

of less effective language learners. A second approach has been concerned with learning

strategies instruction, in which foreign and second language students have been taught

how to use learning strategies for a variety of language tasks. Learner and learning

strategies may entail conceptual or affective processes (O'Malley & Charnot, 1990), or

a combination, and may also involve social interaction.

Early Research on the Good Language Learner

The first descriptions of the characteristics of good language learners appeared in

the mid-1970s. Rubin (1975) suggested that the good language learner could be identified

1 I
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through special strategies used by more effective students. Stern (1975) identified a

number of learner characteristics and strategic techniques associated with good language

learners. These studies were followed by empirical work by Naiman, Fröhlich, Stern, &

Todesco (1978) which pursued further the idea that learning strategies are an important

component of second language learning ability. Hosenfeld (1976) investigated learner

strategies through verbal reports or think-aloud protocols, and in a subsequent study

taught high school students of French explicit reading strategies (Hosenfeld, Arnold,

Kirchofer, Laciura, & Wilson, 1981). Cohen and Aphek (1981) collected anecdotal

reports from students on the associations they made while learning vocabulary, and found

that students who made associations remembered vocabulary words more effectively than

students who did not make associations.

Classification of Learner Strategies

Rubin (1981) conducted interviews with second language students and suggested

a classification scheme consisting of strategies that directly affect learning (e.g.,

monitoring, memorizing, deductive reasoning, and practice) and processes that contribute

indirectly to learning (creating opportunities for practice and production tricks). More

recently, others have analyzed the types of strategies used with different second language

tasks based on interviews, observations, and questionnaires. Wenden (1987) focused on

describing students' metacognitive knowledge and strategies that assist them in regulating

their own learning. Oxford (1986) developed the Strategy Inventory for Language

Learning (SILL), which incorporates more than 60 strategies culled from the literature on

second language learning. The SILL is a 121-item Likert-type instrument which lists

12
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learning strategies identified in the literature, including cognitive strategies, compensation

strategies, metacognitive strategies, social strategies, and affective strategies. In a typical

recent study, the SILL was administered to 1200 university students studying various

foreign languages (Nyikos & Oxford, 1993). A factor analysis revealed that language

students may not use the strategies that research indicates would be most effective such

as strategies that promote self-regulated learning and strategies that provide meaningful

practice in communication. This information is of great utility in designing intervention

studies to teach effective strategy use.

In research conducted by O'Malley and Chamot and their colleagues, a broad

range of classroom and non-classroom tasks were analyzed in interviews on learning

strategies with second language students (O'Malley & Chamot, 1990). The tasks

represented typical second language classroom activities such as vocabulary and grammar

exercises, following directions, listening for information, reading for comprehension,

writing, and piesenting oral reports, and also included language used in functional

contexts outside the classroom such as interacting at a party and applying for a job

(O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-Manzanares, Kiipper, & Russo, 1985a). Tasks used for

think-aloud interviews included listening to and reading dialogues and stories as well as

science and social studies academic content materials (Chamot & Kiipper, 1989;

O'Malley, Chamot, & 'Clipper, 1989). Participants in these interviews included students

enrolled in English as a second language and foreign language classrooms at high school

and university levels.

13
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The classification system that seemed best to capture the nature of learner strategies

reported by students in these studies was based on the distinction in cognitive psychology

between metacognitive and cognitive strategies together with a third category for

social/affective strategies (Charnot & Kiipper, 1989; O'Malley, aamot, Stewner-

Manzanares, Kiipper, & and Russo, 1985a; O'Malley, Chamot, & Kiipper, 1989). This

tripartite classification scheme, developed initially with ESL students (O'Malley et al.,

1985a), was later validated with foreign language learners, including students of Russian,

Spanish, and Japanese in the United States (Barnhardt, 1992; Chamot and Kiipper, 1989;

Omori, 1992), English as a foreign language students in Brazil (Absy, 1992; Lott-Lage,

1993), and students of French in Canada (Vandergrift, 1992). Examples of strategies in

each of these categories are: metacognitive strategies for planning, monitoring, and

evaluating a learaing task; cognitive strategies for elaboration, grouping, inferencing, and

summarizing the information to be understood and learned; and social/affective strategies

for questioning, cooperating, and self-talk to assist in the learning process. Table 1

provides examples of strategies in each of these categories.

Additional individual strategies have been suggested (e.g., Cohen, 1990; Oxford,

1992; Rost & Ross, 1991), in particular communication strategies used in social contexts.

Interactive strategies for expressing apologies (Cohen, 1990), types of clarification

questions used at different levels of proficiency (Rost & Ross, 1991), and other

conversational strategies (Chamot, Kiipper, Thompson, Barrueta, & Toth, 1990; Oxford,

1990) can in general be classified in the category of social/affective strategies.
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Table 1. Definitions of Key Learning Strategies

Metacognitive Strategies: These are strategies that involve thinking about the learning process, planning for
learning, monitoring the learning task, and evaluating how well one has learned.

Planning Previewing the organizing concept or principle of an anticipated learning
task; proposing strategies for handling an upcoming task; generating a
plan for the parts, sequence, main ideas, or language functions to be
used in handling a task.

Directed Attention Deciding in advance to pay attention to a lear:ing activity and to ignore
distractions.

Selective Attention Deciding to pay attention to specific aspects of a language listening or
reading activity.

Self-Monitoring Checking, verifying, or correcting one's comprehension or performance
in the course of a language task.

Problem Identification Explicitly identifying the central point needing resolution in a task, or
identifying an aspect of the task that hinders its successful completion.

S elf-Evaluation Checking the outcomes of one's own language comprehension or
production against an internal measure of completeness and accuracy.

Cognitive Strategies: These are strategies that involve interacting with the material to be learned,
manipulating the material physically or mentally, or applying specific technique to the language learning task.

Deduction/Induction Consciously applying learned or self-developed rules to produce or
understand the target language.

Elaboration Relating new information to prior knowledge; relating different parts of
new information to each other, making meaningful personal associations
to the information presented.

Grouping Ordering, classifying, or labeling material used in a language task based
on common attributes; recalling information based on grouping
previously done.

Inferencing Using available information to: guess the meanings or usage of
unfamiliar language items; predict outcomes; or complete missing
information.

Note-taking Writing down key words and concepts in abbreviated verbal, graphic, or
numerical form to assist performance of a language task.

Substitution Selecting alternative approaches, revised plans, or different words or
phrases to accomplish a language task.

Summarization Making a written, oral, or mental summary of language and information
presented.

1 5
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Social-Affective Strategies: These are strategies that involve interacting with another person to assist
learning, or using affective conu.ol to assist a learning task.

Cooperation Working together with peers to solve a problem, pool information,
check a learning task, model a language activity, or get feedback on oral
or written performance.

Questioning Asking for explanation, verification, rephrasing, or examples about the
material; asking for understanding of what has been said to you without
committing yourself to a response immediately

Self-Talk Reducing anxiety by using mental techniques that make one feel
competent to complete the learning task.

Drawn from Chamot, Kiipper, & Impink-Hernandez (1988)

Strategic Differences between Effective and Less Effective Language Learners

Most descriptive studies of language learning strategies have focused on the

strategies of good language learners, while only a few studies have investigated the

strategies of less effective language learners. Unsuccessful language learners are not

necessarily unaware of strategies, but are less able to determine the appropriateness of a

strategy for a specific task and may have a narrower range of strategies. More effective

students appear to use a greater variety of strategies and use them more appropriately than

less effective students.

A study of successful and unsuccessful ESL students in a university intensive

English program revealed that unsuccessful learners did use strategies, but used them

differently from their more successful classmates (Abraham & Vann, 1987; Vann &

Abraham, 1990). While some of the unsuccessful language learners in the study used

about as many strategies of the same type as the more successful learners, good language
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learners were more adept at matching strategies to task demands. A further analysis of

the task demands revealed that tasks were approached differently depending on learner

characteristics, such as level of risk-taking, concern with accuracy, or concern with

meaning. The conclusion reached was that unsuccessful language learners are not

inactive, as had often been previously assumed, but seem to lack the metacognitive

knowledge about the task that would allow them to select more appropriate strategies.

Another ESL study which investigated differences between effective and less

effective language learners focused on listening comprehension (O'Malley, Chamot, &

Kiipper, 1989). Think-aloud interviews were conducted with high school students as they

were listening to brief academic presentations in English. Statistical analysis of the

strategies used for the listening tasks revealed significant differences in strategy use

between effective and less effective listeners in three major areas. Effective listeners used

comprehension monitoring, association of new information to prior knowledge, and

making inferences about unknown words or information significantly more often than less

effective listeners. A qualitative analysis of the think-aloud interviews revealed

differences between effective and less effective students in their approaches to different

stages of the listening task. At the initial stage, less effective listeners were not able to

focus their attention on the input as well as effective listeners. Later, less effective

students parsed meaning on a word by word basis, and did not attempt to infer meanings

of unfamiliar items. Finally, the less effective listeners did not use elaboration, or

association of new information to prior knowledge, as a way to assist comprehension or

recall of the listening passage. The failure of less effective listeners to use appropriate
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strategies for different phases of listening appeared to be related to a lack of

metacognitive understanding of the task demands and of appropriate strategies to use.

In similar research with 1n2h school foreign language students, group interviews and

individual think-aloud interviews were conducted for a variety of foreign language tasks,

including listening, reading, grammar clue, role-playing, and writing. Differences

between more and less effective learners were found in the number and range of strategies

used, in how the strategies were used, and in whether they were appropriate for the task

and individual students' understanding of the task (Chamot, O'Malley, Kiipper, & Impink-

Hernandez, 1987; Chamot, Ktipper, & Impink-Hernandez, 1988a; b). This study found

that the type of task was a major determiner of what strategy or strategies were used most

effectively for different types of students. For example, some strategies used by

beginning level effective language learners were used less often by the same learners

when they reached intermediate level classes, where they developed new strategies to

meet the requirements of new tasks. In contrast to less effective foreign language

students, effective students applied metacognitive knowledge and strategies to language

tasks by planning their approach to the task and monitoring their comprehension and

production for overall meaningfulness, rather than for word by word translation. They

also appeared to be aware of the value of their prior linguistic and general knowledge and

used this knowledge to assist them in completing the tasks.

Conclusions about strategic differences between more and less successful language

learners suggest that explicit metacognitive knowledge about task characteristics and

appropriate strategies for task solution is a major determiner of language learnin2

1 8
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effectiveness. In their unawareness of task demands and lack of metacognitive knowledge

about selecting strategies, less effective language learners seem to fall back on a largely

implicit approach to learning in which they use habitual or preferred strategies without

analyzing the requirements of the particular task.

Learning Strategies and Motivation

Motivation plays an important role in all types of learning, including language

learning. Highly motivated students work hard, persevere in the face of difficulties, and

find satisfaction in the successful accomplishment of a learning task. Strategies have been

linked to motivation and particularly to a sense of self-efficacy leading to expectations

of successful learning (Zimmerman & Pons, 1986). The development of an individual's

self-efficacy, or level of confidence in successfully completing a task is closely associated

with effective use of learning strategies (Zimmerman, 1990). Self-efficacy is at the root

of self-esteem, motivation, and self-regulation (Bandura, 1992). Self-efficacious learners

feel confident about solving a problem because they have developed an approach to

problem solving that has worked in the past. They attribute their success mainly to their

own efforts and strategies, they believe that their own abilities will improve as they learn

more, and they recognize that errors are a part of learning. Students with low self-

efficacy, on the other hand, believe themselves to have inherent low ability, they choose

less demanding tasks on which they will make few eri-ors, and they do not try hard

because they believe that any effort will reveal their own lack of ability (Bandura, 1992).

Having access to appropriate strategies should lead students to higher expectations

of learning success, a crucial component of motivation. An important aspect in viewing
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oneself as a successful learner is self-control over strategy use. This type of self-control

can be enhanced if strategy instruction is combined with metacognitive awareness of the

relationship between strategy use and learning outcomes. Students with greater

metacognitive awareness understand the similarity between a new learning task and

previous tasks, know the strategies required for successful problem solving or learning,

and anticipate that employing these strategies will lead to success (Paris & Winograd,

1990).

Learning Strategies and Alternative Assessment

A major emerging goal in American education in general is the improvement of

students' thinking and ability to apply what is learned in school to situations outside of

school, yet standardized tests do not capture this aspect of a cognitive perspective on

learning; innovations in educational approaches which promote critical thinking are not

reflected in standardized test gains (Paris, Lawton, & Turner, 1992). Foreign language

standardized testing has a long history of attempting to isolate discrete language skills,

such as phonemic contrasts or syntax, and avoiding integrative approaches to testing

(01 ler, 1992). More recently, integrative language tasks have been incorporated into

communicative language teaching. In other areas of education informal or alternative

assessment measures are being developed, tested, and adopted by school districts across

the country (French, 1992), and the assessment of higher order thinking skills is an

important objective in the alternative assessment movement (Linn, 1991). A number of

instruments have been developed to reveal students' reading strategies, critical thinking

skills in social studies, metacognition, and cognitive strategies (Linn, 1991). In

20
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addition, multiple measures of student progress, including teacher ratings, self-evaluations,

and work samples, are recommended by educators concerned with increasing the quality

of thinking and learning achieved by students (Paris, Lawton, & Turner, 1992). However,

assessment measures which provide insights into students' thinking, their learning

strategies, their self-confidence as learners, and their ability to accurately evaluate their

own learning progress are lacking in foreign language education.

Can Strategi-s Be Taught?

This section reviews research in both first and second language contexts that

provides insights into two questions: (1) If good language learners use strategies

differently than less effective language learners, can teachers help less effective language

learners improve through instruction in learning strategies? and (2) If so, how should

strategies instruction be implemented?

While empirical verification that strategies instruction has a positive effect on

second language learning is beginning to appear, considerable evidence for the positive

effects of strategies intervention has already been found in first language learning

instructional contexts. Extensive research has verified the influence of strategies with a

variety of first language complex tasks and different types of learners. For example,

instruction in reading strategies has significantly improved the reading comprehension of

poor readers (Gagné, 1985; Gagné et al., 1993; Garner, 1987; Palincsar & Brown, 1986;

Palincsar & Klenk, 1992; Pressley, El-Dinary, & Brown, 1992) and instruction in problem

solving strategies has had a positive effect on student mathematics achievement

(Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chiang, & Loef, 1989; Pressley & Associates, 1990;
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Silver & Marshall, 1990). Similarly, improvements in writing performance have been

reported in a series of studies in which learning disabled students were explicitly taught

strategies for planning, composing, and revising their writing (Harris & Graham, 1992).

This validation of learning strategy instruction has led to the development of instructional

models incorporating learning strategies for content instruction (Bergman, 1992; Harris

& Graham, 1992; Jones & Idol, 1990; Jones, Palincsar, Ogle, & Carr, 1987; Snyder &

Pressley, 1990).

Although the cognitive instructional research in first language contexts has been

concerned with a broad range of complex learning tasks, until recently much second

language research on instructed learning strategies has focused mainly on vocabulary (e.g.,

Atkinson & Raugh, 1975; Ellis & Beaton, forthcoming; Pressley, Levin, Nakamura, Hope,

Bisbo, & Toye, 1980), with relatively few studies on strategies instruction for areas such

as text comprehension, interactive speaking, or written production.

In strategies research in second language acquisition, two types of studies have

provided empirical support for the link between strategies and learning in a second

language: correlational studies (Chamot, Dale, O'Malley, & Spanos, 1993; O'Malley,

1992; Padron & Waxman, 1988; Politzer & McGroarty, 1985) and experimental

interventions (Brown & Perry, 1991; O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-Manzanares, Russo, &

Kiipper, 1985b; Ross & Rost, 1991; Rubin, Quinn, & Enos, 1988). Both types of studies

have produced support for the influence of strategies on second language learning tasks.

In a study of ESL high school students, students were randomly assigned to a

control group, a group receiving both metacognitive and cognitive strategies instruction,
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and a group receiving only cognitive strategies instruction. After two weeks of classroom

strategy instruction for about one hour daily, the posttest revealed significant differences

favoring the metacognitively-trained group for the transactional speaking task, and

significant differences on some of the daily listening comprehension tests (O'Malley et

al., 1985b).

A similaxly designed study was conducted with Arabic-speaking students at a

university intensive English program, in which students received different types of

strategies instruction for vocabulary learning. On posttest, the group receiving a

combination of strategies designed to provide depth of processing through visual,

auditory, and semantic associations had a significantly higher rate of recall (Brown &

Perry, 1991).

A recent investigation of interactive strategies in discourse between native English

speakers and Japanese college students learning English was conducted in two phases,

descriptive and instructional (Rost & Ross, 1991). In the descriptive phase, the types of

clarification questions asked by Japanese students about a story presented either through

a video or live by a native English speaker were identified and categorized by high

proficiency or :.ow proficiency listeners. In the instructional phase, randomly assigned

groups of students received one of three different training videos on general or specific

questioning strategies. The results indicated that strategies used by higher proficiency

listeners could be taught successfully to lower proficiency listeners. This study lends

support to the teachability and effectiveness in terms of student learning of explicit

strategies instruction for communication strategies.

23
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An experimental study on the effects of different types of strategy training on

listening comprehension for high school Spanish students found some benefits of strategy

training, especially when the material was difficult for students (Rubin, Quinn, & Enos,

1988). An important conclusion of the study was that teachers need as much time to

understand and become proficient in teaching learning strategies as students do in

understanding and applying learning strategies. Further, the study suggested that teachers

should be involved in the design of learning strategy lessons.

In a recent study of upper elementary and secondary ESL students, comparisons

were made between students whose teachers had had extensive instruction and practice

in teaching learning strategies for reading and solving word problems, and students whose

teachers had not participated extensively in staff development for strategies instruction

(Chamot et al., 1993). Results indicated that the strategies group significantly

outperformed the non-strategies group in solving the problem correctly, using the correct

sequence of problem solving strategies, and using a greater number of metacognitive

strategies.

Summary of Literature Review

This review of research on learning strategies in second language acquisition and

related studies in first language contexts indicates that appropriate strategies use is an

important factor that differentiates more and less effective language learners, and that

useful strategies are both teachable and learnable. The specific conditions which lead to

good strategy use are not yet completely understood in second language acquisition,
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though advances in effective strategies instruction in first language contexts indicates that

such instructional procedures have been identified.

Research Questions

The study of Methods for Teaching Learning Strategies in the Foreign

Language Classroom was designed to explore the introduction of learning strategy

instruction to beginning and intermediate level high school students of Russian and

Spanish. Teacher input and student motivation were considered important factors in the

ultimate success of learning strategy instruction. The research questions investigated were

as follows:

1. What are students' perceptions of the language learning strategies instruction
they received?

2. Do students instructed in learning strategies apply the strategies independently
and do they continue to use them in subsequent levels of language study?

3.a. Do students who use the learning strategies show greater gains in la,-guage
proficiency and perceive themselves as more effective learners than students
who do not use the strategies?

b. Do students instructed to use the strategies show greater gains in language
proficiency and perceive themselves as more effective language learners than
students who were not instructed to use the strategies?

4. What are different approaches to teacher professional development for
implementing strategies instruction?

25
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The study of the Assessment of Language Skills for Instruction was designed

to implement procedures for informal assessment in high school foreign language

Japanese, Russian, and Spanish classrooms. The following research questions were

addressed:

1. Does periodic informal assessment of student learning by teachers enhance
teachers' awareness of student progress?

2. Does periodic self-assessment and review of progress in language learning
contribute to a perceived sense of self-efficacy as a second language learner?

Overview of the Report

This initial chapter identified purposes of the studies at Georgetown University as

part of the National Foreign Language Resource Center, described the theoretical

background, reviewed literature on aspects of language learning strategies and informal

assessment, and stated the research questions investigated. Chapter II describes the

methodology employed, including the subjects, the instruments, data collection techniques,

and data analysis procedures. Since some of the instruments and subjects were used in

both Methods for Teaching Learning Strategies in the Foreign Language Classroom

and Assessment of Language Skills for Instruction studies, the methods for both studies

are described in this chapter.

Chapters III, IV, and V address research questions for the learning strategies study.

Chapter VI address research questions for the informal assessment study. Each of these

chapters identifies procedures and findings related to the research questions addressed and

discusses their significance.

2 c
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Chapter VII summarizes the findings of the interrelated studies and suggests

directions for future research in learning strategies and informal assessment for high

school foreign language education. Appendix A contains examples of instruments used

in each study. Appendix B contains learning strategies lessons and guidelines for

teachers.
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CHAPTER ll

METHODOLOGY

Overview

This chapter includes descriptions of subjects, sites, instruments, and procedures for

the three languages: Spanish, Russian, and Japanese. The information for each section

is presented in sequential order according to the three years of project activities.

Subjects and Sites

The subjects were Spanish, Russian, and Japanese high school foreign language

teachers and their beginning and/or intermediate level students. The high schools were

located in the Washington, DC metropolitan area. Table 2 on the following page

summarizes the total number of subjects for each language and year.

Year 1: 1990-1991

During the developmental and pilot testing phase of the study, four county school

districts and one private school were contacted for participation. One county school

district and the private school immediately agreed to involvement The other three

counties required submission of formal proposals for research activities. Upon approval

of the proposals these three counties also indicated their willingness to participate.

Research staff contacted fourteen foreign language teachers and held individual

meetings with them at their respective schools to discuss the research issues. Nine

teachers made commitments to participate in the project during 1990-1991. Participants

included four Russian, two Japanese, and three Spanish teachers. Parental permissions

were obtained allowing all participating teachers' first year students to participate.

28
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Table 2. Number of Students and Teachers

Teacher Language 1990-1991
Pilottesting

1991-1992
Treatment

1991-1992
Control

1992-1993
Treatment

1992-1993
Control

A Russian 18 23

B Russian 51 26

C Russian 4

D Russian 19 62 31 31

E Japanese 6 22

F Japanese 8

G Spanish 72 25

H Spanish 64 26

I Spanish 28

7 Spanish 20 20

K Spanish 23 17

L Spanish 28 22

M Spanish 22 23

Year 2: 1991-1992

Three of the school districts and the private school from year one continued

participation into 1991-1992. In one school district the participating Japanese and Russian

teachers cited time commitments and other personal reasons for leaving the project. The

other seven teachers--three Spanish, three Russian, and one Japanese--continued their

involvement. Two of the Russian and two of the Spanish teachers implemented language

learning strategies instruction with their first year language students. One Russian and

one Spanish teacher continued with their normal curriculum, using no language learning

strategies instruction. The assessment component of the project, utilizing teacher ahJ
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student informal assessment instruments, included the Japanese teacher, one Russian

teacher, and one Spanish teacher. The Russian and Spanish teachers in the assessment

component were concurrently using language learning strategies instruction in their

classes.

Year 3: 1992-1993

Year 3 shifted focus to one school district in order to work at the intermediate

level with a single foreign language curriculum that was proficiency-based. The one

participating Russian teacher within this county had been involved with the study since

the first year, so the project was able to follow her two classes of Russian students from

the previous year into their second year of language study. Because student enrollment

is small at the higher levels, second-, third-, and fourth-year Russian sections were

combined into one class. Therefore, 26 of the Russian students had received language

learning strategies instruction in their first year, and 21 students were new to language

learning strategies instruction. One of the multi-level classes received strategies

instruction during 1992-1993 and the other acted as the control.

Five additional Spanish teachers were recruited, all of whom taught two sections

of third year intermediate Spanish. Four of these teachers agreed to implement language

learning strategies instruction in one of their thial year classes and to act as their own

control by using no language learning strategy instruction in the other class. The fifth

teacher taught strategies to both her intermediate level classes because one class was an

honors class and the other a "regulaf and because she believed that the two were not

comparable. A total of ten third-year Spanish classes were involved.

3 0
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Development and Implementation of

Language Learning Strategies Instruction

Language learning strategies instruction was developed and implemented for both

Russian and Spanish classes in the study Methods for Teaching Learning Strategies in

the Foreign Language Classroom.

Phase 1: Tyne of Strategy Instruction

Language learning strategies instruction was integrated by using the course

materials of each participating teache, or materials that were thematically related to course

topics, so that students could experience the strategies' usefulness in relation to classroom

tasks. In addition, explicit strategy training was provided so that students were informed

of the purposes of the strategies and their appropriate uses.

Although strategies instructional materials varied between the two languages,

materials for both languages contained the following features:

1. Discussion of the similarities and differences between learning other school

subjects and learning the target language;

2. Explanation of the value and expected benefits of using language learning

strategies;

3. Explicit strategies instruction by naming and defining strategies;

4. Teacher modeling of how strategies are used by an expert;

5. Practice activities in which students apply the strategies to the language tasks;

and

6. Evaluation of the usefulness of the strategies;
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Phase 2: Selection of Strategies

Selection of the specific strategies to be taught began by assessing students' needs

regarding course objectives and the specific tasks used to meet them. Extensive meetings

were held with teachers to receive their input on the appropriate selection of strategies.

Strategies for BeginninR Level: 1991-1992

The strategies taught for beginning level Russian and Spanish students focused

mainly on vocabulary acquisition because teachers felt this was of primary importance in

the first year. However, strategies were also used with basic reading, listening, and

speaking tasks.

The strategies were categorized as metacognitive, cognitive, and social/affective,

according to Chamot et al. (1987). Table 3 on the following page lists the strategies

taught and their definitions. In general, metacognitive strategies emphasized control over

the learning process, whereas cognitive strategies involved manipulation of the

information to be learned. Social/affective strategies meant working with another person

on a task or controlling one's emotions while learning.

Strategies were introduced individually, but after individual practice they were

sometimes used together. For instance, grouping was used with personalization and

visualization (e.g., students might group adjectives describing school subjects according

to their own likes and dislikes).
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Table 3. Strategies Taught To Beginning Level Students: 1991-1992

Metacognitive Strategies Classroom Definition

Directed Attention Decide in advance to pay close attention to the
task and to ignore irrelevant distractions.

Self-evaluation Test yourself to see how well you've learned
the material.

Selective Attention Decide in advance to focus on specific
information.

Metacognitive Planning Make a list of personal objectives for each
theme and select strategies to reach your
objectives.

Cognitive Strategies

Transfer Recognize words which are similar to your
native language or any other language you
know.

Visualization Picture the meaning of the word or sentence.

Personalization Relate information to yourself and your own
experiences.

Contextualization Imagine yourself using the material in an
appropriate life situation.

Grouping Put words into personally meaningful groups.

Inferencing Make guesses based on the context or what
you already know.

Prediction Predict information based on background
knowledge before you read or listen.

Sodal Strategy

Cooperation Work with classmates to help each other solve
problems.
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Memorization strateeies for vocabulary learning. Effective memorization

techniques link new information to the learner's existing cognitive framework (Thompson,

1987; Oxford, 1990). The five memorization strategies taught, namely Transfer,

Visualization, Personalization, Contextualization, and Grouping, emphasized this linkage

to prior knowledge and experiences. Transfer involved applying the learner's knowledge

of his/her native language to the target language (e.g., recognizing cognates).

Visualization had two meanings: using pictures to learn new words and mentally

picturing an image associated with the word or phrase. Personalization encouraged

students to relate information to their lives and experiences. For instance, if students

were learning adjectives describing physical appearance, they would use adjectives to

describe themselves and their own family members. Contextualization required students

to use words in context. The context could be imaginary, such as coping with a

hypothetical illness in the target culture, or it could involve manipulating real objects in

the classroom or at home. Grouping taught students to break up vocabulary lists into

smaller personally meaningful g roups.

Strategies for listenine comprehension. The cognitive strategies chosen to support

the listening activities were Prediction Transfer, and Visualization. Prediction helped

students prepare for listening by thinking, in advance, about types of information and/or

words they might hear based upon what they already knew about the topic. The uses of

Transfer and Visualization for listening were similar to those for learning vocabulary.

That is, transfer encouraged recognizing cognates, and Visualization encouraged students

to picture what they heard instead of translating the words into English.

34
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Two metacognitive strategies also were taught for listening activities: Directed

Attention and Selective Attention. The training for directed attention emphasized student

control over their attention while listening. Students were told that listening to a foreign

language was more difficult than listening to their native language, so they had to pay

close attention to the task. Selective attention was important because at the beginning

level students were not able to understand everything they heard. Thus, they were

encouraged not to panic when they did not understand, but to determine the purpose of

the activity before listening and then to listen specifically for the information necessary

for completing the activity.

Strategies for reading comprehension. Beginning level textbook readings included

dialogues and examples of specific language structures. Simple authentic texts, such as

advertisements, supplemented the text. The cognitive strategies taught for reading were

Prediction Transfer and Inferencing. The explanations for Prediction and Transfer were

identical for reading and listening. Inferencing, a problem-solving strategy, emphasized

guessing the meanings of unfamiliar words based on context. Because teachers believed

students needed some knowledge of the language before they could do this successfully,

inferencing was not introduced until later in the school year. The explanations for the

metacognitive strategies Directed Attention and Selective Attention were identical to those

for listening except the emphasis was on reading. Cooperation, a social strategy, was also

used in conjunction with reading activities. Students were encouraged to work with

classmates to figure out information in the texts.

33
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Strategies for speaking. The one cognitive strategy taught for speaking was

Personalization. Students were encouraged to practice talking about information true to

their own lives. The rationale given for this strategy was that real life conversation

usually involves relating information about one's self. Cooperation was also taught for

speaking. Speaking activities in the class usually consisted of pair or group work.

Students were encouraged to help each other when communication problems arose.

Strategies for self-regulated learning. Two of the metacognitive strategies taught,

Metacognitive Planning, and Self-evaluation, emphasized developing students' overall

awareness of the learning process. Students were instructed to use these strategies with

all of the skill areas, but the strategies themselves were not introduced with any one

specific skill area. Rather, the training of these strategies focused on increasing students'

awareness of how they learn, and encouraging students to regulate their own learning and

to assess their use of strategies. Metacognitive Planning was designed to help students

begin to take responsibility for their own learning. This strategy was used in the

beginning of each unit and consisted of two steps. (1) Students identified their own goals

by making a list of what they felt they should learn for the unit. (2) Students made a

plan of strategies that would help them reach their goals. Metacognitive Planning was

used in conjunction with Self-evaluation. At the end of each theme, students evaluated

whether they had reached their objectives and whether strategy use had been useful to

them.
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Strategies for Intermediate Level: 1992-1993

For the third year of the study, the focus of strategies instruction was concentrated

on receptive skills (reading and listening). Participating teachers agreed that reading and

listening were significantly emphasized at the intermediate level. In addition, the number

of strategies to be taught decreased so that students could focus on acquiring a cluster of

related strategies. The strategies were organized according to the Problem-Solving

Process Model For Comprehension (see Figure 1).

The model divided the comprehension process into four metacognitive stages:

planning, monitoring, problem-solving, and evaluating. The analogy of a moiintain

climber was used to explain the process.

The first stage, planning, occurred before reading or listening. The first planning

strategy taught was Activating Background Knowledge/Predicting. Students were told to

use what they already knew about the topic, the world, and the language to predict what

they expected to read or hear. Selectively Attending involved deciding in advance to

attend to specific aspects of language input or situational details that assist in performing

the task. For example, students looked for words they knew to get the gist of the text.

The second stage, monitoring comprehension, occurred while reading or listening.

The goal of this stage was to ensure that students knew whether or not they were

understanding the text. Using Imagery required the listener or reader to form a visual

representation of the message. Personalizing-Relating Information to Background

Knowledge had students checking the message against their own knowledge of the world.
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Figure 1: PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS MODEL OF COMPREHENSION

PLAN:
O Activate background

knowledge; Predict
O Selectively attend

MONITOR:
O Use imagery
O Personalize: relate information to background
knowledge

PROBLEM-SOLVE:
O Question for clarification
O Draw inferences

EVALUATE:
O Verify predictions
O Summarize

© 1993 Georgetown University Language Research Projects
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If students found that there had been a breakdown in comprehension, then they relied on

the third stage, problem-solving. Two problem-solving strategies, Inferencing and

Questioning for Clarification were taught for repairing comprehension. Inferencing

involved using available information to guess the meaning or usage of unfamiliar

language, to predict outcomes, or to fill in missing information. If students did not have

enough information for inferencing, they were instructed to use Questioning for

Clarification. This strategy included asking for explanation, verification, rephrasing, or

examples about the materials. It also was used for clarifying the task and posing

questions to oneself.

The final stage focused on evaluating one's understanding of the text and also the

effectiveness of one's use of strategies. Students used Summarizing to make a mental,

oral, or written summary of information gained from listening or reading. The strategy

Verifying was used to check the accuracy of one's predictions and to ask oneself if what

was read or heard made sense.

Phase 3: Implementation of Strategies Instruction

Strategies resource guides were developed by the researchers with input from

participating teachers. Teachers reviewed final versions of the materials to ensure that

they were comfortable using them. The instructional materials consisted of guidelines for

teachers, scripted lesson plans, and information on how a particular strategy was to be

used in conjunction with a given activity. The resource guides also contained

3,9
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transparencies and student worksheets that included explicit explanations or reminders to

use appropriate strategies.

The beginning level classes during 1991-1992 received a minimum of two scripted

strategies lessons per week for seven months. In contrast, intermediate level classes

during 1992-1993 were given scripted lessons only for the fall semester. In the spring

1993 semester, teachers developed their own strategy lessons. During implementation for

both levels, researchers monitored the instruction through class observations and meetings

with teachers at least monthly. See Appendix B for samples of the strategies instruction.

Instruments

Instruments were designed to collect information on students' uses and perceptions

of language learning strategies, their level of self-efficacy, and their language proficiency.

Instruments administered to teachers gathered data on their perceptions of language

learning strategy instruction and professional staff development activities, as well as

evaluations of their students' abilities and progress.

Tables 4 and 5 on the following pages provide a summary of student and teacher

insmiments including administration dates and types of information collected. See

Appendix A for samples of instruments.
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Table 4. Student Instrument Identification and Daia ...s.ollection Dates

Student Instrument Dates Information Collected

Learning Strategy
Questionnaire

Russian

Spanish

Pretest Posttest Frequencies with which students used the
language learning strategies taught in the
instruction10/91

10/92
10/91
10/92

4/92
4/93
4/92
1/93

Self-Efficacy
Questionnnaire

Ru;sian

Spanish

Pretest Posttest Degree of students' self- confidence for
successful completion of representative
language learning tasks10/91

10/92
10/91
10/92

4/92
4/93
4/92
1/93

Language Test
Russian

Spanish

Pretest Posttest Students' level of performance in the
target language10191

10/92
10/91
10/92

4/92
4/93
4/92
1/93

Background
Questionnaire

Russian

Spanish

Pretest Posttest Demographic information such as age, sex,
and previous experiences with language
learning10/91

10/92
10/91
10/92

4/92
4/93
4/92
1/93

Mid-Year Student
Questionnaire

Russian
Spanish

1/92-2193
1/92-2/93

Students' knowledge and usage of learning
strategies and their opinions of strategies'
usefulness

Spanish Student
Questionnaire

Spanish 5/93

Student rankings and definitions of
strategies taught; Students'
perceptions of strategies instruction

Student Self-
Assessment

Russian
Spanish
Japanese

91/92: monthly
91/92: monthly

Spring 92: weekly

Students' evaluation of their own progress
at the end of each chapter or theme
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Table 5. Teacher Instrument Identification and Data Collection Dates

Teacher
Instruments

Dates Information Collected

Teacher Rankings
Russian

Spanish

Pretest Posttest Teacher rankings of students into categories
of high, medium, and low according to class
performance, language learning ability, and
effort

10/91
10/92
10/91
10/92

4/92
4/93
4/92
4/93

Teacher
Questionnaire

Spanish 2/93

Teachers' evaluation of amount and type of
professional support given by researchers;
Teachers' opinions regarding the
effectiveness of strategies instruction

Teacher Interviews
Russian
Spanish

6/93
5/93

Teachers' attitudes and opinions of
strategies instruction; Teachers' perceptions
of students' attitudes towards strategies;
Teachers' evaluation of professional support

Teacher Ratings
Russian

Spanish

Japanese

1991-1992:
monthly
1991-1992:

monthly
Spring 92:
weekly

Teachers' informal evaluations of students'
progress

Background Questionnaire (B 0)

The BQ collected demographic information about participants, such as age, sex, and years

of language study. In addition, the questionnaire was used to identify previous language

learning experiences because some students had either studied the target language before or

actually spoke the target language, but were not literate in it. The BQ was pilot tested in spring
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1991 to ensure clarity of questions. The measure was then administered to Russian and Spanish

students during the pretest phase of the second and third years of the study.

Learning Strategy Questionnaire (LSO)

The LSQ was used to collect data on the frequency with which students used the language

learning strategies explicitly taught. A set of focal learning strategies was determined based on

previous student interview data and teacher objectives. The format of the questionnaire was

modeled on measures previously developed by the researchers to identify students' use of

learning strategies. Language learning tasks such as reading and speaking were presented,

followed by a series of statements describing strategies that students could use to accomplish the

task. Students chose an adverb of frequency--never (1), rarely (2), sometimes (3), usually (4),

always (5)-- to indicate how often they used the strategic actions. Distractors that described

either negative behaviors or learning techniques not included in language learning strategy

instruction were added to ensure that students did not respond only in ways they thought would

please the researcher.

The LSQ was pilot tested with high school Russian and Spanish students in spring 1991,

then analyzed and revised based on the results of the pilot testing. Learning strategy interviews

and the questionnaire were administered to the same students and the results between the two

instruments were correlated in order to ascertain whether both instruments were eliciting the same

information. Minor adjustments were then made to the questionnaire to increase its validity.

In the second year of the study, 1991-1992, the LSQ was administered as a pretest in the

beginning of the school year and a posttest at the end of the school year to participating first-year

4 3
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Russian and Spanish classes. The beginning level LSQ focused on four tasks: vocabulary

learning, reading, speaking, and listening. This LSQ was adapted to the intermediate level for

use as pretest and posttest the following year, 1992-1993. The intermediate level LSQ presented

tasks for reading and listening. The adverb of frequency always was revised to almost always

because in practical terms, no student would be able to use a strategy all the time. Both versions

of the LSQ were identical for Russian and Spanish classes.

Mid-Year Student Questionnaire

This instrument collected information about students' perceptions of the language learning

strategy instruction and of each individual strategy. This instrument was developed in January

1992 to meet the need of monitoring how well students were understanding the strategies. The

mid-year questionnaire allowed researchers to revise the language learning strategies instruction

as necessary to reflect students' needs and opinions. The January 1992 questionnaire asked

students if they used the strategies at home, on their own, and in class. The January 1993

questionnaire was modified to elicit information about students' knowledge of learning strategies.

The open-ended 1993 questionnaire asked students to define learning strategies and to share their

opinions regarding the usefulness of language learning strategies instruction.

Spanish Student Questionnaire

An additional questionnaire for Spanish students was developed in Spring 1993 because the

student population differed slightly from fall 1992 to spring 1993 due to the reassignment of

students to different classes in the Spring semester. Students defined the learning strategies

taught in class and then ranked them according to personal preference. The instrument was

4 4
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administered in May 1993 to all participating intermediate Spanish students.

Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (SEO)

The SEQ asked students to indicate on a Likert-type scale their level of self-confidence in

performing sample language learning tasks. The instrument is modeled on previous

questionnaires developed by Schunk (1981) and Zimmerman and Pons (1986) for students'

academic self-perceptions. Students were presented with a language learning task, such as a list

of vocabulary to be memorized, based on the types of activities found in the participating

classrooms. Each task was shown on an overhead projector for five seconds, which was enough

time for students to recognize the type of task, but not enough time for students to accomplish

the task. Students were then asked to indicate how well they felt they could do a task like the

one shown in the amount of time that they would normally have in their class. Response options

were on a scale from 0 to 100 with 0 meaning not confident at all and 100 meaning very

confident.

The SEQ was pilot tested in spring 1991 in high school Russian, Spanish, and Japanese

classes. Based on the results of the pilot testing, student instructions were clarified to ensure

better student comprehension of the questions.

The instrument was administered as a pretest and a posttest to first-year Russian and

Spanish classes in 1991-1992. The beginning level version of the SEQ presented students with

four tasks: vocabulary learning, reading an authentic text, reading a dialogue, and coping with

a social occasion.

In the third year of the study, 1992-1993, the SEQ was used in intermediate level classes
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of Russian and Spanish as a pretest and posttest. The instrument had been adapted so that it had

only reading and listening tasks to reflect the intermediate level language learning strategy

instruction.

Langua2e Tests (LT)

This instrument measured students' performance in the target language. The LT was based

on common curricular objectives of participating school districts and on the ACTFL proficiency

guidelines. Four forms of the LT were developed: beginning level Russian, intermediate level

Russian, beginning level Spanish, and intermediate level Spanish.

The instruments were developed, pilot tested, and revised as necessary dtuing 1990-1991.

Teachers had an active role in the development of the tests and reviewed the final versions for

content validity and appropriateness of level.

The LT was administered as a pretest and a posttest in the second and third years of the

study, 1991-1992 and 1992-1993. The beginning level Russian and Spanish tests included

sections on reading, listening, and a 2rammar-oriented doze. The intermediate level tests had

sections for reading and listening.

Student Self-Assessment Worksheets

These worksheets requested students to evaluate their progress at the end of a chapter or

unit. The worksheets were developed based on curriculum objectives and consisted of a set of

language tasks such as, "Describe your appearance and personality." Students were asked to

indicate whether they felt they could do the task , whether they would have problems, or whether

they would be unable to do the task. (See Chapter VI for further information regarding student

4r)
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response options.) The worksheets were administered before regular class tests so that students

could identify areas in which they needed improvement. The self-assessment was also intended

to boost self-confidence by concretely indicating to students how much growth they had made

and what they could in fact do with the language.

Sample student worksheets were pilot tested in Spanish, Russian, and Japanese high school

classes in 1990-1991. Revisions were made to improve the format and to further clarify

instructions.

Student assessment was implemented during 1991-1992. Russian and Spanish high school

students completed the worksheets approximately once a month for the academic year. Japanese

students evaluated themselves on a weekly basis during the spring 1992 semester.

Teacher Ratings

This instrument was used by teachers to informally assess student progress. It was the

teachers' counterpart to students' self-assessment worksheets. Language objectives for each

chapter or unit were formulated based on curriculum objectives. Using a three point scale (See

Chapter VI), teachers evaluated how well individual students met the objectives. The instrument

was designed so that teachers could identify specific areas in which students needed help.

Sample rating scales were pilot tested in 1990-1991, revised according to teacher feedback, and

then used by the same teachers during 1991-1992.

Teacher Rankings

Teachers ranked their students as high (1), medium (2), or low (3) according to the

following categories: class performance, language learning ability, and motivation. Guidelines
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for ranking each area were established jointly by researchers and teachers in 1990-1991. Teacher

ranking data were collected at pretest and posttest times in both 1991-1992 and 1992-1993.

Teacher Questionnaires

A questionnaire was developed in January 1993 to meet specific needs of participating

Spanish teachers who had participated in a different approach to professional development than

other teachers in the study. Teachers evaluated the amount and type of professional support they

received from researchers regarding language learning strategies instruction. Teachers also shared

their opinions regarding the effectiveness of language learning strategies instruction. This

questionnaire was administered in February 1993.

Individual Teacher Interviews

The data obtained through the Teacher Questionnaire was so rich and revealing that it was

decided to conduct interviews with participating Russian and Spanish teachers in May 1993. The

interviews provided additional information regarding teachers' attitudes toward language learning

strategies instruction and professional support. The interview format was successful because it

allowed researchers to ask follow-up questions and to probe for details more fully than was

possible in a written questionnaire.

The instruments for the study Methods of Teaching Learning Strategies in the Foreign

Language Classroom were the Learning Strategy Questionnaire, the Self-Efficacy Questionnaire,

the Language Tests, the Background Questionnaire, Mid-Year Student Questionnaires, Spanish

Student Questionnaire, Teacher Rankings, Teacher Questionnaires, and Teacher Interviews.

The instruments for the study Assessment of Language Skills for Instruction included the

43
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Self-Efficacy Questionnaire, Student Self-Assessment Worksheets, Teacher Ratings, and Teacher

Rankings.

Procedures

Year 1: 1990-1991

Major objectives and accomplishments for the first year were to develop and pilot test

instruments, investigate their reliability, and develop teachers' resource gu;des and student

materials for language learning strategy instruction. Major prerequisite tasks completed were:

acquiring permission to conduct research in local school districts, enlisting teacher participation,

and collecting curriculum materials. Researchers met individually with teachers to discuss the

curriculum and to explain the rationale behind learning strategies instruction. Classrooms of

participating teachers were also observed to collect qualitative data on teaching styles and on

actual high school foreign language tasks. Researchers and teacher participants jointly decided

which strategies to integrate into the beginning level Russian and Spanish classes. Researchers

then began developing the scripted strategies instruction. Teachers reviewed the lessons on

strategies and provided feedback. Instruments were reviewed for content validity based on

observations and class materials, and feedback on the content of the instruments was elicited

from teachers.

Year 2: 1991-1992

Major objectives and accomplishments for the second year of the study were to implement

language learning strategies instruction with beginning level Russian and Spanish students in a

quasi-experimental design. Three Russian and two Spanish beginning level classes received
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scripted strategies lessons twice weekly for se gen months. Control classes were one Russian and

one Spanish class, in which teachers did not provide strategies instruction. In addition, student

and teacher informal assessment instruments were carried out in one class each for Russian,

Spanish, and Japanese. The Russian and Spanish classes completed the assessment forms on a

monthly basis for seven months and also received strategies instruction. The Japanese class used

the forms weekly for a semester. Researchers conducted monthly or bimonthly observations of

the strategies classes depending on time constraints and once a semester for the control classes.

Pretest and posttest data was collected from the one beginning level Japanese class, three

beginning level Russian strategies classes, two beginning level Spanish strategies classes, one

beginning level Russian control class, and one beginning level Spanish control class.

Project staff also adapted beginning strategies instruction and instruments for intermediate

level students. Researchers continued meeting with interested teachers to discuss intermediate

level course materials and language tasks. Additional teachers were contacted and agreed to

participate in the following year, 1992-1993.

Year 3: 1992-1993

In Year 3 the strategies instruction resource guides were used with intermediate level

students of Russian and Spanish. Five Spanish teachers new to the study began their

participation by attending two researcher-conducted professional development workshops on how

to integrate learning strategies in the foreign language classroom. The availability of Spanish

teachers made it possible to institute an experimental design that compared five strategies

instruction classes with three control classes. Three of the teachers had their two Spanish class

0r 0
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sections randomly assigned to be either strategies or control classes, using a coin flip to

determine assignation of the class to the experimental or control condition. In experimental

classrooms, teachers implemented the strategies instruction. In control classrooms, teachers taught

as they normally would. Group meetings with the teachers focused on planning instruction to

be as comparable as possible across classes, so that strategies instruction would be the only

difference between the classes. One of the teachers had incomparable classes (1 honors and 1

"regular" section), so she taught strategies to both classes. Scripted strategies lessons were

provided by the researchers for the fall 1992 semester, then teachers developed their own strategy

lessons in the spring 1993 semester. Observations were conducted monthly in the fall semester

and the spring semesters with the exception of one strategies class which was observed weekly

in the spring.

Due to small numbers, the Russian classes continued with the quasi-experimental design.

The Russian participants from the two of the previous year's Russian Level 1 strategies classes

were now participating as Level 2 students in two classes that combined Levels 2, 3, and 4. One

of the combined classes continued with strategies instruction and the other class returned to the

normal curriculum with no strategies lessons. The Russian teacher continued to receive scripted

strategies lessons throughout the school year. Researchers conducted monthly observations of

the strategies class and observations once a semester for the control class.

Pretest data were collected from all students in the fall 1992. Because the student

population in the Spanish classes varied from the fall to the spring semester, Spanish posttesting

was conducted in January 1993 after the scripted lessons had been presented. The Spanish
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Student Questionnaire was developed and administered in spring 1993 to collect additional data.

For the Russian students, all posttesting was conducted in spring 1993. Data were analyzed and

the final report, as well as articles for publication, were written and submitted.

Data Analysis Procedures

Several types of analyses were conducted on the data. Relationships between variables were

determined using correlational analyses. T-tests were conducted to identify gains or losses

between pretests and posttests. Experimental and quasi-experimental data were examined through

the use of Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) to identify whether differences existed between

treatment and control groups. Additionally, qualitative analyses were used to examine open-

ended questionnaires, interviews, and observations. Specific analyses are identified in the

remaining chapters, in relationship to the specific research questions.
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CHAFTER ifi

STUDENT USE AND PERCEPTIONS OF LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Overview

A principal goal of teaching language learning strategies in high school foreign

language classrooms is to develop the ability of students to control their own language

learning. In developing independent learners, strategies instruction is expected to result

in:

awareness of one's own learning processes,

active strategic engagement in learning processes (i.e., use of strategies);

proficiency gains in the target language with strategy use;

extension of effective strategies to other subject areas.

Because students' involvement in their learning is so critical to the success of any

strategies instruction approach, an important challenge facing the researchers is getting

the students "to buy into it." (We have found that teachers commonly use the term "buy

into" to express their own acceptance, as well as students' acceptance, of educational

interventions.) The teacher/researcher teams in this study had to create strategy lessons

that not only accommodated language levels and program objectives, but also imparted

a sense of face validity to students. That is, for students to be willing to apply effort in

using strategies, they must believe that the strategies are valuable learning tools.

Students' perceptions about strategies, including enjoyment in learning them, may affect

students' willingness to use strategies independently. Therefore, student perceptions are

an important consideration in developing and evaluating instruction. This chapter reports
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on two interrelated research questions focused on students:

What are students' perceptions of the learning strategies instruction they

received?

Do students instructed in learning strategics apply the strategies

independently?

Objectives

Three principal goals were addressed in this part of the study. The first goal was

to understand students' perceptions about strategies instruction and individual strategies,

including their beliefs about the value of strategies and their enjoyment of the strategies

instruction. The second goal was to obtain student feedback about how strategies

instruction could be improved. The third goal was to examine the extent to which

students applied the strategies independently, a critical purpose of the instruction.

Methods

S ubjects

In Year 1 of the study (1990-1991) subjects were identified. The examination of

students' use and perceptions of strategies took place during Year 2 (1991-1992) and

Year 3 (1992-1993) of the study. In Yeas 2, beginning level foreign language students

participated. Participants during Year 2 included 51 Spanish students (two classes) and

85 Russian students (3 classes) from two school districts. The Yeas 3 participants

included 93 students from Intermediate Level (Level 3) Spanish classes. Year 3

participants also included 62 students from two mixed-level (Levels 2-4) Russian classes.

All of the Year 3 participants were in the same school district. The Russian teacher in

Year 3 had participated in Year 2, as had some of her students. All of the Spanish

5 4
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teachers and students in Year 3 were new to the study. (See Chapter II for more
information about subjects in Years 2 and 3.)

Instruments

In both Years 2 and 3, the Learning Strategies Questionnaire (LSQ) was used to
investigate students' independent use of strategies. Midyear Student Questionnaires tapped
students' use and perceptions of strategies. Classroom observations provided additional
insights into students' learning and perceptions of strategies. In Year 3, an additional
Spanish Student Questionnaire focused on students' perceptions and preferences of
strategies. ( Chapter II contains detailed descriptions of these instruments. )

Procedures

Strategies Instruction

Chapters II and V provide detailed information regarding the strategies instruction
and how it was developed. Year 1 was devoted to pilot testing instruments and strategies

instruction. The following paragraphs summarize the strategies instruction in each
subsequent year of the study.

Year 2 instruction. In 1991-1992, teachers used strategies instruction with their
beginning-level students, teaching the following strategies: Directed Attention,
Grouping, Cognates, Visualization, Personalization, Selective Attention, Cooperation,
Prediction, and Contextualization (see Chapter II for strategy defmitions). Although all
of these strategies were taught, the focus was on vocabulary strategies and anxiety-
reducing strategies (e.g., working cooperatively with peers). The researchers provided
scripted lessons to all teachers throughout the 1991-1992 school year.

5 .7
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Year 3 instruction. In Year 3, the focus shifted to intermediate-level students.

The participants from the previous year's Russian Level 1 class were now participating

as Level 2 .;tudents in a class that combined Levels 2, 3, and 4. This combined

intermediate Russian class continued with strategies taught the previous year, adding

strategies for reading and listening. The Russian teacher continued to receive scripted

strategies lessons in 1992-93.

A major development in instructional design in 1992-1993 was the use of an

overall model of comprehension to present a set of listening and reading strategies to the

Level 3 Spanish classes. The model included four metacognitive stages, each including

specific cognitive, social, or affective strategies. The Planning phase of the model

emphasized the strategies of Activating Background Knowledge/Predicting and Selectively

Attending. The Monitoring Comprehension Phase introduced Using Imagery and

Personalizing/Relating Information to Background Knowledge. A Problem-solving stage

offered the strategies of Inferencing and Questioning for Clarification. The final stage

of Evaluating recommended Summarizing and Verifying. (See Chapter 11 for elaboration

on this model.) In contrast to the intermediate-level Russian class and the beginning-

level Russian and Spanish classes of the previous year, the four 1992-93 Spanish teachers

began developing their own strategy lessons after one semester of scripted lessons

provided by researchers. The teacher-generated strategy lessons resulted in richer

observational data, yielding deeper insights into students' perceptions of strategies

instruction.

56
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Analyses

Descriptive statistics were calculated on all quantified data. Qualitative data from

questionnaires and observations were studied for consistent patterns and important

insights regarding students' perceptions of strategies and strategies instruction.

Findings

Beginning-Level Student Perceptions of the Learning. Strategies: Year 2: 1991-1992

Perceptions of Individual Strategies

The Mid-year Questionnaire of Year 2 (beginning-level) yielded several patterns

in student perceptions of the strategies. For example, Year 2 students found the

following strategies most useful for foreign language classes: Directed Attention,

Selective Attention, Cognates, and Cooperation. The main difference in ratings of

strategy usefulness across the two languages was that Spanish students generally rejected

the Grouping strategy, whereas the majority of the Russian students found it useful.

Year 2 students' positive responses focused on why they found aspecific strategy

helpful. The following quotations illustrate students' perceptions about strategy

usefulness:

Directed Attention: If I go into a project having already decided to pay

attention, it is easier and the answers come to me quicker.

Selective Attention: It filters the extra matehal and leaves the important

information.

Personalization: I can easily remember by relating it to something I am

familiar with.

Such comments also indicated an understanding of the strategy and how to use it.
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In contrast, some of students' negative responses indicated misconceptions or

incomplete understanding of the strategy. For example:

Directed Attention: I can concentrate on two things at once and still learn

what I'm supposed to. I try to but it's often hard because at times

distractions usually get my focus.

Cognates: I do not mix other languages with Spanish.

Grouping: I don't use it because it just helps you say (the vocabulary), not

know what it means.

Other negative responses, however, did not seem to be due to a lack of understanding

of the strategies. In general, these perceived drawbacks of strategies can be categorized

as beliefs that: (a) too much time or effort is required to carry out the strategy; (b) the

strategy "doesn't work for me"; (c) the strategy applies only in certain situations.

Classroom Observations: Use and Perceptions of Strategies Instruction

Classroom observations in Year 2 provided some insights into students' reactions

to the strategies instruction as a whole, as well as into students' in-class use of strategies.

Students in the introductory level Spanish and Russian classes appeared to be on-task

when using strategies such as Grouping and Selective Attention to tackle new vocabulary

or new grammatical structures. During classroom observations, the students seemed

knowledgeable in the strategy terminology and in the appropriate application of the

strategies.

In contrast to students' apparent knowledge regarding the instnicted strategies,

their attitudes toward strategiesat least those expressed during observations--were

somewhat negative. For example, sometimes students groaned when the teacher

58
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mentioned strategies; this was especially true when the teacher made an announcement

that strategy instruction or use would begin. From the observer's perspective, the

language learning strategy instruction sometimes seemed forced and repetitive for these

beginning level students.

Intermediate-Level Student Perceptions of the Learning Strategies: Year 3 1992-1993

The Mid-year questionnaire given to the Year 3 Intermediate level Russian and

Spanish students contained three open-ended questions pertinent to student perceptions.

Students' responses to these items were classified into broad categories for comparisons.

Figures 2 and 3 show the category distributions of student responses to each question.

Further discussion of student responses to these questions are presented in the following

paragraphs.

As Figure 2 indicates, 72% of the students found strategies instruction Helpful

or Very Helpful. Insights into reasons for students' perceptions of the helpfulness of

strategies instruction can be found in Table 6, which illustrates representative positive

and negative comments from students in Year 3.
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Figure 2. Perceived helpfulness of strategies instruction.

How helpful is it to be taught about learning
strategies?

Not at all
Helpful

Not Helpful 0%
Very Helpful

28% 24%
ss,

Indifferent
2%

Helpful
48%

60
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Figure 3. Appeal of strategies instruction.

How much do you like learning strategy
instruction?

Don't Like at Like Very

all Much

16% 5%

Don't Like
35%

Like
35%

Indifferent
9%
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Table 6. Year 3 Student Comments Regarding the Helpfulness of Strategies Instruction
Positive Comments Negative Comments

(Helpful) ....because some of the strategies
would never use unless someone reminded me.

It takes up a lot of time, and most people
already use the strategies subconsciously. It
doesn't help to think it (think aloud).

(Helpful) ...especially if you practice them and
then do them without thinking

Many are either silly or you do them already.

Helps to see new ways you could learn besides
what you're already doing.

Not very (helpful), because I don't use any that
I've been taught...I have my own.

It is helpful to have a name for the strategies,
but I was already using most of them
subconsciously.

Also, different strategies are better for different
people.

I think I understood the readings much better
than I would have without.

Overall, students made more positive remarks than negative ones regarding

helpfulness of the strategies. The greater frequency of positive comments indicates a

willingness on the part of most students to incoiporate the strategies in their learning

process. Moreover, the students seemed pleased with the metacognitive awareness that

the strategies instruction engenders. Some students pointed out, however, that

automaticity of the strategies is a goal that requires practice.

Individual Strategy Preferences

Student perceptions of the individual strategies were revealed in the end-of-year

Spanish Student Questionnaire. Students were asked to rankfrom 1 to 6 the following

strategies according to personal preference: Prediction, Selective Attention, Imagery,

Personalization, Inferencing, Questioning for Clarification, Summarizing, and

Verification. The most highly ranked strategies were Imagery and Selective Attention.

Imagery and Selective Attention were also among the strategies most frequently used by

teachers during observations. The lowest ranked strategies were Personalization and Verification.
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Student Feedback about Strategies Instruction

Although most students found strategies instruction both helpful and easy, several

of them still did not enjoy it. Students frequently qualified responses about the ease of

strategies instruction by talking about what they found important in strategies instruction.

They also provided feedback when elaborating on whether they liked strategies

instruction. Student comments in response to these two questions are illustrated below:

While in class and doing a project in which we have to use the strategies it is

fairly easy, but when I am doing my work alone or at home and am not

specifically told to use a strategy, I forget...

Pretty easy, if you know what to look for.

They are easy to understand but hard to do.

It helps me a lot and reinforces what I do that's good already.

It is easier to learn by using it a lot.

Easiest is to have someone tell you, but usually the best for you is once you

figure it out.

I like to figure it out on my own.

It seems kind of silly; I have my own strategies and different ones work for

different people.

It is ok, but by the time we are in Sp 3, we already have our own learning

strategy. They should be taught at the beginning of Sp so that they

become habitual.

Some of the exercises are fun, but mostly it seems like we repeat the same

things over and over.

Kind of robotic and monotonous, but it works.

It is easy but boring.

,
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Student comments indicated that whereas some students wanted less exposure and found

the instruction boring, other students believed they needed more guidance in

remembering when to apply strategies.

Student Perceptions about Thinking Aloud

Thinking aloud was an important component of the strategies instruction.

Students were asked to tell what they were thinking as they worked through a task, to

make their thought processes explicit. Thinking aloud was especially emphasized in Year

3 strategies instruction. Because thinldng aloud is not a common approach for language

instruction, however, we were interested in how students felt about using it. Spanish

students were asked how easy or difficult it was for them to think aloud during reading

or listening tasks in Spanish. Figure 6 indicates that the majority of students found

thinking aloud to be easy. Moreover, during classroom observations, students often were

seen immersed in think-aloud activities in the target language, albeit an interlanguage

version of it. More often, however, the think-aloud was in English, with some Spanish

interspersed.



Figure 4. Students perceptions of the ease/difficulty of thinking aloud.

How easy/difficult is thinking aloud in
Spanish?

Difficult

28%

Vary Difficult
12%

Indfforent
11%

Very Easy
5%

Easy
48%
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Students Independent Use of Strategies

Student responses on the Learning Strategies Questionnaire (LSQ) were used to

identify the degree to which students used the strategies on their own. The LSQ

contained statements describing strategies (e.g., Before reading, I think of what I already

know about the topic and words I expect to read.). Students responded to the statements

by circling the option which best described how frequently they do the described

technique. Options were never, rarely, sometimes, usually, and always-always was

changed to almost always in the 1992-1993 version of the LSQ. The response options

were given numerical codes--never =1, rarely =2, sometimes =3, usually =4, nd almost

always =5. Mean scores on the posttest were calculated for each of the languages at both

the beginning (1991-1992) and the intermexiiate levels (1992-1993). At the beginning

level the mean score of Russian students' reported use of strategies was 3.28 (SD = .41)

and the mean score for the Spanish students was 3.09 (SD = .52). The mean scores were

slightly higher at the intermediate level with the mean for the Russian students at 3.40

(SD = .56) and for Spanish students at 3.58 (SD = .47). According to the responses

students said that they used the strategies when doing tasks described on the questionnaire

approximately half the time. (See Appendix A and Chapter II for a more detailed

description of this instrument.)

Continued Strategies Use in Subsequent Levels

Two of the beginning level Russian classes were followed from 1991-1992

through 1992-1993. Mean scores on the 1991-1992 posttest and the 1992-1993 pretest

Learning Strategies Questionnaires were used to address students' continued use of
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strategies. A t-test was conducted to identify changes in strategies use. No significant

difference was found. The mean score on the 1991-1992 posttest was 3.18 (SD = .44)

and on the 1992-1993 pretest it was 3.21 (SD = .54). The lack of change indicates that

students were maintaining their frequency of strategies use from the beginning level of

study to the intermediate level of study.

Discussion

Transfer of Learning Strategies

The research team proposed to look at maintenance and transfer of language

learning strategies by investigating whether students continued to use strategies in

subsequent levels of study. This issue was assessed in only one language, Russian,

because most participating teachers and students changed over the three years. The data

showed that from the time of posttesting--April, 1992-- in the beginning level to the time

of pretesting--October, 1992--in the intermediate level, Russian students maintained the

frequency with which they used the strategies described on the questionnaire.

Another way that we were able to study transfer for both languages was by asking

students whether they used the instructed strategies at home. A difference in transfer

was found between the Russian and the Spanish classes. Specifically, the Russian

students reported using instructed strategies--such as Directed Attention, Selective

Attention, and Cognates--at home, whereas the Spanish students did not. This distinction

could be due to differences in students' ability or willingness to transfer the use of the

strategies to the home environment. Because Russian is considered a difficult language

to learn, it is possible that Russian students are generally more motivated than Spanish

6"
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students, some of whom may have chosen the language simply to fulfill a language

requirement. Although certainly not all Spanish students would choose the language

because they perceive it to be easy, it seems students would be less likely to choose

Russian because they think it will be easy. If Russian students are motivated to learn a

challenging language, and if they experience success with strategies in school, they may

be more likely to extend strategies to their personal study of the language.

Student Understanding of Instructed Strategies

Regardless of whether the students decided to use the strategies on their own,

nearly all of the students could identify the meaning of the strategies and how they could

be applied. The fact that students became well-versed in discussing a repertoire of

strategies previously unfamiliar is a measure of the success of the learning strategies

instruction, and reflects on students' awareness of language learning processes in general.

Another indication that students had metacognitive awareness regarding foreign language

learning was that students in both Russian and Spanish strategies classes were able to

describe how they tackled language tasks, whether or not their approaches included the

instructed strategies.

Implications of Student Perceptions of Strategies and Strategies Instruction

Valuing Strategies: Necessary. but Not Sufficient

Another important finding regarding the success of the strategies instruction was

that most students found strategies instruction useful. This finding contrasts sharply wiih

the attitudes students displayed during some classroom observations (e.g., groaning when

strategies instruction was introduced), but it is consistent with students' positive views
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about the usefulness of the individual strategies. Students' attitudes about strategies

indicated that it is not enough to ensure that students see the value in strategies. for

example, half of the students in one year of the study said they did not enjoy strategies

instruction, even though they believed it was helpful.

Scaffolding Instruction More Rapidly

It was clear that several students found the strategies instruction boring and

repetitive. One possibility is that the instruction was not scaffolded quickly enough.

That is, teachers may have been continuing explicit explanations at a point when students

only needed a brief reminder to use a strategy. On the other hand, the length of time

spent on explicit instruction could also depend on individual differences between students.

Some students may need more explicit instruction than others. Another possibility is

that the researchers' explanations of strategies were not well-matched to students'

interests or maturity level. Future instructional development should focus on casting

strategies in diverse ways that will not seem "boring" or "silly" to high school students.

Ironically, the strategies that students ranked high in preference (e.g., Imagery

and Selective Attention) were also strategies that were frequently emphasized during the

instruction that was observed. In contrast, lower ranked strategies such as

Personalization and Verification were used less frequently. Thus, even though several

students complained that strategies instructio..- was repetitive, students seemed to prefer

strategies that had been discussed more frequently. One possible reason for this finding

is that students simply rated the most familiar strategies as their favorites. Alternatively,

teachers may have picked up on strategies to which students were more receptive,

f)
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emphasizing those strategies during instruction.

Expanding. Not Replacing. Students' Strategic Repertoires

Several students who did not enjoy strategies instruction said they already had a

different set of learning strategies they liked to use. Such comments indicate that it may

not have been clear that the goal was to expand students' repertoire of strategies, not to

replace existing strategies with a fixed model. Future instruction, therefore, should

capitalize even more on strategies that students are already using and finding helpful.

For example, even more time could be spent on students' sharing their strategies with

classmates, which was an activity that occurred early in these strategies interventions but

was not continue4.

The Role of Integrating Strategies Instruction with Language Instruction

Our belief through our work in these studies is that integration of strategies

instmction is critical in affecting students' perceptions of the strategies' value.

Specifically, strategy lessons must be tailored to the level of the class and be interwoven

uniformly into lesson plans. When strategies are not well integrated, students are likely

to perceive them as additional work, rather than an integral part of learning the language.

Although the researchers in this study tailored strategies lessons to curriculum

objectives and individual teaching styles, it was up to the teachers to integrate the

presentation of strategy lessons with their own language lessons. The teachers' relative

success in integrating strategies instruction probably affected students' attitudes about the

instruction (i.e., whether they perceived strategies as an integral part of learning or as

an "add-on"). In fact, interviews with the teachers indicated that the integration of

7 0
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strategies instruction was less than complete.

A particular factor that may have affected students' view of strategies was that the

strategies lessons were not graded. Not only were students not reinforced with grades

for participating in strategies instr uction, but also the lack of grades may have

contributed to a view of strategies as something extra. Because strategies instruction was

not emphasized through the grading system, it was especially important for teachers to

show a strongly positive attitude towards strategy instruction and to provide a convincing

rationale for strategy use.

Our view is that future instruction should integrate strategies even more

completely with other language learning goals. It should be clear to students that

strategies are a critical part of learning a foreign language; therefore, activities

emphasizing strategies' use should be part of the class grade. Moreover, teachers need

to come to view strategies as integral instruction. Statements like, "Now it's time to talk

about strategies" send the message that strategies instruction is something extra. Until

teachers come to own strategies as part of their instruction, it is unreasonable to expect

students to "buy into" strategies and use them independently.

7
..
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CHAPTER IV

IMPACT OF LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES ON STUDENTS

Overview

Research on learnjng strategies has indicated that effective learners are better able

to choose appropriate strategies to aid their learning in comparison to less effective

learners who use strategies, but often inappropriately (Abraham & Vann, 1987;

Chamot, & Kupper, 1989; Vann & Abraham, 1990). This chapter contributes

additional information on the effects of learning strategies with high school students of

Russian and Spanish by addressing research questions 2a and 2b of the study Methods

for Teaching Learning Strategies in the Foreign Language Classroom:

2a. Do students who use the strategies show greater gains in language

proficiency and perceive themselves as more effective language learners

than student who do not use the strategies?

2b. Do students instructed to use the strategies show greater gains in language

proficiency and perceive themselves as more effective language learners

than students who were not instructed to use the strategies?

The chapter focuses on the statistical analyses of the data collected from Russian and

Spanish students during the quasi-experimental and experimental years of the study

(1991-1992 and 1992-1993).

Objectives

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of language learning

strategies with high school Russian and Spanish students in regard to their language
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performance and level of self-efficacy for language learning. In addition, quasi-

experimental and experimental approaches were used to determine whether students

instructed in learning strategies differed from students not instructed in strategies

according to their use of strategies, performance in the language, aild level of self-

efficacy.

Methods

Information in the methods section is presented for both intervention years of the study

(1991-1992 and 1992-1993). The first year of the study focused on the development and

pilot testing of instruments and instruction and the identification of subjects.

S ubjects

Year 2: 1991-1992

Research focused on students in beginning level high school Russian and Spanish

classes. Data were collected on 51 Spanish students receiving strategies instruction in

two classes, and on 28 students not receiving strategies instruction in one class.

Beginning level Russian participants included 85 students receiving learning strategies

training in three classes, and one class of 26 students following their regular curriculum

with no strategies training.

Year 3: 1992-1993

The third year of the study, 1992-1993, focused on intermediate level students of

Spanish and Russian. The treatment groups receiving strategies training had 93 students

of Spanish in five classes and 31 students of Russian in one class, and the control groups
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consisted of 80 students of Spanish in five classes and 31 students of Russian in one

class. (See Chapter II for more details describing participants in both years.)

Instruments

The instruments for the research questions addressed in this chapter consisted of:

(1) the Learning Strategies Questionnaire (LSQ) that assessed the type and frequency of

strategies use by students; (2) the Language Test (LT) that assessed performance in the

target language; and (3) the Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (SEQ) that assessed students'

level of confidence in performing representative language tasks. The instruments each

had two versions corresponding to the two language levels of strategies instruction. The

first version of the LSQ focused on memorization strategies and strategies for reading,

listening, and speaking at the beginning level of foreign language instruction. The

second version of the LSQ targeted strategies for the receptive skills at the intermediate

level of instruction. The LT consisted of two beginning level language tests one each

for Russian and Spanish, and two intermediate level tests, one for each language. The

beginning level SEQ included sample language tasks corresponding to those on the

beginning level LSQ and the intermediate level SEQ had tasks for language

comprehension similar to those of the intermediate level LSQ.

Data were collected thrcugh these three measures twice during each year of the

quasi-experimental and experimental studies. Pretesting was conducted before strategies

instruction implementation and posttesting was conducted after implementation of the
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instruction. See Appendix A for copies of the instruments and Chapter 11 for more

information concerning the content of the measures.

Procedures

Table 7 provides a summary of the procedures used to address Research Questions

2a and 2b. Year 2: 1991-1992.

Two Russian and two Spanish teachers implemented scripted language learning

strategies instruction, developed by the researchers, in their beginning level classes for

seven months of the academic year. The instruction was integrated into the curricula of

participating school districts by using teachers' materials as the basis for the strategies.

The instruction presented metacognitive strategies for developing an awareness of how

to manage the learning process and cognitive strategies for manipulation of the material

to be learned. Vocabulary development was strongly emphasized by all teachers at this

level. Three of the four language skills--reading, listening, and speaking--were

represented in the strategies instruction, but writing was not emphasized. The four

strategies teachers presented learning strategies instruction approximately twice a week.

One additional class in each language participated as a control group that did not receive

strategies instruction, but continued their typical instruction. Researchers conducted

classroom observations of the instruction at monthly intervals for two of the classes and

bi-monthly intervals for the two other classes.

Pretest and posttest data were collected from the four strategies and two control

classes.

7
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Year 3: 1992-1993

Strategies instruction was integmted into the curriculum for intermediate level

students of Russian and Spanish. In contrast to the previous year, scripted lessons were

provided by researchers only for the fall semester. In the spring, participating teachers

developed their own lessons. The range of strategies included in the instruction was

reduced to focus specifically on the receptive skills, because teachers agreed that listening

and reading received substantial emphasis at the intermediate level. The Problem-Solving

Process Model for Comprehension was developed by researchers as a way of presenting

the strategies in a sequendal order for students. (See Chapter II, Figure 1 for a more

detailed explanation of the model.)

Five Spanish and one Russian intermediate level teachers, implemented the

instruction to one class of their intermediate level students, and refrained from using the

instruction in their parallel intermediate class. Cla.-,ses were randomly assigned as

strategies or control groups, based on a coin flip. All students were pretested in mrly

fall 1992. Posttesting was conducted in January 1993 for the Spanish students because

the change in semesters also included a change in student population. Posttesting

occurred in spring 1993 for the Russian students.

Analyses

Data analyses were conducted according to research questions, and thus were

similar across years of the study. For a clearer presentation, analyses are described with

the fmdings they generated.

78
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Findings

Research question 2a addressed the use of learnhtg strategies in relation to language

performance and self-efficacy. In Years 2 and 3, correlational analyses cf strategies use

with proficiency and with self-efficacy were conducted to address this research question.

An additional correlation was run to determine whether students' reported levels of self-

efficacy were related to their language performance. A dependent pre-to-post t-test was

conducted to see if the frequency of strategies use increased over the period of

participation in the strategies instruction.

Strategies Use and Language Performance

Correlational analyses were conducted for each language in each year of the study

to determine whether students who reported using more strategies on the Learning

Strategy Questionnaire achieved a higher score on the Language Test. No significant

results were found for either Russian or Spanish in either year.

Strategies Use and Self-efficacy

The data were also analyzed to identify correlations between students' reported use

of stategies on the Learning Strategies Questionnaire and their reported level of self-

efficacy on the Self-Efficacy Questionnaire. The results of correlational analyses from

the second year (1991-1992) were significant and were moderate in strength for both

languages. The Russian data had a correlation of r= .438 (2= .000, n =67) and the

Spanish data had a correlation of L= .313 (2=.011, r= .313). These findings indicate

that at the beginning level, first-year students who reported using strategies more

79
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frequently tended to perceive themselves as more confident language learners.

Conversely, students who reported less strategies use also tended to be less confident

about their language learning abilities. In the third year of the study, use of strategies

and self-efficacy were significantly correlated only for the Spanish classes. The

correlation for these intermediate-level Spanish classes was r=.334 (2=.000, n=119).

The significant correlations for the five Spanish classes and the beginning level classes

the previous year suggest that strategy use and self-efficacy may be positively related.

Self-efficacy and Language Performance

Correlational analyses conducted on the Self-efficacy Questionnaires and the

Language Tests revealed low to moderate positive relationships for most of the groups.

The self-confidence of the first year Russian students in 1991-1992 had a positive

relationship with the language test ir=.260, 2=.019, n=64) , as did the intermediate

level Spanish classes in 1992-1993 (r= .257, 2=.006, n=95). The self-efficacy of

intermediate level Russian students in 1992-1993 only had a significant relationship with

the listening section of the language test (r=.353, 2=.009, n=26). These data suggest

that students' language performance may be related to their level of self-efficacy.

Gains in Learning Strategies Use

A dependent t-test was conducted on pretest to posttest scores of the Learning

Strategies Questionnaire. Gains were found in the intermediate level Spanish classes

(t72=6.54, p= .000), but not in any other classes. The mean score for the Spanish pretest

was 3.37(SD = .46 ) and for the posttest 3.71(SD = .49 ).
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Impact of Strategies Instruction

We addressed research question 2b, on the impact of language learning strategies,

through quasi-experimental and experimental studies that compared data from students

instructed to use strategies with data from students who did not receive strategies

instruction. A series of Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) were used to compare

students' responses on the Language Learning Strategies Questionnaire, the Language

Tests, and the Self-Efficacy Questionnaire. The ANCOVA was adjusted for pretest

differences between experimental and control groups. Because the strategies instruction

was different for each language, separate ANCOVAs were run for Russian and Spanish.

For the beginning level classes in Year 2, both analyses showed no significant

differences between strategies and control groups. The ANCOVA for the Year 3

intermediate-level Russian classes was also not significant. For the Year 3 intermediate-

level Spanish classes, one of the ANCOVA assumptions was violated--the covariate

(Learning Strategies Questionnaire pretest) had a significant interaction with the effect

of instruction. Further analyses revealed that strategies instruction had a greater impact

on strategies use for students who already reported using more strategies at pre-test. No

significant differences were found for the Language Test and the Self-efficacy

questionnaire.

Discussion

The preceding results section was divided into subsections reporting correlations,

gains, and differences among the three instruments (Learning Strategies Questionnaire,
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Self-efficacy Qtestionnaire, and Language Tests) used to address Research Questions 2a

and 2b. The following discussion is organized to summarize and interpret these findings.

Strategies Use and Language Performance

This study provided no conclusive evidence regarding the relationship between

reported strategies use and language proficiency. Although some sections of the

Learning Strategies Questionnaire were correlated with some sections of the Language

Tests, the overall correlation was not significant for Russian or Spanish in either year.

Because previous research has indicated that there is a positive relationship between

appropriate strategies use and language performance (Naiman, Frohlich, Stern, and

Todesco, 1978; O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-Manzanares, Kupper, and Russo, 1985;

Chamot, O'Malley, Kupper, Impink-Hernandez, 1987), the inconclusive : 'sults could be

attributed to characteristics of the Language Tests. Although the tests contained tasks

that were proficiency-based (e.g. reading authentic texts, listening to weather reports,

watching a video), the content was intended to be based on specific course materials.

However, because the tests were written prior to the start of the school year, actual

course materials varied somewhat from those originally projected. Therefore, parts of

the tests were too easy for a majority of the students and other parts contained subject

matter that had not been covered at all in class. Student attitudes could also have

influenced their performance on the tests. Students were not given a grade or any other

type of credit for doing well on the Language Tests. Researchers who administered the

tests observed that many students did not appear to take the test seriously. Some students
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did not complete the entire measure, seemed to randomly check responses, and/or openly

compiained about having to take the test which required a minimum of half an hour for

compleCon. It seemed that motivation levels for success were not high. In addition,

Teacher Rankings of students as "high, medium, or low" performance did not

consistently correlate with the Language Tests (See Chapter VI for more details).

Teachers probably had a good idea of students performance at the end of the school year,

thus the insignificant correlation between Teacher Ranldngs and the Language Tests

seems to further indicate the inaccuracy of the formal tests. The Language Tests may not

have been accurate enough to capture students' true performance. In the future,

researchers may want to use a standardized test, if available, or simply course grades to

measure language performance.

Strategies Use and Self-efficacy

The correlation between the Learning Strategies Questionnaire and the Self-efficacy

Questionnaire was significant for both Russian and Spanish at the beginning level of

language study and for Spanish at the intermediate level. At the beginning level, the

measure of self-efficacy presented students with representative language tasks such as

learning vocabulary, understanding dialogues, reading authentic texts, and coping with

an authentic social situation. The beginning level Learning Strategies Questionnaire

contained similar, although not identical tasks (e.g. learning new vocabulary, listening,

reading, and spealdng). The significant correlation between the two beginning level

measures suggests that students' level of confidence is related to their use of strategies
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on the types of tasks represented on both measures. At the intermediate level, reading

and listening were the two skill areas emphasized in both of the instruments. A

significant correlation between strategies use for the receptive skills and level of

confidence in one's abilities to use the receptive skills was found only for the Spanish

classes. The larger number of intermediate-level Spanish students (119) provided far

greater statistical power for identifying correlations than the small number of

intermediate-level Russian students (30).

The relationship between strategies use and self-efficacy is important because it

seems to support the hypothesis that students who use more strategies are also more

confident language learners. However, the causal relationship of the two measures

cannot be determined without further experimental data. Chapter VI of this report

provides data indicating that levels of self-efficacy did increase over the academic year,

but whether this increase was due to acquiring more knowledge of the target language,

using strategies more appropriately and frequently, or a combination of the two, requires

further investigation.

Self-efficacy and Language Performance

The Self-efficacy Questionnaire and the Language Tests were also studied in

correlational analyses. Moderately significant results were found for the beginning-level

Russian classes and the intermediate-level Spanish classes. The listening section of the

Russian Language Test also had a positive relationship with the Self-efficacy

Questionnaire at the intermediate-level. Although moderate correlations did occur, the
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results should be tzken cautiously due to possible validity problems with the Language

Tests as previously discussed in this chapter. However, the results do indicate the

possibility that students' performance in the language is related to their levels of self-

confidence. It would seem that students who are more confident about their learning

abilities would also achieve greater success because self-perception does seem to

influence performance. Again, a causal relationship cannot be determined with

correlational data.

Gains in Learning Strategies Use

An additional analysis was conducted through a t-test to determine whether students'

use of strategies increased over an academic year. Contrary to expectations, only one

of the groups, the intermediate-level Spanish classes, increased their strategies use.

Although a causal relationship between strategies instruction and gains in strategies use

could not be determined using pre-to-post comparisons, it was expected that strategies

use might increase because the language material would become more challenging over

time. One possible explanation for the lack of gains is that the language tasks were not

difficult enough to warrant an increase in strategies use. Prior research has indicated a

relationship between task demands and strategies use (Rubin, 1988; Barnhardt, 1992).

If a task is difficult, then strategies are necessary. However, if a task is either foo easy

or too difficult, then strategies are not necessary or do not seem to help.

The increase in students' strategies use in the intermediate-level Spanish classes but

not the other classes could also be attributed to the difference in the professional
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development given to teachers. The group of intermediate-level Spanish teachers

participated in collective training activities, whtdeas the other teachers received

individualized training with researchers. The major distinguishing features of the

collective treatment were attendance at professional development workshops, a

framework for structuring strategies instruction, collaboration with colleagues, and the

use of the Problem-Solving Process Model for Comprehension which sequenced specific

strategies for the receptive skills. Although both groups of teachers received scripted

strategies lessons, teachers in the collective group were better able to independently

develop and integrate their own strategies lessons. These teachers may have also more

successfully communicated better-developed knowledge of strategies to students more

successfully enabling students to increase their use of those strategies taught. (See

Chapter V for a more detailed discussion of the two types of teacher professional

development.)

Impact of Strategies Instruction

Because the discussion in this section is based on the results of statistical analyses

in the quasi-experimental and experimental part of the study, it is important to note some

of the caveats of the current study. In the second year of the study, 1991-1992, the

small number of classes available to participate made it difficult to randomly assign

teachers to treatment conditions. The number of available Russian classes continued

to be small into the third year of the study. The small numbers participating made it

difficult to identify effects due to low statistical power and the lack of random assignment

8G
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made it impossible to draw straightforward causal implications about the impact of

strategies instruction. For example, in both languages, participating classes during 1991-

1992 represented several school districts. Thus, students were exposed to different

learning materials. Observations by researchers also revealed that other variables such

as the teacher's methods of instniction and use of classroom technology may have

affected students' use of strategies and sense of self-efficacy. Moreover, at least one of

the control teachers had been exposed to the theory behind learning strategies integration

and admitted to "occasionally" mentioning strategies to his students. Furthermore, the

control and treatment classes were not equivalent on the measures at the outset of the

study.

There was a sufficient number of Spanish classes in the third year of the study for

random assignment, with teachers acting as their own controls. Despite random

assignment, however, classrooms assigned to strategies scored consistently higher on

some pretests than classes assigned as controls. Thus, analyses had to statistically control

for differences at the outset. Moreover, although teachers agreed not to include explicit

strategies instruction in the control classes, it is conceivable that teachers may have

suggested strategies, especially if they felt that students in control were missing

something beneficial. The short length of time for implementing the strategies instruction

before posttesting (four months) could also have contributed to the nonsignificant findings

between the Spanish control and treatment classes. Students may not have had ample

time to practice and acquire the strategies on their own.
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Conclusions

This chapter investigated the relationships between learning strategies use, level of

self-confidence, and language performance. A positive relationship was identified

between strategies use and self-confidence. Although conclusive evidence was not found

for other relationships, the researchers believe that the possibility of such correlations is

strong and therefore further investigation is necessary in this area. More information on

the causal aspect of these relationships can help improve foreign language instruction by

perhaps increasing language performance through interventions that increase strategies

use and self-confidence.
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CHAPTER V

PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF

LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Overview

This chapter examines language learning strategy instruction from the perspective

of teachers. Key components of professional development for implementing language

learning strategies instruction are discussed by comparing different approaches to

training. The implementation of language learning strategies instruction is examined

based on the experiences and resulting insights of participating teachers. This chapter

addresses research question 3b:

What are different approaches to teacher professional development for

implementation of strategies instruction?

Objectives

The primary objective of the professional development component of the project

was to enable teachers to independently and naturally integrate learning strategies

instruction into their classes. Individualized and collective approaches were examined

to identify elements of professional support necessary for helping teachers effectively

incorporate learning strategies into their daily lessons. The professional development

given to teachers varied in the degree of formality, the amount of researcher assistance

given to teachers, the time teachers spent in contact with researchers, and the types of

materials used to develop strategies instruction.
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Data describing teachers' perceptions of the implementation process for language

learning strategies instruction were collected to present teachers' viewpoints on the

effectiveness of language learning strategies instruction. These data also identified areas

of language learning strategies instruction that teachers regarded as difficult and teachers'

suggestions for improvement.

Methods

The professional development aspect of the project focused on two groups of

teachers. The first group joined the project in 1990-1991 during which researchers

collected foreign language materials and observed classes to identify teaching styles and

characteristics of high school foreign language classes. This first group of teachers

implemented strategies inst-uction the following year (1991-1992). The second group

of teachers received training and integrated strategies lessons during 1992-1993.

Information on teachers' attitudes toward the treatment they received and the

implementation process of language learning strategies instruction was collected through

discussions at meetings, a midyear 1992-1993 teacher questionnaire, and a 1992-1993

teacher interview (See Chapter II for descriptions; see Appendix A for copies of

measures). In addition, researchers evaluated the effectiveness of the training procedures

through classroom observations and discussions with teachers.

The teacher questionnaire and interviews were analyzed using a qualitative

approach. Categories for both instruments were generated based on the questions in the

instruments and additional topics frequently mentioned by teachers. Teacher responses

13 0
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were then grouped according to the categories and comments were noted as positive or

negative. Tallies of negative and positive responses were made for each category to

determine the perceptions of the majority of the teachers.

Findings

Approaches to Professional Development for Implementation of Language Learning

trategies Instruction

Several factors pertaining to the real world situation of teaching affected the

amounts and kinds of professional support given to teachers. Instructors had a limited

amount of time to spend on any activities outside of classroom teaching, so the

developmental activities needed to be succinct while still imparting sufficient information

for teachers to be able to grasp the concepts. Secondly, teachers had varying degrees of

teaching experience and educational background. Therefore, part of the research

investigation focused on the amount and kinds of support that were beneficial for

everyone and which kinds needed to be individualized. Other factors to be considered

concerning actual integration of the strategy instruction included the foreign language

curriculum for each district, the language materials used by the teacher, and the level of

instruction. Teachers in different school districts normally had different foreign language

curricula, and even within the same districts teachers' specific materials varied. The

learning strategies included in instruction differed according to the emphasis of the

curriculum, materials, and level of language study.
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First Cohort of Teachers (1991-1992)

The individualized approach was chosen for the first group of instructors (1991-

1992), in part because the participants were from four school districts over a widespread

area, malting group activities infeasible. The treatment was characterized by one-on-one

interaction between teacher and researcher, with much of the emphasis placetl on

developing learning strategy materials designed specifically for the teacher's curriculum

and class level. Integration of the instruction was planned so that teachers could more

easily learn how to teach learning strategies using their own familiar materials.

Individual meetings between teacher and researcher were used to gather information

about teachers' materials, to discuss with teachers which strategies were most

appropriate, and to decide how the strategies could best be integrated into normal

instruction. Researchers then developed scripted learning strategies lessons for each

teacher twice weekly for an academic year. Researchers also observed classes, provided

oral feedback, and revised strategy lessons based on observations and teachers'

suggestions.

The treatments differed according to each teacher's circumstances. For instance,

teachers sometimes chose to focus on different strategies because they emphasized certain

skills in their classes. In one case, two teachers gave the same strategies different names

in the target language. Two of the teachers were introduced to learning strategies and

given guidance on how to teach them using strategies instruction integrated into their

textbook. Another teacher received strategies instruction based upon language materials

92
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she developed herself. The fourth teacher received strategies instruction based upon

materials developed solely by the researchers. Also, the amount of time teachers spent

with researchers varied according to their rn availability and desire to meet.

Observations and meetings occurred twice a month for two of the teachers, once a month

for the third, and every other month for the fourth. Some teachers liked to go over each

of the strategy lessons with the researchers, while other teachers preferred to work

independently on the lessons, improvising at times and asking researchers specific

questions when necessary.

The teachers' reactions to the development activities were examined based on

types of strategy materials they received. The two Russian teachers who did not use a

textbook, but developed their own materials, were gratified to receive the scripted

lessons. In part, this reaction was due to receiving new materials or having their existing

handwritten materials typed. Both teachers liked the convenience of meetings at their

own schools, but felt that interaction with other teachers doing the same type of

instruction would have been motivating. One of the Spanish teachers working with a

textbook complained that the materials took too much time so she sometimes didn't do

all the lessons. In contrast, the other Spanish teacher would have liked to have worked

with strategy materials other than those directly associated with the textbook, which she

thought were repetitive.

Despite the scripted lessons designed to integrate strategies with content, the

teachers' strategies instruction was not always integrated or explicit. Observations
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revealed that teachers often set the strategy lessons apart from regular activities. For

example, teachers had a tendency to make an announcement in class that it was time to

do learning strategies which might indicate that the strategies were not given widespread

application. Teachers in this first cohort said that they often felt uncomfortable with

explicit instruction and admitted that they mostly did it when they were being observed

by researchers.

By providing the amount and type of materials support each teacher felt was

necessary, it was hoped that the instructors could take ownership of the strategies

instruction by developing their own strategies lessons. However, most of the teachers

had difficulty taldng this final step. Perhaps teachers were not convinced of the

effectiveness of strategies training, and therefore did not have sufficient motivation to

independently hicorporate strategies, or they may not have completely understood how

to integrate it with course content. This problem seemed to indicate that teachers needed

to have a more thorough understanding of the theoretical principles underlying strategies

instruction, and therefore needed more professional development activities. Scripted

lessons alone did not provide teachers with a sufficient model to follow. All of the

teachers in this cohort felt it would have been beneficial to initially watch experienced

teachers model strategy lessons.

The Second Cohort of Teachers (1992-1993)

Based on the reactions of the first group of teachers, a collective approach too

professional development was enacted the following year (1992-1993), in which

9 4
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participants worked as a team to learn about the integration of learning strategies

instruction into their regular curriculum. The difficulty of working with several foreign

language curricula was addressed by focusing on teachers from a single school district.

Students in their second and third years of language study received strategies instruction.

Strategies for reading and listening comprehension were selected because teachers agreed

that these were the two language skills that received substantial emphasis at the

intermediate level of study.

The professional development activities began with two workshops for participants,

which provided a theoretical rationale for strategy instruction and opportunities for

teachers to examine their own learning behaviors as well as those of their students. A

detailed explanation of the reading and listening learning strategies model to be

incorporated was given along with sample learning strategy lessons, and a videotape of

a teacher giving a strategy lesson. The workshop also presented teachers with a

framework sequencing the steps for giving explicit strategy instruction (see Figure 7).

The framework introduced the concept of scaffolded instruction which included the

following stages: preparation, presentation, modeling, practice, evaluation, and

extension. The beginning stages require the teacher to have a greater role in the process

by providing students with strategic knowledge, but as time continues students begin to

take more responsibility for strategies use.

9 5
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Figure 5. Framework for Strategies Instruction
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Adapted by El-Dinary and Brown (September 1992) from:
Bergman, J.L. (1992). SAIL-A way to success and independence for low-achieving
readers. The Reading Teacher, 45, 598-602.
Chamot, A.U. & O'Malley, J.M. (1992). A conceptual framework for the integration
of language and content instruction. In P.A. Richard-Amato & M.A. Snow (Eds.) The
multicultural classroom: Readings for content area teachers (pp. 39-57). White Plains,
NY: Longman.
Pearson, P.D. & Gallagher, M.C. (1983). The instruction of reading comprehension.
Contemporary Educational Psychology, 317-344.
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Unlike the previous years' individualized teacher-researcher meetings, the 1992-1993 teachers

received identical scripted lessons and met as a group with researchers during the fall semester.

Group meetings held every other week allowed teachers to share various aspects of their

experiences with the strategies lessons with the researchers and with each other.

In the spring, teachers agreed to begin developing their own strategy lessons. The transition

included frequent meetings with research staff to discuss each teacher's strategy lesson plans. At

this point, the treatment given to teachers became individualized. Researchers met with teachers
4

at their respective schools on an individual basis with the exception of two teachers at the same

school who continued to work as a team. The teacher-generated lessons were observed weekly or

monthly depending pen the teacher's preference. Immediate researcher feedback was given orally

through post-observation meetings.

Teachers had a positive reaction to the collective approach, particularly the opportunities to

interact with other teachers. One teacher stated that she liked the team meetings in the fall because

she felt like they had formed a special group which created motivation to teach the strategies and

gave her inspiration. However, all participants agreed that it was difficult to arrange for group

meetings, given schedule conflicts, and felt that the individual meetings at their respective schools

were much more convenient.

The scripted lessons were successful in serving as a model for teachers. Because the number

of scripted lessons was limited, teachers felt responsible for completing all of them. Furthermore,

because everyone was using identical lessons, participants were able to discuss common issues.
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Two of the foPir teachers felt there were too many scripted lessons, stating that the target language

content of the lessons did not always correspond exactly with what was being taught at t' .e. time.

Although teachers found the scripted lessons useful, they all preferred developing their own

lessons. This attitude of independence indicated that instructors perceived themselves as competent

in their understanding of strategies as well as in their ability to teach strategies. However, one

concern shared by several teachers was the repetitive presentation of the strategy model. Teachers

expressed some concerns in coming up with new ideas for teaching strategies, and would have

appreciated more suggestions for varying the model.

Based on class observations, an initial team approach to professional developmentwas more

successful than relying solely on individualized training for reaching the goal of teachers

independently integrating strategies. Using their own materials, the second group of teachers felt

comfortable integrating the strategies on their own, whereas the first group relied on researchers

to develop and integrate the strategies instruction. The second group of teachers were also better

able to keep the strategies instniction explicit. Based on data collected through interviews, these

teachers better understood the rationale for and implications of explicit instruction.

Findings Across Cohorts

Regardless of approach, time was an important obstacle to strategies instruction. Teachers

had to set aside personal time for the professional development activities. Therefore, only highly

motivated teachers participated. Other teachers who could possibly benefit first have to be

convinced of the effectiveness of strategies instruction. Additionally, teachers must be willing to

commit part of their class time to strategies instruction. Even though the instruction is integrated
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into language activities, some class time needs to be devoted to the introduction to learning

strategies and the discussion of students' learning processes. Moreover, content lessons that

integrate an emphasis on process are likely to take longer than lessons on content alone.

In summary, the key components common to all teachers for professional development

included a basic understanding of learning strategy theory, scripted lessons to serve as a model,

opportunities to develop their own lessons, and perhaps most important, interaction with colleagues

who are also engaged in learning strategies instruction. Experience teaching the strategies also

enabled teachers to integrate them more effectively and to mention them more spontaneously at

appropriate moments during instruction.

Teachers' Perception of Language Learning Strategies Instruction

This section presents teachers' perceptions of language learning strategies instruction. The

emphasis is on the effectiveness of the instruction and difficulties encountered during

implementation. Although participants received different types of professional development, their

reactions to actual implementation of strategies instruction were similar, as described below.

Effectiveness of Strategies Instruction

All participating teachers believed that strategies instruction was generally effective.

Teachers felt that by using the strategies students had to pay closer attention to the language task

than they would have otherwise. One teacher stated that it was motivating to students to understand

how and why they were doing an activity because students then became actively invblved in the

learning process. She further described language learning strategies instruction as a "very caring

approach." In otlw words, she showed concern for how students were learning as opposed to
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focusing only on what students knew. In this way, teacher and student worked together on the

actual learning process with the goal of students becoming self-regulated learners (Derry, 1986).

Teachers also said the degree of impact of language learning strategies instruction depended

on several classroom variables. For example, they believed that the instruction's effectiveness was

related to student abilities. In a ranking task, teachers divided the class into high achieving,

medium achieving, and low achieving students. Teachers felt that students in the middle third, or

average students, received the most benefit from strategies insauction. Teachers indicated that the

high achievers already used the strategies and were easily bored with the instruction. On the other

hand, teachers said the low achievers did not have sufficient motivation to learn the strategies.

Several teachers implemented strategies instruction in Honors classes but decided that in the future

they would focus on it more in their regular cla:ses. Teachers agreed that language learning

strategies instruction worked best when targeted at average learners.

The effectiveness of language learning strategies instruction also depended on relationships

between individual strategies and students' level of study. The first group of teachers (1990-1992)

unanimously supported strategies for learning vocabulary in the first year of language study.

Teachers found Directed Attention, Selective Attention, Grouping, and many of the elaboration

strategies (Contextualization, Personalization, Visualization) beneficial for first year students

because such strategies assisted the vocabulary memorization procesL. Although beginning level

classes included activities for reading, listening, speaking, and writing, teachers concluded that

students needed the most support in building up their vocabulary base. Individual teachers

occasionally included strategies for a specific skill area based on the emphasis of their curriculum.
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For instance, some teachers used authentic reading texts such as advertisements. They found that

the strategies Inferencing, Using cognates and Prediction were useful for these types of texts.

The second group of teachers (1992-1993) implemented stratevies instniction in their third

year intermediate level classes and indicated a preference for reading and listening comprehension

strategies. According to teachers' opinions, Predicting, Selectively Attending, Visualizing,

Inferencing, and Summarizing were the most effective strategies for the receptive skills at this level.

Teachers also agreed that it was better to focus on a cluster of related strategies as opposed to a

single strategy. Thus, reading and listening were taught as processes that required preparation,

monitoring, problem-solving, and evaluation. Teachers said that this model provided them with

a structured and organized format which facilitated teaching receptive skills (see Chapter II for

a detailed description and illustration of the Model for Comprehension).

Mthough this project did not focus on advanced level students, teachers suggested that

strategies for writing and speaking would be appropriate for level four classes. At level four,

teachers believed students ha d made the transition from mimicking language structures to actual

creation of new utterances. Because writing and speaking tasks began to resemble those for native

speakers, teachers believed that the transition from classroom to real life tasks could be facilitated

with appropriate learning strategies.

Affective strategies were perceived to be beneficial for all students regardless of level.

Students needed these coping strategies when they became frustrated or overwhelmed with learning

a foreign language. For instsnce, teachers believed Self-Talk or Positive Reinforcement helped
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students maintain motivation. Cooperation when working with classmates was also considered

important, especially for high school students.

The teacher opinions of which strategies were best suited for student level may only be

relevant to the particular languages and type of curriculum studied by this project. The matching

of strategy to student level is related to the types of tasks emphasized by the curriculum at this

level. However, teachers' feedback provided some evidence that strategy use is task dependent.

Difficulties menting Language Learning Strategies Instruction

li h. All teachers were concerned about an increase in the use of English during

strategies instruction in their foreign language classes. Although participants admitted using English

for clarification purposes in their classes prior to language learning strategies instruction, they

thought language learning strategies instruction may have caused them to use more English. The

use of English seemed greater during the beginning stages of language learning strategies instruction

than during later stages. The initial presentation of learning strategies, including increasing

students' awareness of their own learning processes, necessitated the use of English. However, as

students became familiar with the strategies, teachers found they could keep more of the strategies

instruction in the target language. The type of strategy and/or activity also determined the amount

of English used. For inst nce, teachers thought that Thinking Aloud had to be done in English

because students did not have the proficiency for verbalizing abstract thought processes in the target

language (See Chapter IrI for student perceptions about thinking aloud in the target language.). In

contrast, Selectively Attending and Summarizing could be done in the target language.
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After a year of experience with language learning strategies instruction, the teachers

generally agreed that they could use less English in their future strategies lessons. As teachers'

self-perceptions of competence using strategies instruction increased, their use of English during

strategies instruction decreased. Another suggestion for minimizing English was to develop simple

terminology for language learning strategies instruction in the target language. Although the

strat-tgies were named in the target language, additional definitions and phrases for discussing

language learning strategies instruction would have encouraged greater use of the target language.

Such phrases were provided to Spanish teachers in the second cohort, but use of the phrases could

have been emphasized more during professional development.

Time. In the beginning stages of implementation, teachers were concerned about the amount

of additional class time spent on strategies instruction. They thought that less language material

would be covered because of time allocated to strategies discussions. During the initial presentation

of strategies, teachers did have to devote class time to discussions promoting student awareness of

learning processes. However, when questioned at the end of the academic year, teachers agreed

they covered just as much, if not more, material than they would have normally.

Another time-related issue that emerged concerns the relationship between strategies and

language skills. One teacher (1992/1993) complained that by focusing strategies use exclusively

on reading and listening strategies, she sacrificed speaking activities. In the future, this need not

be the case, especially because language tasks often require several skills. The instruction can

include strategy combinations for more than one skill.
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Student motivation. Lack of student motivation proved to be a difficulty for some teachers

implementing language learning strategies instruction. The problem was characterized by student

apathy or unwillingness to use the strategies. Certain students, though never an entire class, were

uncooperative and caused class management problems. Teachers were generdlly able to control

these problems, but were concerned that students were becoming bored with language learning

strategies instruction.

Teachers cited three factors they believed contributed to negative student reaction: repetitive

presentation of strategies, excessive explicitness, and inappropriate strategy choices. The

repetitiveness was due to teaching a limited number of strategies during an academic year. The

strategies were continually recycled with the goal that they would become part of students'

procedural knowledge. Teachers also thought students became bored with the constant explicf_. _ss

of the language learning strategies instruction. The explicitness reached a point where teachers felt

it became unnatural and force 1. Negative student reactions also occurred when vocabulary learning

strategies were repeated from first year into an intermediate level language course.

These three issues indicated that at a certain point students had accepted strategies they found

beneficial and did not want to be given frequent reminders to use them. The instruction needed to

be better scaffolded so that the explicit prompts gradually faded as students began to take

responsibility for using strategies. The idea of fading prompts was supported by the fact that

students expressed interest and cooperation in the beginning of language learning strategies

instruction. Teachers reported that as long as the strategies were new, most students were attentive

and willing to try them. However, explicit instruction was difficult to maintain over an academic
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year with a limited number of strategies for this age group of students. Teachers thought that either

new strategies had to be introduced or the strategies that had already been amply practiced needed

only occasional reminders.

Conclusions

The findings based on the qualitative data in this chapter indicate that certain factors lea d to

the successful integration of strategies instruction with content material. First, teachers must be

willing to commit themselves and a certain amount of their time to acquiring a basic understanding

of strategies theory. Scripted strategies lessons are necessary for providing teachers with a model

to follow. However, strategies lessons are most successful when developed by the teacher using

her own materials. Interaction and collaboration with other colleagues also engaged in learning

strategies instruction enables teachers to share ideas and brainstorm solutions to problems. Finally,

the strategies instructional model needs to be scaffolded so that explicitness gradually fades as

students begin to accept greater responsibility for learning.

1 i'5
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CHAPTER VI

INFORMAL ASSESSMENT OF LANGUAGE SKILLS

Overview

Foreign language educators usually rely on formal summative assessment

measures such as achievement tests to monitor students' progress. However, relying

solely on formal assessment excludes the benefits of ongoing evaluation of the

instructional process, as well as student involvement in assessing their own learning

skills. This chapter presents the results of the Assessment of Language Skills for

Instruction study, which investigated the role of teacher and student informal evaluation

measures for Japanese, Spanish, and Russian high school foreign language classes.

The following research questions were investigated in this study:

I . Does periodic informal assessment of student learning by teachers enhance

teachers' awareness of student progress?

2. Does periodic self-assessment and review of progress in language learning

contribute to a perceived sense of self-efficacy as a second language learner?

Objectives

The principal goal of this study was to develop and test alternatives to formal

proficiency assessment in foreign language instruction in high school Japanese, Russian,

and Spanish classes. The two types of alternative assessment investigated were informal

teacher evaluations and student self-evaluations. The informal instruments were used by

teachers to assess students' performance according to curriculum objectives, in addition
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to overall language learning ability and effort. Student self-assessment required students

to become active participants in the learning process by establishing or becoming aware

of learning goals and assessing their progress towards these goals. TITzt study also

developed an instrument of self-efficacy, which measured students' level of confidence

in being able to complete representative language tasks.

Methods

Subj ects

For each language--Russian, Spanish, and Japanese--one high school teacher and

one class of her beginning level students participated The Japanese class of 22 students

was located in a private high school. The 23 Russian students attended a public school,

as did the 26 Spanish students. (For more information concerning subjects, see Chapter

Instruments

Data collection instruments for this study were: (a) a Self-Efficacy Questionnaire,

in which students gauged their confidence to successfully complete representative foreign

language learning tasks; (b) Student Self-Assessment Worksheets, which students used

to review and evaluate their progress toward their own objectives or specific curriculum

objectives; (c) Language Tests, which assessed students' performance in each of the

target languages (d) Teacher Ratings for assessing students' progress in meeting course

objectives; and (e) Teacher Rankings of students as high achievers, average achievers,
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or low achievers according to their overall language performance (see Chapter II for

more detailed descriptions of the instruments).

Procedures

Table 8 on the following page provides a summary of the procedures, which

were similar for each of the pardcipating classes.

The content of the assessment materials was established based on each foreign

language curriculum and specific course materials of participating teachers. Research

staff met with individual teachers to further ensure content validity of the measures and

to determine the exact format for facility of use. The frequency of teacher-researcher

meetings varied across languages--monthly for the Russian and Spanish teachers and

weekly for the Japanese teacher. Because a main ccmponent of the study was to

individualize the materials based on the teacher's perception of how assessments could

be most beneficial, the measures reflected input from the teacher as well as from the

researchers.

The materials were administered at the end of a chapter, unit, or lesson, depending

on the curriculum. Russian and Spanish participants received the forms approximately

monthly for six months. Japanese participants received the forms weekly for two months

in the spring semester.

1 I' S
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Table 8. Informal Assessment of Language Skills: Summary

Japanese Russian Spanish

Subjects
1

22
1

23
1

26

Teachers
Students

Instruments

1/ 1/
Self-Efficacy
Questionnaire
Pretest
Posttest

Student Self Assessment
Worksheets

Weekly
Spring 1992
After Unit
Test

Monthly
1991-1992

Academic Year
Before Unit Test

Monthly
1991-1992

Academic Year
Before Unit Test

Language Test
Pretest
Posttest If Vr
Teacher Ratings Weekly

Spring 1992
After Unit
Test

Monthly
1991-1992

Academic Year
Before Unit Test

Monthly
1991-1992

Academic Year
Before Unit

Test

Teacher Rankings
Pretest
Posttest ti fti
Procedures i fli
Individual Meetings
With Teachers

Input and Feedback from
Teacher ir
Basis of Foreign Language
Curriculum Textbook

Proficiency Functional
Objectives
No Textbook

Textbook
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Findings

The results of the study are divided into two categories, (1) assessment materials

developed for each language; and (2) quantitative fmdings.

Informal Assessment Mate/ .ta ls

While the types of information collected by the assessment materials varied with the

curricula, teacher and student response options were identical across languages. Teachers

used the following scale:

1= Meets Objectivethe student has fully attained the objective indicated in this

area and can perform the activity unassisted;

2= Needs ImprovementThe student meets the objective in this area on some

occasions but needs assistance- on others;

3= Does Not Meet Objectivethe student usually needs assistance to perform the

objective in this area.

Student response options were:

1= I can do this easily.

2= I had problems doing this.

3 = I can't do this yet.

Appendix A contains examples of student and teacher assessment forms for each

language.

Japanese

An important product of this study was a set of Japanese assessment worksheets

that the teacher and students found beneficial in tacking student progress. The teacher
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was interested in evaluating students' progress towards specific course objectives that she

had established and specified to the researchers. Examples of these objectives are:

-Knows how to tell time: 1 minute to 10 minutes

-Can say "I'm hungry."

-Can say "I am asking too much" in two ways

A joint decision was made between researchers and the Japanese teacher to give

students evaluation items identical to those on the teacher's forms. The teacher wanted

to compare her perceptions of students' progress with students' perceptions of their

progress. Therefore, the students' checklist contained the same objectives as the

teacher's, but the statements were in the first person singular form (e.g. , I can say "I am

asking too much" in two ways). Students completed the assessment measures after taking

the lesson test, but before they saw the results of their tests. The teacher completed her

forms after students had taken the lesson test so that her evaluations were based on

students' performances.

Russian

The Russian assessment forms were developed for a school district that had recently

begun a new preficiency-based foreign language curriculum organized around topics with

functional objectives. The teacher gave these objectives to the researchers at the

beginning of each unit to ensure content validity of the assessment measures. Examples

of the types of objectives included on the teacher forms were:

-Student can describe his/her own home.
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-Student can understand descriptions of houses.

-Student can read authentic ads related to housing.

In addition to language proficiency tasks, the Russian teacher also rated students on

learning behaviors. This enabled her to identify students' strengths and weaknesses for

learning in relation to the course objectives. Examples of teacher evaluation of students'

learning behaviors were:

-Student completes homework assignments on time.

-Student pays attention in class.

-Student is willing to initiate problem-solving techniques.

Both teacher and student assessment measures were used near the end of instruction

on a theme, but before the unit test, so that areas needing improvement could be

addressed before the formal assessment.

The Russian student self-assessment forms corresponded to each theme and

contained statements describing proficiency-related language tasks, which were chosen

based on course objectives. The student forms contained similar but not necessarily

identical information as the teacher forms. Examples of student evaluation statements

were:

-I can tell someone I am not feeling well.

-I can describe members of my family and friends.

-I can tell someone what classes I take at school.

Students were able to base their responses on actual performance because

worksheets also required students to test themselves by performing the task in Russian.

1
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Completing the measures before the unit tests gave students the opportunity to identify

and clarify problem areas.

Spanish

The Spanish assessment forms were based on the textbook, which included teacher

objectives and student review tests for each chapter. Both teacher and students

completed the forms at the end of the chapter but before the unit test. The two measures

contained similar, but not identical, objectives.

The teacher assessment form included statements describing students' ability to

perform language proficiency tasks based on the objectives in the textbook. Examples

of these types of statements were:

Student can express preferences for clothing and color.

Student can identify seasons of the year.

-Student can express likes and dislikes for food.

The teacher also assessed her students on learning behaviors which allowed her to

look for possible reasons behind students' class performances. Statements describing

learning behaviors included:

-Student recognizes cognates.

-Student is able to learn vocabulary for the chapter.

-Student understands spoken Spanish in listening activities.

Students assessed their abilities to perform tasks presented at the end of ea,..n

chapter in the student review test. The assessment forms instructed students to do a
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specific section of the review test, and then to complete the self-evaluation measure. The

Spanish student assessments were in the form of questions. Examples included:

How sure are you that you could use es or son and the correct indefinite

article with place names?

How sure are you that you could use the verb ir appropriately in given

sentences?

How sure are you that you could state your transportation preferences to a

partner?

The student assessment measures were designed to make students more aware of their

abilities by examining their progress in the class.

Teachers' Informal Assessments and Formal Measures of Language Performance

The first research question addressed was how well teachers were aware of student

progress. Correlations were calculated between the informal assessment of Teacher

Rankings and the formal assessment of the Language Tests. Both of these instruments

were administered as pretests and rosttests; that is they were administered before and

after implementation of the ongoing informal assessment measures. The rankings

consisted of teachers' perceptions of student performance according to the three

categories of high, average, and low. Teachers were instructed to rank students

independently of each other as opposed to making comparisons. The language tests,

developed by researchers, collected information on students' performance on language

tasks.
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The Japanese Teacher Ranldngs had a high correlation with the Japanese Language

Test (r=-.847, 2=.000). The correlation coefficient is negative because of the different

scales used on the two measures. A low number of 1 represe.nted higher performance

on the Teacher Rankings, but a higher number on the Language test represented greater

achievement. The strong, direct relationship indicates that the Japanese teacher was able

to successfully rank her students' progress, according to their achievement on a formal

measure.

In the Russian and Spanish assessment study classrooms, Teacher Rankings were

not significantly correlated with the respective Language Tests. A major difference in

the informal assessment forms between the Japanese class forms and the Russian and

Spanish classes was that the Japanese teacher completed her forms after grading students'

achievement on unit tests, whereas the Russian and Spanish teachers completed the forms

before observing students' test results. Conceivably, the Japanese teacher could have

used the achievement scores to develop her ranking. At least, the teacher's perceptions

were probably influenced by the formal assessment results.

Teachers' Informal Assessments and Students' Informal Assessments

Because identical objectives were rated by the teacher and students in the Japanese

class, correlations between teacher and student assessment responses were calculated

based on averages of responses across the lessons. An overall correlation coefficient of

(r= .701, 2= .000) indicated a moderately strong relationship between student self-

assessment and teacher assessment.

1 1 5
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In the Russian and Spanish classes, objectives on teachers' informal assessments

differed somewhat from those on students' self-assessment. In these classes, therefore,

the teacher ranldng, rather than teacher assessments, was compared with student self-

assessments. Both the Russian and Spanish classes showed significant, moderate

correlations (I=.443, 2=.033) and (r=.439, u=.030), respectively. The data indicate

that on informal measures teachers viewed students' abilities similarly to how students

perceived their own abilities.

Student Gains in Self-efficacy

To begin investigation of the second research question regarding students' perceived

sense of self-efficacy, a t-test was conducted to compare the pretest and posttest scores

on the Self-efficacy Questionnaire to see if levels of self-confidence increased over six

months of study. The Russian students' self-efficacy was significantly higher at posttest

than it was at pretest Q17=2.39, R= .029). The Spanish students' level of confidence for

language learning also made a significant increase (114=2.15, 2=.049). Student self-

efficacy data were unavailable for the Japanese students.

Self-efficacy Ouestionnaire and Student Self-assessments

To continue investigation of the second research question, a correlational analysis

was conducted to measure the relationship between student responses on the self-

assessment forms and on the Self-efficacy Questionnaire. The Russian student self-

assessment ratings had a moderate relationship with the measure of self-efficacy (r=-

.435, g=.036). The Spanish data also showed a moderate relationship (r=-.426,
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2=.044). As discussed earlier, the correlation coefficient is negative because of the

different scales used on the two measures. On the student self-assessment, low numbers

represented greater confidence, but on the Self-efficacy Questionnaire higher numbers

represented greater confidence. Therefore, the two measures were actually directly

related; higher confidence on one measure corresponded with higher confidence on the

other. Both of these measures seemed to tap students' self-confidence with various

language tasks. The cridcal difference between the measures was the specificity of tasks.

The self-assessments focused on specific language tasks (e.g., How confident are students

about their understanding of the apartment advertisement they just read?), whereas the

Self-efficacy Questionnaire focused on more general language learning tasks (e.g., How

confident are students that they could understand newspaper articles?). Because the

measures were otherwise similar, the correlation between them seems to support the

validity of each as a measure of self-efficacy, whether more global or more specific.

Students' Performance on Formal Assessment Measures and Students' Ratings on

Informal Self-assessments

The data were analyzed to see whether individual differences in students' overall

self-assessment were related to their language performance. The correlation between

students' performance on the Language Test and their self-assessment responses was

significant (r=-.46, 2=.020) only for the Japanese class. The Russian and Spanish

classes did not show a relationship between the Language Tests and students' Pelf-

assessment worksheets.
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Discussion

Teachers' Informal Assessment of Student Learning,

The teachers' informal assessment instruments were designed to enable teachers to

monitor students' progress towards curriculum objectives as an ongoing daily, weekly,

or monthly process. The process was supposed to enhance teachers' awareness of each

student's progress so that instruction could be individualized to meet the specific needs

of student,. The rationale behind informal assessments differed from formal achievement

measures, in that the latter measured students' performance only as an end result with

little recourse for addressing problem areas (i.e., summative, rather than formative

assessment). Parts of the informal evaluation materials required teachers to rate students'

learning behaviors so that they could determine more specifically why students succeeded

or failed in reaching course goals.

In general, the three teachers indicated that these informal measures helped them

monitor individual student progress. Under ideal conditions (i.e., limited student

numbers and ample class preparation time), teachers could have spent more time focusing

on the individual student, making the measures more beneficial. Teachers cited lack of

time as the biggest obstacle for using the instruments. In addition, two of the teachers

had over a hundred students to contend with on a daily basis, a number that hindered the

use of such instruments in all their classes. On the other hand, teachers did validate the

use of such instruments by stating that they often did this kind of ongoing assessment

1
1
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mentally. They agreed that having the assessment on paper allowed them to go back and

review a student's progress, which was often difficult or impossible to do mentally.

Across the languages, teachers' informal assessment measures were positively

correlated with the students' informal self-assessment measures. This finding supports

the validity of the informal evaluation instruments because it indicates that teachers and

students were perceiving learning abilities and progress similarly. That is, if a teacher

assessed a student as successfully accomplishing course objectives, then that student also

felt that he or she was able to perfoan the language tasks. If a student did not feel

competent to complete the language tasks, then the teacher was also likely to view the

student as not meeting course objectives.

One type of informal assessment required teachers to rank their students overall

language learning abilities as high, medium, and low before and after implementation of

the informal assessments based on course objectives. To investigate whether teachers

would be more accurate in their rankings after a period of monitoring individual student

progress, the rankings were correlated to the proficiency tests for each language. The

Japanese class had a high correlation between the two instruments, but the Russian and

Spanish were not significant. Several differences between the language tests may have

accounted for the different results. First, the Japanese language test was achievement-

based. It contained items specifically related to the course objectives. The Russian and

Spanish tests were proficiency-based, so the items were not tied to the curriculum.

Another important factor regarding these tests was that they were developed and written
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by the researchers, not the teachers. Because the Japanese class participated for only one

semester in the spring, the teacher reviewed the test after she had been teaching the class

for five months. Thus, she had a clear idea as to what items should be included. The

Russian and Spanish language tests were written several months prior to the start of the

school year. The teachers had a general idea of the course content, but as with any

language class, changes were made due to students' abilities and teachers' decisions of

material appropriateness. Thus, it could be that the language tests for the Russian and

Spanish classes were not as accurate or valid as the one in Japanese. The high

correlation of the two Japanese instruments seems to indicate that the teacher did have

an accurate perception of students' abilities.

Students' Self-assessment and Self-efficacy

The second research question investigated students' sense of self-efficacy as a

second language learner in relationship to the use of periodic self-assessment. Although

a causal relationship between the two instruments cannot be determined due to limitations

of the study and the number of outside variables that could also affect self-efficacy, the

measures were analyzed to determine gains and correlations.

Significant gains in self-efficacy were achieved by the Russian and Spanish students

over a six-month period. This seems to indicate that as students acquired more

knowledge of the target language, they became more confident in their abilities to

accomplish representative language tasks such as learning new words or coping in

authentic discourse situations. The language tasks shown on the Self-efficacy

L: 0
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Questionnaire were slightly above the students' current level of performance, so the

increase in confidence reflects how students felt about their overall language learning

abilities and not just how they perceived their abilities in class.

A correlational analysis conducted between the Self-efficacy Questionnaire and the

monthly self-assessment worksheets revealed that the two instruments had a moderate

positive relationship. Both instruments required students to assess their abilities to

perform language tasks but the self-assessment worksheets were focused on specific

course goals. The positive correlation between the two instruments increases the content

validity of both: Students who indicated a high confidence level on the more global Self-

efficacy questionnaire also evaluated themselves highly on the more specific self-

assessment worksheets.

Correlations were also conducted between the self-assessment worksheets and the

language tests to determine the accuracy of students' self-assessment. As with the

Japanese teacher informal assessment, the Japanese student self-assessments were

significantly related to the formal language measure. Students were able to accurately

predict how well they had learned the material. The Russian and Spanish student

informal assessments did not significantly correlate with the language tests. However,

as discussed previously in regard to the teacher informal - czsessments, the lack of

significance could be related to problems associated with the Russian and Spanish

language tests, which were developed by researchers and were not achievement-based or

curriculum-based.

121
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Regarding students' reception of the self-assessment worksheets, initially they

expressed to their teachers a degree of resistance toward doing self-evaluations. Teachers

believed that this was because students were not accustomed to evaluating themselves and

felt it was the teacher's responsibility. Furthermore, in the beginning the worksheets

were not graded by teachers, leading students to believe the assessments were optional

and merely time consuming. The Russian and Spanish teachers later made the

worksheets part of the course requirements increasing students' motivation for completing

them. The Japanese teacher required completion of the forms from the beginning.

The ideal learner would be eager to accept responsibility for his/her own learning.

However, most students need additional incentives, especially if they are taking the

course to fulfill a requirement. The researchers believe that the informal assessments can

make a valuable contribution toward language learning because they assist the individual

in closer self-examination that may lead to more successful learning experiences.

However, additional research is needed regarding causal relationships between informal

and formal assessments, as well as between informal assessments and perceptions of self-

efficacy.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

In the first part of this chapter we summarize the two studies conducted by

Georgetown University as part of the National Foreign Language Resource Center

activities in 1990-1993. This is followed by a discussion of the studies' major

accomplishments, and information about the dissemination activities undertaken. The

next section explores emerging issues in language learning strategies instructior..

Summary of the Studies

The objectives, subjects, instructional context, instructional design and

implementation, instruments, and yearly activities for each study arc described briefly

in this section. More detailed information on research questions, methodology, and

results is provided in Chapters I through W of this report.

Objectives

The main objective of the study Methods for Teaching Learning Strategies in the

Foreign Language Classroom was to develop effective learning strategies instruction for

beginning and intermediate level high school Russian and Spanish classrooms. Questions

addressed included which strategies would be most appropriate for high school classes,

how the strategies could be implemented within the curriculum, and what effects

strategies instruction has on students.

The main objective of the study Assessment of Language Skills for Instruction

was to investigate the use and impact of informal assessments by teachers and students

1 23
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in high school Japanese, Russian, and Spanish classrooms. Questions addressed

concerned the relationship of informal assessment to teachers' awareness of student

progress, and the role of student self-assessment in promoting students' self-efficacy as

language learners.

Subjects and Instructional Context

Both studies were conducted in a mid-Atlantic metropolitan area with high school

Japanese, Russian, and Spanish teachers and their students. Three public school districts

and one private school participated in the studies. Over the three years of the studies,

two Japanese teachers, four Russian teachers, and seven Spanish teachers collaborated

in implementing the study. Over the three years, a total of 36 high school students of

Japanese, 239 students of Russian (of which 26 participated for two consecutive years),

and 390 students of Spanish participated in the studies. One teacher and classroom for

each language participated in the assessment study. The Russian and Spanish assessment

study teachers and students also participated in the learning strategies study.

During the pilot-testing year (1990-1991) and the first year of instructional

intervention (1991-1992), differences existed in curriculum and instructional approaches

between participating teachers. The curriculum was textbook-based in some of the

classes, whereas the other high school classes followed a proficiency-based curriculum

developed by the teachers. In the third year of the project, all participating classrooms

were in the same school district and followed a similar theme-based curriculum which
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used a variety of both teacher-developed and commercially produced instructional

materials.

Instructional Design and Implementation

Instructional materials designed to explicitly teach learning strategies were

developed and implemented for the Russian and Spanish classrooms participating in the

learning strategies study. These lessons were integrated with the specific curriculum

each teacher was using. Thus, for the proficiency-based curriculum in the Russian

classrooms and in the Year 3 Spanish classrooms, the learning strategies lessons provided

activities related to each unit theme. Learning :ategies lessons for Year 2 Spanish

classrooms were linked to the textbook unit being studied. The lessons provided an

introduction to students about the value of learning strategies, definitions and

explanations of how to use the strategies, both individual and cooperative activities for

practicing and evaluating the strategies. The guidelines for teachers included additional

explanations, suggestions for modeling the strategies, and directions for conducting and

evaluating the strategies activities. Strategies instruction was developed for learning

vocabulary, listening comprehension, reading comprehension, speaking, and self-

regulated learning. Strategies taught are identified and defined in Table 3 (page 26).

In the third year of the study a problem-solving process model for comprehension

was developed and implemented in participating classrooms. This model provided a

metacognitive framework for explaining and practicing the strategies oee Figure 1 on

page 31).
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Instruments

Instruments were developed to collect data from both students and teachers.

Parallel forms of the students instruments were developed for Russian and Spanish which

reflected the language being studied and the types of language activities encountered in

the class. Questionnaires administered to students in the learning strategies study

included: a Background Questionnaire to gain information about students' age, gender,

native language, and previous language study, a Learning Strategy Questionnaire (LSQ)

designed to elicit the frequency with which students used strategies for the types of

language tasks they encountered in their class; a Self-efficacy Questionnaire (SEQ) which

asked students to rate their degree of self-confidence for accomplishing different learning

tasks in the target language; and open-ended questionnaires administered to students at

the mid-year point and end of year (for Spanish in Year 3) to explore the degree to which

they found the strategies instruction useful. Information about students' language

proficiency and achievement was collected through criterion-referenced Language Tests

(LT), and a Teacher Ranking Scale in which teachers used criteria developed jointly by

teachers and researchers to rank their students' proficiency levels.

Classroom observations were recorded on an Observation Swnmaiy Form, and

teachers' attitudes and recommendations about the learning strategies instruction were

elicited through structured interviews guided by a Teacher Interview Guide. Spanish

teachers in Year 3 also completed a Teacher Questionnaire about the effectiveness of

126
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the strategies instruction using the scripted strategies lessons developed by project staff.

Sample instruments used in the learning strategies study appear in Appendix A.

Instniments described above that were also used for the assessment study included:

the Self-efficacy Questionnaire, the Language Tests, and the Teacher Ranking Scale. The

Japanese form of the student measures had been developed for a separate study on

learning strategies in Japanese instruction (see Chamot et al., 1993). Additional

instruments used in the assessment study were Student Self-assessment Worksheets for

students to evaluate their own progress towards reaching course objectives, and Teacher

Ratings for teachers to informally assess students' level of mastery of course objectives.

Sample instruments used in the assessment study appear in Appendix A.

Yearly Activities

The design of the learning strategies study called for development activities during

the first year, followed by implementation of strategies instruction in high school Russian

and Spanish classrooms in the second and third years. The activities for the assessment

study were carried out during the first and second years of the research studies conducted

as part of the Georgetown University/Center for Applied Linguistics National Foreign

Language Resource Center.

Activities in Year 1 (1990-1991) focused on securing teacher and school district

collaboration, observing classrooms to gain an understanding of the instructional

approaches being implemented, and interviewing students to discover the strategies they
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used for different language tasks. Information gathered from classroom observations and

student interviews was used to develop the LSQ, which was piloted in spring 1991.

Responses were compared to responses on the student interviews, and LSQ items were

revised as necessary to reflect student language used to describe particular strategies.

Draft versions of the SEQ, Background Questionnaire, LTs, Student Self-assessments, and

Teacher Rankings were also developed in Year 1. A major activity during Year 1 was

the selection of learning strategies to teach beginning level Russian and Spanish students

and the development of preliminary learning strategies lessons for teachers to use in

subsequent years of the study. These lessons were designed to be integrated with the

regular class work that each participating teacher was planning for the following year.

For Spanish, this involved developing lesson to accompany a beginning level textbook.

For Russian, the teachers' handwritten lessons designed around the themes providing the

framework for the school district's proficiency-oriented curriculum were revised to

include strategies instruction and desktop published. Appendix B provides sample

Russian and Spanish lessons.

In Year 2 of the study (1991-1992), the strategies lessons developed in Year 1 were

used by participating teachers to implement strategies instruction in a quasi-experimental

design in the learning strategies study. Three Russian and two Spanish classrooms

implemented language learning strategies instruction, while one classroom for each

language served as a control in which no strategies instruction took place. All

participating students were pre- and posttested with the LSQ, SEQ and LT, and the

1 2 8
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Background Questionnaire was administered at the time of the pretest. At the time of

the posttest, teachers ranked their students as High, Medium, or Low in language

abilities and achievement. In early 1992, students completed a Mid-ye.ar Questionnaire

on which they recorded their independent use of strategies and gave reasons why they

used or did not use the strategies that had been taught. Correlations were conducted

between the instruments and comparisons were made between the classes receiving

learning strategies instruction and the control classes.

Also in Year 2, data were collected on informal assessment in a Japanese, a

Russian, and a Spanish beginning level classroom. Student self-assessments and teacher

ratings on student performance were collected in each classroom on a regular basis.

These were compared to each other, to student performance on the LT, and to students'

levels of self-confidence as language learners as expressed in the SEQ.

In Year 3 of the study (1992-1993), strategies instruction was developed and

implemented for intermediate level Russian and Spanish. The instruments used in Year

2 were revised to reflect the instructional focus of Year 3, and administered as pretests

and posttests. A quasi-experimental design was used to compare a strategies instruction

class with a non-strategies class in Russian. Six intermediate level Spanish classrooms

were randomly assigned to either control classrooms or experimental classrooms

receiving strategies instruction, and two other Spanish classes also received strategies

instruction. (See Chapter IV for further discussion regarding the quasi-experimental and

experimental designs and results of the study.) A Teacher Interview Guide and

1 22
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Observation Summary Form were used to gather information on teachers' perceptions of

the strategies instruction and on classroom observations. A problem-solving process

model for strategies instruction which organized the strategics within a metacognitive

framework was presented in both the Russian and the Spanish experimental classrooms.

Strategies lessons developed reflected the new framework and incorporated suggestions

made by participating teachers.

Major Accomplishments

Strategies Identification

Researchers worked with participating teachers to identify the learning strategies

that would be most beneficial to students for each teacher's curriculum. Through

consultations with teachers and classroom trials, a number of appropriate strategies were

identified for beginning level Russian and Spanish classes. Strategies selected by

teachers in Year 1 and implemented in Year 2 included: four metacognitive strategies

(Directed Attention, Self-evaluation, Selective Attention, and Metacognitive Planning);

seven cognitive strategies (Transfer, Visualization, Personali72tion, Contextualization,

Grouping, Inferencing, and Prediction); and one social strategy (Cooperation). (See

Table 3 for definitions of these strategies.) Most of the strategies were identified with

their Russian or Spanish names, such as Ojo (Directed Attention).

In Year 3 the strategies were organized within a problem-solving process model

which emphasized metacognitive knowledge and strategies for Planning, Monitoring,

Problem-Solving, and Evaluating. Strategies taught as part of this metacogniqve
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framework included Activating Background Knowledge (Elaboration), Predicting,

Selectively Attend, Use Imagery, Personalize, Question for Clarification, Draw

Inferences, Verify Predictions, and Summarize.

Implementation of Language Learning Strategies ti n

A primary task underlying the success of this study was developing a system for

the effective implementation of strategies instruction in the foreign language classroom.

Since teachers were to be the ones implementing the instruction, an important

achievement was the identification and development of a framework for teaching learning

strategies (Figure 5). The framework described the technique of scaffolding strategies

instruction so that in the early stages teachers had responsibility for explaining and

modeling the strategies, but students gradually increased their responsibility until they

could independently use the stategies.

In addition, a significant improvement in the delivery of strategies instruction was

the development of a problem-solving process model which not only organized the

strategies by task (i.e., Planning, Monitoring, Problem-Solving, Evaluating), but also

provided structure for developing metacognitive knowledge in both teachers and students.

The model used an analogy of a mountain climber (Figure 1) to illustrate the sequential

stages of a task and types of strategies that could be selected for each stage. Teachers

found the strategies model successful in communicating a rationale and concrete examples

for a strategic approach to language learning.
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Professional development activities also included a workshop in which the

framework and model were introduced to teachers, sample strategies lessons with

guidelines to teachers for developing their own lessons, and meetings with teachers as

a group or individually to provide feedback and discuss any emerging issues. The

effectiveness of this approach was evident as teachers began writing their own strategies

lessons that were naturally integrated into regular class activities. Teachers preferred

developing lessons themselves and students' reactions to the teacher's strategies lessons

were positive. Observations also indicated that the teachers' lessons were explicit and

spontaneous.

Interviews with teachers and observation of classes revealed some patterns in the

implementation and perceived affects of strategies instruction. The strategies teachers

and students identified as most effective sometimes varied across levels of language

study. The tasks in the first year of language study were different than at the

intermediate level. The selection of appropriate strategies depended greatly on the

language learning task. For instance, teachers at the beginning level emphasized

vocabulary development which led to a greater use of memorization techniques. A main

focus at the intermediate level was reading and listening, so appropriate strategies

assisted in these comprehension processes. The close relationship between task and

strategy was further supported through evidence provided by students' reactions which

became negative when a strategy was inappropriately chosen (i.e., using visualization for

a reading passage that was not visually-oriented).
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Teachers felt that the instruction had more of an impact on students with average

learning abilities than students who were above or below average. However, they also

indicated that all students could benefit from the instruction because it helped students

to become more aware of their learning process and allowed teachers to show concern

for how students were learning as well as what they were learning. The strategies

instruction also provided students with a structured approach to language tasks, thus

eliciting students' attention throughout activities.

The majority of students found the strategies instruction helpful. Many students

said that the strategies helped them understand better and see new ways for learning.

Some students who did not find the instruction helpful responded that they already used

the strategies or had other strategies. In either case, it was clear at the conclusion of

each year's strategies instruction, students were familiar with the instructed strategies and

knew how to apply them. Students could also report preferences for strategies that they

personally found effective, rejecting strategies that did not work for them. These

expressions of strategy preferences indicated that students had become aware of their

own language learning process.

Students' Self-efficacy for Language Learnina

TLe research also investigated students' level of self-efficacy for representative

language learning tasks (i.e., learning a list of new vocabulary, reading classroom text).

The data collected through the Self-efficacy questionnaire indicated that students' levels

of self-efficacy increased over an academic year. As students increased their knowledge
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of the target language they became more confident in their language learnhig abilities.

Furthermore, in some cases, the degree of confidence was correlated to students'

language performance suggesting that more effective learners are also more confident

about their abilities. A correlation was also found between students' levels of self-

efficacy and the frequency with which they used the learning strategies. Students who

reported using strategies more often also reported greater confidence for language

learning. The information obtained in these studies indicates that further investigation

into the causal affects between learning strategies use, self-efficacy, and performance

seems promising.

Teacher and Student Informal Assessments

The development of alternative assessment instruments provided beginning level

Japanese, Russian, and Spanish teachers and students with useful tools for ongoing

evaluations of students' progress. Information teachers received from completing the

informal assessment rating scales allowed them to make adjustments to the curriculum

to fit the needs of the students. Students self-assessment worksheets encouraged students

to become more aware and involved in their learning process. Data collected on the

informal assessment instruments revealed that student responses on the self-assessment

worksheets correlated with their responses on the self-efficacy questionnaire. In addition,

teachers' responses on the informal assessment scales correlated with students' responses

on the self-assessment worksheets. In other words, if a teacher evaluated a student

positively, then that student also assessed their own progress positively. These findings
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reveal that students were aware of their own learning abilities and could identify their

strengths and weaknesses, which is the first step towards self-regulated learning.

Summary of Accomplishments

The major accomplishments for each study are summarized below.

Methods for Teaching Learning Strategies in the Foreign Language Classroom

A number of language learning strategies were tested in foreign language

classrooms, resulting in the identification of appropriate strategies for the study

of Russian and Spanish at beginning and intermediate levels.

Professional development activities for teachers were effective in assisting

teachers to implement the strategies instruction.

A problem-solving process model for strategies instruction was developed, and

students in classrooms using the model increased their use of leat . ng strategies

over the school year.

Teachers viewed strategies instruction positively and provided valuable

information on methods of teaching language learning strategies.

Most students thought the strategies were helpful, selected preferred strategies,

and used many of the instructed strategies on their own.

Students' self-confidence in their ability as language learners was correlated to

their use of language learning strategies.
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Assessment of Language Skills for Instruction

Students increased in self-confidence as language learners over the school year.

Correlations were found between teachers' informal assessment of students and

student self-assessment.

Correlation were found between student self-assessment and self-confidence in

the Spanish and Russian classrooms.

A positive relationship was found between the teacher's informal assessment

and students' formal test performance in Japanese.

Dissemination Activities

Information about the studies and samples of strategies lessons and assessment

instruments developed for high school students of Russian and Spanish were disseminated

at conferences and teacher workshops throughout the three years of the studies Methods

for Teaching Learning Strategies in the Foreign Language Classroom and Assessment

of Language Skills for Instruction. The presentations were met with a high level of

interest by foreign language teachers, many of whom expressed the desire to add a

learning strategies component to their instruction. This interest among foreign language

teachers provide further indication that strategies instniction is acceptable to many

teachers of foreign languages. Another aspect of dissemination was that the study was
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described or cited in a number of ly.Nications. Other specific dissemination activities

are listed below.

Conference Presentations:

1. Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics, 1991. J.

Michael O'Malley and Anna Uhl Chamot: "Learning strategies: Implications for

language learning methods."

2. Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics, 1992. Sarah

Barnhardt, Jill Robbins, Gilda Carbonaro, Motoko Omori, and Fumiko Yuasa:

"Implementing language learning strategies instruction."

3. Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics, 1993. Anna

Uhl Chamot and J. Michael O'Malley: "Teaching for strategic learning: Theory

and practice." Anna Uhl Chamot, Sarah Barnhardt, Jill Robbins, GildaCarbonaro,

Pamela Beard El-Dinary, and Rachel Brown: "Report on learning strategies studies

at Language Research Projects, Georgetown University."

4. American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1991. Anna Uhl

Chamot, J. Michael O'Malley, and Sarah Barnhardt: "Learning strategies in

foreign language instruction."

5. American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1992. Anna Uhl Chamot

and Sarah Barnhardt: "Learning strategies and assessrr2nt in foreign language

instruction.'
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6. American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1993. Anna Uhl Chamot

and Sarah Barnhardt: "How to teach and assess learning strategies in the foreign

language classroom."

7. Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages and Literatures, Youngstown

State University, 1991. Anna Uhl Chamot: "Teaching learning strategies in the

foreign language classroom."

8. NEH Russian Institute, Bryn Mawr College, 1991. Anna Uhl Chamot and Sarah

Barnhardt: "Integrating learning strategies into the Russian classroom."

9. American Educational Research Association, 1992. Anna Uhl Chamot: "Learning

strategy instruction in the foreign language classroom." J. Michael O'Malley:

"Learning strategies, learner effectiveness, and self-efficacy in foreign language

instruction."

10. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 1992. Anna Uhl Chamot and

J. Michael O'Malley: "Teaching our students how to learn."

11. National Association for Bilingual Education, 1992. Anna Uhl Chamot: "Teaching

learning strategies in the language classroom."

Teacher Workshops:

1. Three day training institute for foreign language instructors in Language Training

Division at the Office of Training and Education, Washington, DC (1991).
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2. One day workshop for foreign language teachers in Alief Independent School

District, Houston, TX (1993).

Publications:

1. Chamot, A.U. (1993). Student responses to learning strategy instruction in the
foreign language classroom. Foreign Language Annals 26: 308-321.

2. Chamot, A.U. (1991). Cognitive instruction in the second language classroom: The
role of learning strategies. In Linguistics, Language Teaching and Language
Acquisition: The Interdependence of Theory. Practice. and Research, edited
by J.E. Alatis. Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and
Linguistics 1990. Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press.

3. Chamot, A.U., & O'Malley, J.M. (1993). The CALLA handbook: How to
implement the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach, pp. 183-186.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.

4. Chamot, A.U., & O'Malley, J.M. (1993). Teaching for strategic learning: Theory
and practice. In J.E. Alatis (Ed.), Strategic Interaction and Language
Acquisition: Theory. Practice, and Research. Georgetown University Round
Table on Languages and Linguistics 1993. Washington, DC: Georgetown
University Press.

5. Chamot, A.U., & O'Malley, J.M. (forthcoming). Language learner and learning
strategies. In N.C. Ellis (ED.), Implicit and explicit learning of languages. San
Diego, CA: Academic Press.

6. O'Malley, J.M. (1991). The cognitive basis for second language learning. In J.E.
Alatis (Ed.), Linguistics. Language Teaching and Language Acquisition. The
Interdependence of Theory. Practice and Research. Georgetown University
Round Table on Languages and Linguistics 1990. Washington, DC:
Georgetown University Press.

7. O'Malley, J.M., & Chamot, A.U. (forthcoming). Learning strategies in second
language learning. In A. Lewy (Ed.), International Encyclopedia of Education.
2nd ed. Oxford: Pergarnon Press.
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8. O'Malley, J.M., & Chamot, A. U. (forthcoming). Learner characteristics in
second language acquisition. In A.O. Hadley (Ed.), Research in language
learning: Principles. processes. and prospects. ACTFL Foreign Language
Education Series, 1993. Lincolnwood, IL: National Textbook Company.

9. Barnhardt, S. (1992). Learning strategies in a high school Russian classroom.
Unpublished master's thesis. Washington, DC: George Washington University.

Additional proposals for future conferences and for refereed journal articles have

been submitted, but information about acceptance had not been received at this writing.

Emerging Issues in Strategies Instruction

In carrying out this study, a number of issues have emerged that merit thoughtful

consideration by language learning strategies researchers and practitioners. Although

these issues became prominent in this study, which focused on beginning and

intermediate levels Russian and Spanish instruction, they represent concerns that apply

to strategies instruction for any language. In this section we address three major issues

in strategies instruction that have not yet been resolved.

Language of Strategies Instruction

When strategies instruction is presented in beginning level classes, the language of

strategies instruction is necessarily the native language or a language that students

understand well. This is because students are not yet proficient enough in the target

language to comprehend explanations about strategy value and applications. However,

in proficiency-based foreign language classrooms, teachers attempt to conduct almost all

of the class in the target language. Therefore, any mourse to native language

explanations (for example, for learning strategies instruction) may be perceived as
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detrimental to target language acquisition. On the other hand, if students are still

thinking in their native language at the beginning stage of foreign language acquisition,

then abstract concepts such as learning strategies are probably most accessible through

their native language.

In this study we sought to mitigate this difficulty by providing Russian and Spanish

names for the instructed strategies, which we hoped would help teachers provide some

of the strategies instruction in the target (rather than the native) language. This

approach was successful, especially for the Spanish classes, because cognates could be

found for most of the strategy terms. Cognates could not always be found in Russian

and students perceived the Russian terms which were not cognates as additional

vocabulary items so a combination of Russian and English was used for the strategy

names.

The issue of language of strategies instruction becomes less problematic at higher

levels of language study, when students have developed sufficient proficiency in the

target language to understand the instruction without recourse to English. The third year

high school students of Spanish were able to understand and even discuss learning

strategies in the target language. When questioned about the difficulty of thinking aloud

in Spanish, a little over half of the intermediate-level students indicated that they felt it

was easy to think-aloud in Spanish.

Teachers' experience implementing strategies instruction also affected the amount

of target language used for the instruction. As teachers became more familiar and
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comfortable with the strategies, they were better able to keep instruction in the target

language. Strategies lessons developed by teachers were almost exclusively in the target

language, whereas the sample lessons used early in the school year consisted of a mixture

of native and target language explanation. All teachers felt that they could use less

explanation in the native language for future strategies instruction.

Amount of Strategies Instruction

Another issue in strategies instruction concerns the number of strategies to be taught

in a course and the amount of time needed for the explicit instruction. Students, and

even teachers, may fmd a large number of strategies difficult to distinguish and

remember. On the other hand, students need to be exposed to a variety of strategies if

they are to develop a strategic repertoire from which they can select strategies

appropriate to a specific language task. In this study, Year 3 teachers who used the

Problem-solving Model for Comprehension mentioned that they felt they didn't pay as

much attention to the production skills because the strategies model focused only on

comprehension. These teachers would have liked to have included more strategies in the

model so that production skills could also be addressed. The number of strategies most

effective for a class probably depends upon the individual curriculum and the types of

tasks assigned in the class.

The amount of time devoted to explicit strategies instruction is difficult to ascertain

in advance. Some students, for example, seemed to need only an introduction and

overview to the learning strategies and other students indicated that they were already
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using the strategies. Still other students appeared to need a considerable amount of

explicit instruction and 'activities for practicing the strategies. Gauging the right amount

of explicit strategies instruction and knowing when students are ready to use the

strategies independently is an issue which likely has to be decided on a case by case

basis, depending on the composition of individual classes.

Future Research Directions on Learning Strategies for Foreign Languages

An important need for future research is intervention studies with larger numbers

of students and teachers. Larger numbers increase statistical power, thus facilitating

investigation of causal effects among strategies use, self-efficacy, and performance. In

addition, the type of research conducted in this study needs to be extended to other

languages and levels of language study. Longitudinal research on the development and

continuation of strategies applications as students increase their language proficiency

would help to further determine an appropriate sequence for strategies instruction at

beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels of study.

Considerable research remains to be done on teaching methods for strategies

instruction. The amount and timing of explicit instruction needs to be further explored,

perhaps through simple experiments with individual strategies for specific language tasks.

Similarly, the amount and type of professional development for teachers interested in

integrating strategies instruction in their foreign language classroom needs additional

study.
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In the interest of having more students continue their study of foreign language

beyond the elementary level, it would be beneficial to use a method that helps students

to feel more confident about their ability to learn a language, which is what learning

strategies use seems to do. Producing a generation of American students with ample

opportunities to gain fluency in another language requires that we carefully examine our

methods of teaching and look for ways to improve the learner's prospects for success.

Learning strategies instruction merits further research as a way of promoting successful

foreign language learning.
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Name: Date:

BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAME

1. Your age? Male or female?

2. Your year of high school: freshman sophomore junior senior

3. Have you ever lived in or visited the Soviet Union? Yes No

If yes, when and fcr how long?

4. Do any of your relatives speak Russian? Yes No

If yes, who?

5. Have you ever studied Russian before? Yes No

If yes, for how long? In what setting?

6. Why do you want to study Russian? What do you expect to gain by learning this
language?

7. What is your native language?

If English is not your native language,
how old were you when you learned English?

8. Were (are) languages other than English spoken in your home? "Yes No

9. List other languages you know or are studying AND circle your proficiency (e.g., how
well you can read, write, listen or speak this language).

LANGUAGES

1. listen

speak

read

write

Minimal

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

Fluent

5

5

5

5



LANGUAGES

2. listen

speak

read

write

Minimal

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

...

4

4

4

4

Fluent

5

5

5

5

You have finished this questionnaire. Thank you for your time and cooperation.
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Name: Date:

BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Your age? Male or female?

2. Your year of high school: freshman sophomore junior senior

3. Have you ever lived in or visited a Spanish-speaking country? Yes No

If yes, 1,A hen and for how long?

4. Do any of your relatives speak Spanish? Yes No

If yes, who?

5. Have you ever studied Spanish before? Yes No

If yes, for how long? In what setting?

6. Why do you want to study Spanish? What do you expect to gain by learning this
language?

7. What is your native language?

If English is nor your native language,
how old were you'when you learned English?

8. Were (are) languages other than English spoken in your home? Yes No

9. List other languages you know or are studying AND circle your proficiency (e.g., how
well you can read, write, listen or speak this language).

LANGUAGES

1. listen

speak

read

write

Minimal

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

Fluent

5

5

5

5
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LANGUAGES

2. listen

speak

read

write

Minimal

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

Fluent

5

5

5

5

You have rmished this questionnaire. Thank you for your time and cooperation.
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Name:

1

Date:

Background Questionnaire

Age: Gender: M F

Year: Freshman Sophmore Junior Senior

Level in Russian: ll DI IV Nadve Language:

Have you studied Russian before?
Y N

Where did you study Russian? How lona did you
study it?

Have you visited Russia?
Y N

When were you there? How long were you
there?

Do any or your relatives speak Are/Were languages other Do you use another
Russian? than English spoken in your

home?
languan at home?

Y N Y N Y N

List other languages you know or are studying and indicate how well you can listen to,
speak, read, or write these lanzuaa-es.

Language: (Circle the number that shows your ability)
Minimal Fluent

listen 1 2 3 A 5

speak 1 ') 3 A 5

read 1 2 3 4 5

write 1 2 3 4 5

Languaze: (Circle the number that shows your ability)
Minimal Fluent

listen 1 2 3 4 5

speak 1 2 3 4 5

read 1 ', 3 4 5

write 1 2 3 4 5

What do you expect to gain by learning Russian?
. . _

. .
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Name: Date:

Background Questionnaire

1. Age: 1 2. Gender: M F

3. Year : Freshman. Sophmore Junior Senior

4. Major: 5. Minor:

6. Have you studied Spanish
before?

Y N

7. Where did you study
Spanish?

8. How long did you.
study it?

9. Have you ever visited a
Spanish-speaking country?

Y N

10. If you did visit a
Spanish-speaking country,
when were you there?

11.How long were you
there?

12. Do any of your relatives
speak Spanish?

Y N

13.ArefWere languages
other than English spoken in
your home? Y

N

14. Do you use another
language at home?

Y N

15. List other languages you know or are studying and indicate how well you can listen

to, speak, read, or write this langua.c.r.e.

1st foreip
language:

(Circle the number that shows your ability)

Minimal Fluent

listen

speak

read

write

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2nd foreign
language:

(Circle the number that shows your ability)

Minimal Fluent

listen

speak

read

write

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

16. What do you expect to gain by learning Spanish?
,
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Name: Date:

LEARNING STRATEGLES MT THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE CLASS

Directions: As part of a research project on language learning, we would like you to
complete this questionnaire about what you actually do when performing certain tasks in
your Russian class.

The questionnaire describes four tasks you might encounter in your Russian class. Each
task is presented on a separate page. Below each task are statements describing learning
techniques. practices, tools, or strategies you might use to perform the task.

Please read the description of each task. Then read each statement about possible study
techniques. Circle one of the options (Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Usually, or Always) to
show how often you do the activity described.

This list is not complete, so if you do anything else, please jot it down in the space
provided at the end of each page.

There are no right or wrong answers. There are only answers that tell what
you actually do.



TASK 1: Learning new vocabulary in Russian

Description of the Task: You study different themes or chapters in class. You have
to learn new vocabulary (words, phrases, and expressions) for each theme or chapter.

--> How do you go about learning the new words, phrases, and
expressions?

1. I concentrate very hard on the vocabulary, putting away things which might distract
me.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

2. I use lists or flashcards to learn the vocabulary.

.Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

3. I imagine myself using the word or phrase in an appropriate situation.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

4. I write sentences or make up a story using the new words and expressions.

Never Rarely Sometimes Us _ally Always

5. I try to relate the vocabulary to myself, my interests, and personal experiences.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

6. I visualize what the words or phrases mean, or I irnane or draw a picture that I can
associate with the new vocabulary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

7. I try to see if new words look or sound like words I know in English (or another
language).

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

8. I put similar words or expressions into groups or categories.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

9. At the end of each theme or chapter I check myself to see if I have learned the

vocabulary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

10. I practice the words and expressions using real objects.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always



>» Are there any other things you do when you learn new words,
phrases, expressions in Russian?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)



TASK 2: Listening to Russian in class

Description of Task: In a typical class period, your teacher uses Russian to give
directions, explain new material, review old material, ask questions, and tell stories.

--> How do you go about listening to Russian in class?

11. Before listening, I consider the topic and think about what kinds of information and
words I might expect to hear.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

12. I consciously decide in advance what I need to listen for and then I listen specifically
for that information.

N.( wer Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

13. When I don't understand something the teacher says, I tend to tune out.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

14. I write down any new words, phrases, or rules my teacher says.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

15. I listen specifically for words I know to get the gist of the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

16. When I hear a new word in class, I mentally check if it's similar to a word I know in
English or Russian.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

17. I find myself translating what the teacher says back into English so I can understand.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

18. If I don't understand somethinz I hear, I try to guess what it means, based on what
rve understood up to that point.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

19. I try to relate what rm hearing to my own experiences or to information I already
know.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

20. While listening, I picture in my mind what I ani hearing.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always



TASK 3: Speaking Russian in class

Description of Task: Your teacher requires class participation in every class. This
means you have to speak Russian in class, including asking and answering questions,
participating in oral drills, and talking to classmates during goup work.

--> How do you go about speaking Russian in class?

23. I listen carefully to what I say and correct myself when I know I've made a mistake.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

24. I watch the listener's reaction to what rve said to see if rm making sense.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

25. I think of situations in real life in which I might actually have to talk about the gven
topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

26. When working in goups with classmates, I try to keep the conversations in Russian
only.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

27. I try to practice talking about things that relate to my own life and personal
experiences.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

28. I use only what I am sure I know how to say in Russian, so that others can
understand me.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

29. I practice spealdng Russian with classmates or others outside of class.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

30. After speaking, I think about how I could have said things better.

Never Rarely. . Sometimes Usually Always

31. At the end of each chapter or theme, I evaluate how well I am able to speak about the
topic covered in the lesson.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

>» Are there any other things you do or think about when you're speaking
Russian in class?



21. After listening, I think about what I understood, and I check how well I prepared
myself to listen.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

22. At the end of each theme or chapter, I check myself to see how well I can understand
conversadons about the topic covered in the lesson.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always....

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself understand the
Russian you hear in class?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)



I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)
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TASK 4: Reading in Russian

Description of the Task: The teacher gives you an ad from a Russian newspaper.
You have to read and answer questions about the ad.

--> How do you go about understanding the ad so you can answer the
questions?

32. Before I try to read the ad, I glance through it quickly and look at the overall format to
try to get a general idea of what it is about.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

33. I first look for words I know, sldpping over words I don't know for the time being.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

34. I use what I already 'mow about the topic to try and guess the meaning of unfamiliar
words.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

35. I look up every unfamiliar word in the dictionary as I come to it.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

36. When I don't know a word, I look to set. if it resembles a word in English- and if it
does, I assume the meaning is similar.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

37. I look at the ques.tions first, then I read to fmd the information I need.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

38. If possible, I work on the ad with another student so we can figure it out together.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself read Russian?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)

You have finished this questionnaire. Thank you very much for your
cooperation.



Name: Date:

LEARNING STRATEGIES IN THE SPANISH LANGUAGE CLASS

Directions: As part of a research project on language learning, we would like you to
complete this questionnaire about what you actually do when performing certain tasks in
your Spanish class.

The questionnaire describes four tasks you might encounter in your Spanish class. Each
task is presented on a separate page. Below each task are statements describing learning
techniques. practices, tools, or stratezies you might use to perform the task.

Please read the description of each task. Then read each statement about possible study
techniques. Circle one of the options (Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Usually, or Always) to
show how often you do the activity described.

This list is not complete, so if you do anything else, please jot it down in the space
provided at the end of each page.

There are no right or wrong answers. There are only answers that tell what
you actually do.



TASK 1: Learning new vocabulary in Spanish

Description of the Task: You study different themes or chapters in class. You have
to learn new vocabulary (words, phrases, and expressions) for each theme or chapter.

--> How do you go about learning the new words, phrases, and
expressions?

1. I concentrate very hard on the vocabulary, putting away things which might distract
me.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

2.- I repeat each word or expression over and over again.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

3. I use lists or flashcards to learn the vocabulary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

4. I specifically pay close attention to gammar points affecting the use of the word.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

5. I imarie myself using the word or phrase in an appropriate situation.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

6. I try to relate the vocabulary to myself, my interests, and personal experiences.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

7 . I visualize what the words or phrases mean, or I imagne or draw a picture that I can
associate with the new vocabulary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

8 . I try to see if new words look or sound like words I know in English (or another
language).

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

9 . I put similar words or expressions into groups or categories.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

10. At the end of each theme or chapter I check myself to see ifI have learned the
vocabnlary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always



11. I practice the words and expressions using real objects.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

> » . Are there any other things you do when learn you new words,
phrases, expressions in Spanish?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)
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TASK 2: Listening to Spanish in class

Description of Task: In a typical class period, your teacher uses Spanish to give
directions, explain new material, review old material, ask questions, and tell stories.

--> How do you go about listening to Spanish in class?

12. Before listening, I consider the topic and think about what kinds of information and
words I might expect to hear.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

13. I consciously decide in advance what I need to listen for and then I listen specifically
for that information.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

14. When I don't understand something the teacher says, I tend to tune out.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

15. I write down any new words, phrases, or rules my teacher says.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

16. When I hear a new word in class, I mentally check if it's similar to a word I know in
English or Spanish.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

17. I find myself translating what the teacher says back into English so I can understand.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

18. If I don't understand something I hear, I try to guess what it means, based on what
rye understood up to that point.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

19. I jot down key words to help myself remember what has been said.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

20. I try to relate what rm hearing to my own experiences or to information I already

know.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

21. While listening, I picture in my mind what I am hearing.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always



22. At the end of each theme or chapter, I check myself to see how well I can understand
conversations about the topic covered in the lesson.

-
Never

-
Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself understand the
Spanish you hear in class?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)



TASK 3: Speaking Spanish in class

Description of Task: Your teacher requires class participation in every class. This
means you have to speak Spanish in class, including asking and answering questions,
participating in oral drills, and talking to classmates during goup work

--> How do you go about speaking Spanish in class?

23. I listen carefully to what I say and correct myself when I know rve made a mistake.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

24. I watch the listener's reaction to what rye said to see if rm making sense.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

25. I 4link of situations in real life in which I might actually have to talk about the given
topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

26. When working in goups with classmates, I ay to keep the coaversations in Spanish
only.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

27. I ay to practice talking about things that relate to my own life and personal
experiences.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

28. I use only what I am sure I know how to say in Spanish, so that others can
understand me.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

29. I practice spealdng Spanish with classmates or others outside of class.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

30. After speaking, I think about how I could have said things better.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Al ways

31. At the end of each chapter or theme, I evaluate how well I am able to speak about the
topic covered in the lesson.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always



>» Are there any other things you do or think about when you're speaking
Spanish in class?

I (Sometimes, Usually; Always)



TASK 4: Reading in Spanish

Description of the Task: The teacher gives you an ad from a Spanish newspaper.
You have to read and answer questions about the ad.

--> How do you go about understanding the ad so you can answer the
questions?

32. Before I try to read the ad, I glance through it quickly and look at the overall format to
try to get a general idea of what it is about.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

33. I first look for words I know, skipping over words I don't loaow for the time being.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

34. I use what I already know about the topic to try and guess the meaning of unfamiliar
words.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

35. I look up every unfamiliar word in the dictionary as I come to it.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

36. When I don't know a word, I look to see if it resembles a word in English- and if it
does, I assume the meaning is similar.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

37. I look at the questions first, then I read to fmd the information I need.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

38. If possible, I work on the ad with another student so we can figure it out together.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself read Spanish?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Always)

You have finished this questionnaire. Thank you very much for your
cooperation.

"



APPENDIX A-1.2
LEARNING STRATEGY QUESTIONNAIRES

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL (1992-1993)



Name: Date:

LEARNING STRATEGIES IN THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE CLASS

Directions: As part of a research project on language learning, we would like you to
complete this questionnaire about what you actually do when performing certain tasks in
your Russian class.

The questionnaire describes two tasks you might encounter in your Russian class. Each
task is presented on a separate page. Below each task are statements describing learning
techniques. practices, tools, or strategies you might use to performNthe task.

Please read the description of each task. Then read each statement about possible study
techniques. Circle one of the options (Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Usually, or Almost
Always) to show how often you do the activity described.

This list is not complete, so if y ou do anything else, please jot it down in the space
provided at the end of each page.

There are no right or wrong answers. There are only answers that tell what
you actually do.
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TASK 1: Reading Russian

Description of Task: Reading is a useful activity for learning Russian. You may
often rsad dislogues, short stories, texts, ads, and articles in Russian as part of classwork
or on your own.

--> How do you go about reading in Russian?

1. Before I read, I think of what I already know about the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

2. I decide in advance what my reading purpose is, and then I read for that information.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

3 . Before reading, I try to predict what the text will be about.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

4. First I look at the questions, then I read to fmd the information I need.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

5. While reading, I see if the information makes sense based on what I already know
about the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

6. As I read I check to see if my predictions were correct

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

7. While reading, I keep a list of new vocabulary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

8 . I rnake mental picnirt:s of what I am reading.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

9 . I use the context, like fannliar words and pictures, to help me guess the meanings of
unfamiliar words.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

10. Even when I don't know every word, I use all available information to figure out
what I am reading.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always
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11. I identify what I don't understand so I can come up with a precise question to solve
the problem.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

12. I use hig)-Ilighters, boxes, or some other visual system to identify important
information in the passage.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

13. After reading, I evaluate whether what I read made sense.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

14. I make summaries of important information that I have read.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

15. After reading, I decide whether the strategies or techniques I used helped me
understand.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

16. I write down due dates for future reading assignments.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself understand when
reading Russian?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Almost Always)

L)0
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TASK 2: Listening to Russian in class

Description of Task: An important part of learning Russian is being able to
understand when you listen to Russian. You want to be able to understand your teacher,
classmates, tapes, and native speakers.

--> How do you go about listening to Russian?

17. Before listening, I think about what I already know about the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

18. I decide in advance what I need to listen for, and then I listen for this information.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

19. Before listening, I consider the topic and make predictions.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

20. Before listening, I decide to focus on whatever words I recoglize so I can understand
as much as possible.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

21. To let us know you are reading these items, don't circle anything here; just go on the
next one.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

22. As I listen, I check to see if my predictions were correct.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

23. While listening, I picture in my mind what I am hearing.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

24. I try to relate what rm hearing to my own experiences or to information I already
know.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

25. If I don't understand something I hear, I try to guess what it means, based on what
rye understood up to that point.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

4
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26. Even when I don't understand every word, I use all available information to figure
out what I am hearing.

Never Rarely Somedmes Usually Almost Always

27. I try to pinpoint which words or phrases I don't understand so that I can ask the
speaker for a specific explanation.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

28. After listening, I decide if what I thought I understood makes sense.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

29. After listening, I summarize the information I heard_

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

30. After class, I look over my notes and fill in gaps.

Never Rarely' Sometimes Usually Almost Always

31. After I finish listening, I evaluate how well my listening techniques or strategies
worked.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

32. I record my homework assignments for the next day.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

33. I write down grades for listening assigiments so I can keep track of my overall
grade.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself understand when
listening to Russian?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Almost Always)

You have finished this questionnaire. Thank you very much for your
cooperation.
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Name: Date:

LEARNING STRATEGIES LN THE SPANISH LANGUAGE CLASS

Directions: As part of a research project on language learning, we would like Ju to
complete this questionnaire about what you actually do when performing certain tasks in
your Spanish class.

The questionnaire describes two tasks you might encounter in your Spanish class. Each
. task is presented on a separate paze. Below each task are statements describing learning

techniques, practices, tools, or stratedes you might use to perform the task.

Please read the description of each task. Then read each statement about possible
techniques. Circle one of the options (Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Usually, or Almost
Always) to show how often you do the activity described.

This list is not complete, so if you do anything else, please jot it down in the space
provided at the end of each paze.

There are no right or wrong answers. There are only answers that tell what
you actually do.



TASK 1: Reading Spanish

Description of Task: Reading is a useful activity for learning Spanish_ You may
often read dialogues, short stories, texts, ads, and articles in Spanish as part of classwork
or on your own.

--> How do you go about reading in Spanish?

1. Before I read, I think of what I already know about the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usnally Almost Always

I decide in advance what my reading purpose is, and then I read for that informadon.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Alinost Always

3. Before readinz, I try to predict what the text will be about.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

4. First I look at the questions, then I read to fmd the information I need.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

5. While readinz, I see if the information makes sense based on what I already know
about the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

6. As I read, I check to see if my predictions were correct.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

7. While readinz, I keep a list of new vocabulary.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

8 . I make mental pictures of what I am reading.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usiially Almost Always

9. I use the context, like familiar words and pictures, to help me guess the meanings of
unfamiliar words.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

10. Even when I don't know every word, I use all available information to figure out
what I am reading.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always



11. I identify what I don't understand so I can come up with a precise question to solve
the problem.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

12. I use highlighters, boxes, or some other visual system to identify important
information in the passage.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

13. After reading, I evaluate whether what I read made sense.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

14. I make stimmaries of important information that I have read.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usunlly Almost Always

15. After reading, I decide whether the strategies or techniques I used. helped me
understand.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

16. I write down due dates for future reading assipments.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself understand when
reading Spanish?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Almost Always)
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TASK 2: Listening to Spanish in class

Description of Task: An important part of learning Spanish is being able to
undentand when you listen to Spanish. You want to be able to understand your teacher,
classmates, tapes, and native speakers.

--> How do you go about listening to Spanish?

17. Before listening, I think about what I already know about the topic.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

18. I decide in advance what I need to listen for, and then I listen for this information.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

19. Before listening, I consider the topic and make predictions.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

20. Before listening, I decide to focus on whatever words I recopize so I can understand
as much as possible.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

21. To let us know you are reading these items, don't circle anything here: just go on to
the next one.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

27. As I listen, I check to see if my predictions were correct

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

23. While listening, I picnire in my mind what I am hearing.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

24. I try to relate what rm hearing to my own experiences or to information I already
know.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

25. If I don't understand something I hear, I try to guess what it means, based on what
rye understood up to that point.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

4
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26. Even when I don't understand every word, I use all available information to figure
out what I am hearing.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

27. I try to pinpoint which words or phrases I don't understand so that I can ask the
speaker for a specific explanation.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

28. After listening, I decide if what I thought I understood makes sense.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Al Ways

29. After listening, I summarize the information I heard.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

30. After class, I look over my notes and fill in gaps.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

31. After I finish listening, I evaluate how well my listening techniques or strategies
worked.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

32. I record my homework assignments for the next day.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

33. I write down gades for listening assipments so I can keep track of my overall
grade.

Never Rarely Sometimes Usually Almost Always

>» Are there any other things you do to help yourself understand when
listening to Spanish?

I (Sometimes, Usually, Almost Always)

You have finished this questionnaire. Thank you very much for y)ur
cooperation.



APPENDIX A-3
MID-YEAR QUESTIONNAIRES
BEGINNING LEVEL (1991-1992)



LEARNING STRATEGIES REVEEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Name: Date:

You have been practicing the use of learning strategies to help yourself learn Russian this
year. Here's your chance to tell us whether you like the strategies or not. Please answer
the questions below honestly so that we can improve the instruction and help you learn
Russian better.

Read each strategy name and definition, then answer the questions.

1. 131-114NICHIle: Deciding in advance to pay attention to a learning activity and to ignore
distractions.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

2. Ceneic-rweHoe BHWPACIHNe: Deciding to pay attention to specific aspects of an
activity, such as listening for key words or focusing on new gammar.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

3 . Cognates: Recognizing Russian words that are similar to a word in English or in
another language you know.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO
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4. rpynnt.iposico: Grouping words or phrases that go together in some way to make
them easier to remember; asing the recall game to remember words or other
information.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this szategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

5. Relating information to yourself: Making personal associations with the new
material to help yourself remember it better.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

6. Ka PTI/IHK1,1: Creating a picture in your mind or drawing a picture of a word or
phrase to help yourself remember it.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

7. KoonepaLms: Working with a parmer to solve a task; asking a classmate or friend
for help.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES NO

b. Do you usc, this stately at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use rhL strategy or why not?

8 . What other strategies do you use?



LEARNING STRATEGIES REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Name: Date-

You have been practicing the use of learning stratees to help yourself learn Spanish this
year. Here's your chance to tell us whether you like the stratees or not. Please answer
the questions below honestly so that we can improve the instruction and help you learn
Spanish better. "ez

Read each strategy name and deilnidon, then answer the quesdons.

1. Ojos: Deciding in advance to pay attention to a learning activity and to imore
distractions.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

2. Gafas: Deciding to pay attention to sptcific asoects of an activity, such as listening
for key words or focusing on new Z r ammar.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this sastegy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

3 . Cognados: Recogdzing Spanish words that are similar to a word in English or in
another language you know.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO



4. La Pandilla: Grouping words or phrases that go together in some way to make them
easier to remember, using the recall game to remember words or other information.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES NO

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

5. Eco: Making personal associations with the new material to help yourself remember it
better.

Ell E.©©

:1 EcO.b-

Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

6. La Bola de Cristal: Making predictions about the topic of a listening or reading
activity beforehand.

a. Do you use this strategy on your own in class? YES

b. Do you use this strategy at home? YES NO

c. Why do you use this strategy or why not?

NO

7. What other stratees do you use?.



APPENDIX A-3.2
MID-YEAR QUESTIONNAIRES

LNTERMEDIATE LEVEL (1992-1993)
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Name: Date:

Russian Midyear Questionnaire (1992/93)
How do you learn Russian?

Please answer the following questions about what you do to help
yourself learn Russian. Don't worry about right or wrong answers-
there is only what you do to help yourself so be honest.

1. What do good learners of Russian do?

2. What are some things you do to help you learn Russian?

3. What do you do before you start to read or listen to something in
Russian?

4. What do you do if something doesn't make sense?

5. What do you do while reading or listening in Russian to check if
you're understanding?

6. What do you do if you read or hear a word you don't know?



7. What are some things you do to learn new Russian words?

8. After reading, what do you do to check if you understood what
you read or heard?

9. What is your definition of a learning, strategy?

If you received strategy instruction last semester (Fall 1992), please
answer the following three questions.

1. How helpful is it to be taught about learning strategies?

2. How easy is it to learn strategies?

3. How much. do you like learning strategy instruction?

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.

9



Name: Date:

Spanish Midyear Questionnaire (1992/93)
How do you learn Spanish?

Please answer the following questions about what you do to help
yourself learn Spanish. Don't worry about right or wrong answers-
there is only what you do to help yourself so be honest.

1. What do good learners of Spanish do?

2. What are some things you do to help you learn Spanish?

3. What do you do before you start to read or listen to somethin.o.. in
Spanish?

4. What do you do if something doesn't make sense?

5. What do you do while reading or listening in Spanish to check if
you're understanding?

6. What do you do if you read or hear a word you don't know?

1 0 (%)
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7. What are some things you do to learn new Spanish words?

8. After readina, what do you do to check if you understood what
you read or heard?

9. What is your definition of a learning strategy?

If you received strategy instruction last semester (Fall 1992), please
answer the following three questions.

1. How helpful is it to be taught about learning strate2ies?

2. How easy is it to learn strategies?

3. How much do you like learning strategy instruction?

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
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APPENDIX A-4
SPANISH STIJDENT QUESTIONNAIRE



Name

Strategies Instruction Student Questionnaire

Teacher Date

The chart below names the strategies that you were taught this year. In the second column, please rank the strategies according to yoi
write a 1 next to your favorite strategy, a 2 next to your next favorite, etc. In the third column, circle the word that indicates how fi

strategy in Spanish class, at home, and in other classes. In the fourth column, give a brief description or example of how you have

STRATEGY NAME RANK PLACE/FREQUENCY USED (circle for each) DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY USE

Prediction
(Prodicción)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

often
often
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
rarely

never
never
never

1

Selective Attention
(Atonción Selective)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

often
often
of ten

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
rarely

never
never
never

imagery
(Visualización)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

often
of ten
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
rarely

never
never
never

Personalization
(Personalización)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

often
often
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
rarely

never
never
never

inforencing
(Int oronclas)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

often
often
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
rarely

never
never
never

Questioning for
Clarification
(Clarificaclôn)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

of ten
often
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
ragely

never
never
never

Summarizing
(Rosumon)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

often
of ten
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarely
rarely

never
never
never

Verification
(Vonilleación)

Spanish class:
At home:
Other classes:

of ten
often
often

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

rarely
rarefy
rarely

never
never
never

Now please complete the other side of this questionnaire.

t a/loupe ilava etch Prof...Me - May 1 MI3
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1. For each language task listed, check the box if you think learning strategies
would help with the task, then describe briefly strategies ycu would use.

O Learning vocabulary

O Learning grammar

O Listening comprehension

O Speaking in real life situations

O Speaking in class

O Reading stories

O Reading ads, menus, schedules, etc.

O Writing assignments

2. Describe any other situations in which learning strategies could be helpful:

3. What kinds of students should be taught strategies? (Circle as many as apply.)
1st yr. Spanish 2nd yr. Spanish 3rd yr. Spanish 4th/5th yr. Spanish
Honors classes Regular classes College Spanish (levels

A students B students C students D/F students
Others

4. Some students were asked to "think aloud" in Spanish during reading or
listening. Describe how easy/difficult thinking aloud in Spanish is for you.

5. When you study another language, would learning strategies be useful? Why
or why not?

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. IT WILL HELP US IMPROVE!



APPENDIX A-5.1
SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRES

BEGINNING LEVEL (1991-1992)
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Name: Date:

Rating Your Language Learning Capability

Rate Your Language Learning Capability: You are going to be shown several types of

language learning activities. For each activity, you are going to rate, on the scale provided, how

sure vou are that you could work on a language task like the one shown and learn what you are

supposed to learn in a reasonable amount of time.

The rating scale goes from 0 to 100. Remember that the higher the number you mark, the more

sure you are, while the lower the number, the less sure you are. Please mark how you really

feel about your capability to do a language learning task like the one shown.
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Name:

Task 1: Vocabulary Learning

Date:

Circle the number on. the line that shows how sure you are that you could be given a list of
words like those shown and...

1. ...learn what each word means.

I

t

I

1

I I I 1 I I I 1 I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...use each word correctli in a sentence.

0
Not
sure
at all

10 20 30 40
Maybe

50 60 70
Pretty
Sure

80 90

3. ...hear sentences using these words and understand what the sentences mean.

100
Very
Sure

I I I I t I I I I

I
I

1 i [ I I I i

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

4. . remember the meaning of each word a month later.

0
Not
sure
at all

10 20 30 40
Maybe

50 60 70
Pretty
Sure

80 90 100
Very
Sure



Task 2: Dialogue Learning

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure you are that you could be given a dialogue
like the one shown and...

1. ...memorize it.

I 1---- 1 I I I ,

11
I I

1

I I
1 I 17-

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...listen to it and understand it without referring to a written text.
1 1 , I I I I I I

i I
I I I I

I I I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...respond correctly in substitution drills that practice its key vocabulary and grammar.
1 I I I I I ,

I 1 I
I i 1

I I

40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Maybe Pretty Very
Sure Sure

0 10 20 30
Not
sure
at all

4. ...correctly use parts of the dialogue in other situations.
I I I I , I I I

i I I I I i I
1

l

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure

at all



Task 3: Reading an Ad

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure vou are that you could be given an
advertisement like the one shown and...

1. ...figure out the main topic of the ad.

1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Not Maybe Pretty
sure Sure
at all

100
Very
Sure

2. ...answer questions about Very specific information in the ad.

1

1 I I

i

,

I
I

,

t
,

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...use the ad to accomplish something in real life.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure S ure S ure

at all



Task 4: A Social Situation

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure you are that you could go to this party and...

1. ...make yourself understood on topics such as: introductions, talking about what you like
to do, and answering questions about yourself and your family.

1

1 I I I I

I
,

1
1

1

t i r I 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very

.

sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...understand what others say to you in Russian.

1

I ,

i

1

i

I

t
I-

1-

,

1 ;I 1

1

t

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...solve problems that arise in communication.
, I i I. I

I 1 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

4. ...say and do things that are culturally correct according to Russian culture.

1

I I I

t

I

1 1 I I
,

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Not Maybe Pretty
sure Sure
at all
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Name: Date:

Rating Your Language Learning Capability

Rate Your Language Learning Capability: You are going to be shown several types of

language learning activities. For each activity, you are going to rate, on the scale provided, how

sure you are that you could work on a language task like the one shown and learn what you are

supposed to learn in a reasonable amount of time.

The rating scale goes from 0 to 100. Remember that the higher the number you mark, the more

sure you are, while the lower the number, the less sure you are. Please mark how you really

feel about your capability to do a language learning task like the one shown.



Name: Date:

Task 1: Vocabulary Learning

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure you are that you could be given a list of
words like those shown and...

1. ...learn what each word means.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...use each word correctly in a sentence.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...hear sentences using these words and understand what the sentences mean.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure
at alL

4. ...reraember the meaning of each word a month later.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure

at all



Task 2: Dialogue Learning

Circle the number on the line that shows haw31narg that you could be given a dialogue
like the one shown and..:

1. ...memorize it.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...listen to it and understand it without referring to a written text.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...respond correctly in substitution drills that practice its key vocabulary and grammar.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

4.. ...correctly use parts of the dialogue in other situations.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all
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Task 3: Reading an Ad

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure you are that you could be given an
advertisement like the one shown and...

1. ...figure out the main topic of the ad.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...answer questions about very specific information in the ad.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...ose the ad to accomplish a task in real life.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure
at all



Task 4: A Social Situation

,A
S,,,,, , ,
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N 1 ,I.,,t441-4on:,-,,:'Xpu.'ve been. inviteasto,a,Party- where onlr Spanish swill,be s' 'oken

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure vou are that you could go to this party and...

1. ...make yourself understood on topics such as: introductions, talking about what you like
to do, and answering questions about yourself and your family.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

2. ...understand what others say to you in Spanish.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure Sure Sure
at all

3. ...solve problems that arise in communication.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure

at all

4. ...say and do things that are culturally correct according to Spanish culture.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not Maybe Pretty Very

sure Sure Sure

at all

2 r5
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Vocabulario

los dientes
la ducha
el jabón
el peine
el pelo

la seda dental
el cepillo de dientes

el chatnpu
el desodorante

débil
fuerte

perezoso
ducharse
lavarse

peinarse
perder

quitarse
vestirse
de prisa



Rafael llama a Mariana por teléfono.

RAFAEL:

MARIANA:

RAFAEL:

MARIANA:

RAFAEL:

MARIANA:

I

2J,

LAM, Mariana? Habla Rafael. LQue planes tienes
para este sábado? LEstas libre?

Pues...hay un baile en en centro juvenil.

Ay, Mariana! iQué aburrido! Oye, yo tengo un plan.
Hay un concierto de rock en el Coliseo. LPor qué no
vamos juntos? Yo te 'hwito.

iQue bueno! Me encanta el rock. LQuienes tocan?

Un grupo mexicano fabuloso: "Caimán, Caimán."
I,Te gusta?

iMagnIfico! Hasta el sábado, entonces.
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APPENDIX A-5.2
SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRES
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL (1992-1993)



Name: Date:

Rating Your Language Learning Capability

Rate Your Language Learning Capability: Reading and listening are frequent

activities you do in your Russian class. These activities are described in this questionnaire.

For each activity, you are going to rate, on the scale provided, how sure you are that you

could work on a language task like the one described and do what you are supposed to do

in a reasonable amount of time..

The rating scale goes from 0 to 100. Remember that the higher the number you mark, the

more sure you are, while lower the number, the less sure you are. Piease mark how you

really feel about your capability to do a language task like the one described.
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Task 1: Reading in Russian: Reading is a useful activity for learning Russian. You
may often read dialogues, ads, and arricles in Russian as part of classwork or
on your own.

Circle the number on the line that shows Jlow sure you are that you could read assignments
in class and

1. ...figure out the main topic or gist.

0
Not
sure
at all

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Maybe Pretty Very

sure sure

2. ...answer questions about very specific information in the reading assignment.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

3. ...figure out the meanings of words or phrases you don't understand.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

4. ...retell in English what you read.

0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure
at all

sure

5. ...use a Russian ad to accomplish a task in real life.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

2



Task 2: Listening to Russian in class: An important part of learning Russian is
being able to understand when you listen to Russian. You want to be able to
understand your teacher, classmates, dialogues, and tapes.

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure you are that you can listen to Russian in
class and

1. ...understand the gist of the topic.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

2. ...understand details.

I

i

1 I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

3. ...figure out the meanings of words or phrases you don't understand.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

4. ...retell in English what you heard.

0 10 20
Not
SUre
at all

30 40 50 60
Maybe

3

70 80 90 100
Pretty Very
sure sure
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Task 3: Listening to Russian in a social situation: Listening to Russian may
also occur outside of class in social sirnntions with native speakers.

Circle the number on the line that shows how sure vou are that you bould listen to Russian
in a conversation and...

1. ...understand the gist of what the speaker says on topics such as family,
hobbies, weather and school.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

2. ...understand well enouih to figure out what kind of response is needed.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all

3. ...solve problems that arise when you do not understand the speaker.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all



Name: Daze:

. Rating Your Language Learning Capability

Rate Your Lanivage Learning Capability: You are goina- to be shown several

types of languase learning activities. For each activity, you are going to rate, on the scale
. provided, how sure vou are that you could work on a lanziase mak like the one shown and

leam what you are supposed to lem-n in a reasonable amount of time.

The raring scale goes from 0 to 100. Remember that the higher zhe number you mark, che

=ore sure you are, while lower the number, the less sure you are. Please mark how you
really feel about your =ability to do a lansmaze task like the one shown.



Task 1: Reading in Spanish: Reading is a useful acdviry for lemming Spanish.
You may often read ads, articles, and dialogues in Spanish as part of classwork
or own your own.

a.role the number on the line that shows how sure you are that you an read assim-n-rents
ven. in Class and

I. ...figure out the main topic or est.

1

1

I

1

I I I .1 IIIi'1 1 I

1 1 I

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty V=y
sure sure sure
at all

2. ...answer questions about _very specific information in the reading assignment.

I 1 I

1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

o 10 20 .30 40 50 -60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty V=y
sure sure sure

3. ...figure out the meanings of words or phrases you don't understand.

1 1 1 1 1 .1 II

I

I

I

o lo 2030405060708090100
Not Maybe Preay V=y
sure sure sure
at all

d. ..retell in English what you read-
. II III i

I I I I I 1 1 I

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Maybe Preny

sure.

100
Very
Si=

use an ad to accomplish a task in real life.

I I I I 1 1 1

I I I I I

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Maybe Premy V=y

sure sizr.

0 10
Not
sure
stall

2?s



Task 2: Listening to Spanish in class: An. important part of learning Sosrish is
being able to und=scand when you listen to Spanish. You want to be able to
und=s-and your tmch=, classmates, dialogues, and tges.

Circle the numb= on the line that shows how sure you are that you can listen to Spanish in
class and

1. ...understand the gist of the topic-

'

1 1 1 1 1

1 I I II

1 I

I I I 1. I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
. No.t Maybe Preny V=y

sure sure sure
az all

2. ...understand details.

0 10 20 30 40
Not Maybe
sure
at all

50 60 70 80 90
Pretty
sure

100
V=y
sure

3. ...figure out the meanings of words or phrases you don't understand.

I

1

I I I I I I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 30 90 100
Not Maybe Preay V=y
sure
at all

4. __retell in English what you heard.

I

I III!
0 10 20 30 40
Not Maybe

sure sure

I 1 : .1- 1

50 60 70 80
Preay

90

al= SUM

at ail

3
2 2.9

1

100-
V=y
sure



Task 3: Listening to Spanish in a social -situation: Listening to Spanish may
also occur olimide of class in social situations with native speak=s.

Ch-cle the nntabw on the line that shows how cure von are that you could listen to Spanish
in a conv=sation and-

1. understand the est of what the speaker says on topics such as fprrrily,
hobbies, ww.ther and schooL . .

I I I

1 1 1 1 11 11

I.
1 1 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty V=y
sure sure sure
at all

understand well enough to figure out what kind of response is needed.

I

.
1 1 I I I I I I

1 1 I I I I I I I 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Not Maybe Pretty Very
sure sure sure
at all -

3. solve problems that arise when you do not understand the speaker.

0 1 0
Not
sure
az Ill

20

1

1

30 40
Maybe

I.

I 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

50 60 70 80 90 100
rerri Vay
sure sure

4
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APPENDIX A-6.1
LANGUAGE TESTS

BEGINNING LEVEL (1991-1992)
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Russian Listening Pretest

You will hear a description of an object or action. Circle the picture
that you hear described.
EXAMPLE:

agere

1.

2.

3.

1
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Read the following questions. Then listen to the statements and
answer the questions by circling the correct answer.

6. According to the speaker, what day of the week is it?
a_ Sunday
b. Wednesday
c. Friday
d. Saturday

7. At what time of the day would you hear this phrase?
a Mcrn ng
b. Afternoon
c. Evening
d. Night

8. What is the speaker's name?
a. Marina Petrovna
b. Maria Ivanovich
c. Marina Pavlovna
d. Maria Fyodorovna

9. How many grapefruits are described?
a. 3
b. 5
c. 7
d. 9

10. What time is it? Circle the correct ciock.

3
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Russian Reading Pretest

Directions: For each item below, you will see a description of
objects or actions. Read the description. Then circle
the picture below that is being described.

EXAMPLE: 6aHaH (banana)

.d)

1. imatimHa (oar)

2. rvinnono-ram (hippopotamus)

3. Kapa Ka a un4 (pencils)

4

BEST COPY MAILARE



4. FWIcam (To write)

5. HE3C1H CMOTIOVIT nepeaciqy no Teneat43opy.
(Ivan is watching a show on TV.)

6. gamma .nfo6k1r frirpa-rb a 6ePic6ori. (Dima likes to play baseball.)

5
2 3 C-')



This text is an album cover of a popular Soviet rock group. Read the
questions and choose the best answer based on the information from
the text. Circle your answer.

7. What is the name of the group?
a. AHcarA6nb (Ensemble)
b. AKEziapfriyha (Aquarium)
c. Meno.n.fris (Melody)
d. ApaHwmpoeKa (Aranzhirovka)

8. Who wrote the music and words of the songs?
(These are names)
a. Kyccynb (Kussel)
b. Tponfrinno (Tropillo)
c. rpe6eHL.u.i4Koe (Grebenshikov)
d. ryces (Gusev)

9. What instrument does AneKcaHap J1911-114H play?
a. guitar
b. flute
c. saxophone
d. tuba

10. Who contributes to vocals?
(These are names.)
Kyccynb (Kussel)

b. Tpow,eHKOB (Troshenkov)
c. Kyp'ex141-1 (Kuryokhin)
d. THTOB (Titov)

6
2 3 7'
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Russian Listening Pretest
Teacher's Copy

You will hear a description of an object or action. Circle the picturethat you hear described.

1. wfripacp (Giraffe)

2. Ten e cp o H(Telephone)

3. M allb LeIK (Boy)

4. -41/1TC1Tb K H lel rY (To read a book)

5. csiyulaTb tAy3biKy (To listen to music)

Read the following questions. Then listen to the statements andanswer the questions by circling the correct answer.

6 . According to the speaker, what day of the week is it?
(CerodotHs cy66oTa.) (Today is Saturday.)
a. Sunday
b. Wednesday
c. Friday
d. Saturday

7. At what time of the day would you hear this pbrase?(o6pb e e p fleT. Kai< ,o.ena?) (Good evening Peter. How areyou?)
a. Morning
b. Afternoon
c. Evening
d. Night

7 23f)



8. What is the speaker's name?
(3.o.paBc-rayiATel MeHA 30Byr MapktHct IleTpoe Ha. SI t,13

MOCKBbl.) (Hello. My name is Marina Petrovna. I am from

Moscow.)
a. Marina Petrovna
b. Maria Ivanovich
c. Marina Paviovna
d. Maria Fyodorovna

9. How many grapefruits are described?

(1-12Tb BKyCHblX rpek'ncppyros) (Five delicious grapefruits)

a. 3
b. 5
c. 7
d. 9

10. What time is it? Circle the correct clock.

(Ceac o,omi-laztuaTb LICICOB.) (It is 11:00.)

2,10
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Name: Date:

nocnywat7ma no-pycckvil
Listening

There are six sentences and questions in this exercise. You will hear
a sentence and then you will be asked to answer a question based on
the sentence. The questions are written below. Circle the correct
answer.

1. What sport does the speaker's brother like to play?
(The student will hear: EloaT ni4o6friT k1rpaTb e 6et7ic6on, a s
.nio6J11-0 141-pCTb B 6acKeT6on. My brother likes to play baseball,
but I like to play basketball.)

rr

2. Which of these pictures most closely represents the person
described by the speaker?

(The student will hear: 3ToT Lienoeek pa6oTaeT e rocrikrrane.
OHCI medracecTpa. This person works in a hospital. She is a nurse.)

Lcb

3. Which of these items does the speaker describe?
(The student will hear: Ha cTone newaT -rpm pyLiKvi. There are
three pens on the table.)

1 241



4. At what time is physics class? .

(The student will hear: Cerowis y mei-is yp OK no pkisme s 8:30
t4 ypOK no fric-ropmfri B 1 1 :CO. Today i have a class in physics at
8:30 and history at 11:00.)

2 2 4 2



Name: Date:

Listening (can't)

5. Which of these pictures most closely represents the person who
is not feeling well as described by the speaker?

(The student 'Aril! hear: Cec-rpa ceroaHs nrioxo ce6 Liyec-reye-r.
0Ha He 3ata-rpakae-r, no-romy LITO y Heg. 6ons-r 3y6b1.) (My sister
doesn't feei well today. She didn't eat breakfast because she has a
toothache.)

6. Which of these rooms does the speaker describe?
(The student will hear: 3-ra kohma-ra Ha nepsom a-rawe. Caula
Likrrae-r ra3e-ry. The room is on the first floor. Sasha is reading a
newspaper.)

3



Name: Date:

Listening

Weather Information:
Imagine you are a student studying in Moscow. You plan to go to
Leningrad for a weekend. Listen to this weather report for the
weather in Leningrad. What is the temperature and forecast for
Leningrad?

7. What temperature is predicted for Leningrad? Circle the correct
thermometer.

0.

4

3

FL

.1

.1

.4

8. Circle the picture below which best describes the weather
forecast in Leningrad.

C.

4
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Text for weather task:

no csectel-wism rfriapome-rueH-rpa CCCP, cer-c>411-is:

-B 3CTOH1114 0--Nitin-iyc 5, Niec-rahrtki CHer,
-E3 fla-revm OT 3 r.to 5, He60.nbwfrte Jacmctafri,
-B nel-11,11-Irpa.ae ryivii-wc 4, cHer,
-a MocKse o6.nak-1-tas noro.aa, Be-rep Foro-sanaaHbM, 4 Hetvl
1111XDC asa.

(According to the Meterological Center of the USSR, today:
-in Estonia 0-minus 5, scattered snow showers
-in Latvia from 3 to 5, light rain
-in Leningrad minus 4, snow
-in Moscow cloudy weather, the wind from the south west, daytime

high 2 above zero.)

-

5
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Name: Date:

Listening Ill:

Dialogue between two students:
Listen to the following dialogue with two students discussing their
school schedule. Answer the questions in English in the spaces
provided.

9. What class will they not be able to take together?

10. What classes will they be taking together?

glAhela, KCIKI/le lipeaMeTbI Tbl 143r-Klellib?
- CID1/131,1Ky ki xwAvii-o, a TbI?
- 5.1 TOfIbK0 cpfrisviKy, a Xl4N41/11-0 HeT.

V -re62 eCTb pyCCKV1CA?

a, TpeTb-rmi:i ypoK.
- V hrteH51 Tome.

(-Dima, what subjects are you taking?
-Physics and chemistry, and you?
-I'm only taking physics, not chemistry.
-Are you taking Russian?
-Yes, third period.
- Me too.)

6 24G



Name: Date:

Listening IV:

Dialogue about a new apartment
The dialogue you will hear is a telephone conversation between two
friends. Sergei has just gotten a new apartment. Listen to the
conversation and then choose the best answers to the questions
below.

11. On what floor is Sergei's apartment?
a. Second
b. Third
c. Fifth
d. Sixth

12. How many rooms does the apartment have?
a. 1

b. 3
c. 4
d. 5

13. How does Sergei describe his balcony?
a. Beautiful
b. Big
c. New
d. Wonderful

- Caux, y mei-153 HOBOSi KBapTkipa!
-A CK0.11bK0 KOMHC1T? Ha KaKom 3Tame?
-Ha 1151TOM 3-raxe, Tpki KOMHCTbl, >fm.nas, CTOI1OBCS,

Cilar1bH5i.
npeKpaCHO! 5011K0H ec-rb?
BailKOH eCTb, 60f1bl110l>1%

(Translation: Dialogue 1:
-Sasha, I found a new apartment yesterday!
-How many rooms? On what floor?
-On the fifth floor, three rooms; a living room, a dining room, and

one bedroom.
-Wonderful! Do you have a balcony?
-Yes, a big balcony.)

7
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Name: Date:

Listening V:

Continuation of dialogue about a new apartment.
The dialogue you will here is a continuation on the previous dialogue.
The friend who got a new apartment is having a housewarming party.
Listen to the conversation and then choose the best answers to the
questions below.

14. When is the housewarming party?
a. On Saturday at six
b. On Sunday at six
c._On Saturday at seven
d. On Sunday at seven

15. What is the number of the building where the apartment is
located?
a. 137
b. 527
c. 114
d. 536

xok-(y npyrriacfrrrb -re6Fr Ha Hoeoce.nbe. B cy66o-ry, B WeCTb
Liacoe seqepa. flpfriakub?
- Cnacfri6o, C y4toeo.ribcTefr1ervi. A kakoil aapec?
- 3anowl4 aiapec.
-0aHy tviviHyry. BO3bNly prAky.
.-11eHk1Hrpa.Lackoe wocce, daorsi 114, keapmpa 527. Tak Kci,y
-re6! B cy66o-ry, B wecTb.
-gamo.a, xopowo.

want to invite you to a housewarming party. On Saturday at six
o'clock in the evening. Can you make it?
-Thank-you, with pleasure. What's the address?
- Write down the address.
-One minute, I'm getting a pen.
-Leningrad Highway, house number 114, apartment 527. OK, so I'll
see you on Saturday at six.
-OK good)
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Name: Date:

ci-reHfrie no-pycckw
Reading

Imagine you have just received a letter from your new Russian
penpal CID Z.41 op. Unfortunately some of the words are missing.
Choose the most grammatically correct word to fill in each blank
from the choices given after each blank. Circle the correct answer.

Flpfrieer MOV1 H0BbM arviepfrikaHckfrii>1 apyrl (1.

Astor:4- AdHe, $7, /1/44eH5?) 30ByT ciD4..aop. 51 }K1/1By B MOCKBe B

KBapTI/Ipe (2. HO BropoP1 3TC)K, B BTOP0171

3TCO(, HO Bropoto 3-rawe, B BTOPOM 3TCliffe). KTO MOS1 cembFi?

Y Hac B cembe (3. werbipe, werBeprb,
taeyaeprbn,i, cierepëx) Lief oeeKa, mama, nana, cecTpa, i s.

Mosi cembsi (4. Mai7eHbKk10, Marlef-ibKOR,

AnaneHbKoe, marieHbickle). KTO MHe 17 (5. ro4,
roLios, BbICOKI/11-4 V y MeH51 T&MHble rf1a3a 1/1

(6. BOI7OCC1, BO/70CW, 80170C, B0f7000X). 51 yk-iycb B

1.1.1K0f1e. YleTom (7. orporb, pirpaewb, orpato,

orpaekt) B CpyT60f1, a 314MOVI f11-0651F0- frIrpaTb B ><OKKeVt. 51

(8. CnOPTI4BHb1171, cnop-rmeHas, cnoprktsHoe,

CrIPOTOBFible) yenosek. (9. MOP; MON, M06, M014)

amepfrwaHcKw>1 cnop-r--6eVic6o.n ( 1 0.

e crep, Beciepa, BeLiepolw, ewepHoP1) 9 LiaCTO CMOTp1.0

6efAc6on no-Teriesvl3opy.



Translation of reading passage:

Hi my new American friend! Mv name is Fyodor. I live in Moscow in
an apartment on the second floor. Who is my family? We are four
people, mom, dad, sister and me. My family is small. Who am I? lam
17 years alsi. I am tall and I have dark eyes and hair. I go to school.
In the summertime I pla,v soccer, and in the wintertime I like to play
hockey. I am atbiglia person. Mv favorite american sport is
baseball. In the evening I often watch baseball on television.
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Name: Date:

no-pycmi
Reading

1. The following ads (Text A) was published in the Moscow daily
<<BeL4epH5iS MOCKBc>>. Look it over to decide what type of event
is advertised. Write the type of event in the space below.

2. What is the date for the event?

3. At what time does the event begin?

4. Where and when can you buy tickets the event?

5. You need more information about this event. Here is a page out of
the Moscow Telephone Directory (Text B). What number will you
call for the event?
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Text A
LjEriTPAIMHblk CTAg140H

«41,1HAMO),
manas cnopmeHasi apeHa

4041 LIEM11110HAT CCCP
XOKKER C MS140M

11-cpesparm-<c414HAMO»
(MocKsa)-«CTAPT» (ropbou.1)

WILK:VIC B 13 gacoe.
514.nem npOZICIOTCA B KCCCaX

CTCLafrICHO <<1141-4CA40» B 1:164-lb MOT-4C.

1 2
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zammtnix. HYTTIMPHO-rIPOCUT4TE.1113HUE riPEKIZE*451 14 =OPT
- .

CICOPT(ZabrE ROMS;(7-LATI1.
KoNazzzia.sz. trzErpu

p:50petz caoora
(-5acce5z. aroosoii aag, uaze:-K)

agunzacroaroo 178 23 33
peracrorrypa 179 38 13

Slegover gomper4 179 41 23
.1.1srast 6a3a. 178 55 32
Beao6a3a. 178 91 76

CroeaKoso-cl-esaasurt Kau6snar
o6ta-aa

uesrp. cose-ra
lipacsoft Cocau ii-g anima

gapeKroo 187 28 18

Croeaxoso-creggosuil sou6anar
,TICO JT.oKomo-ravy. genrp. C22era
31ocx. o&r. Sairataaga-1.

anoex-roo 594 28 55
aguKezeo 524 29 55

uTpygosste peaepsw>
goet6Haar

Bilco ?Arc

SaErg=a-cast, 58 251 60 83

«Tpraosme pw..elnsran. -BACO
xoungettc
ii-g IlaoKosag, 49

amyogst* 463

MC

54 66
anpeltroo 463 27 68

Yqetigo-caorrransErbasi nau6gaar
«Harm> L.;CO 4C Bypesermam..
S. Axazeltrmec.Ka.g. 33

gape:crop 134 82 SO
rtedgo-zgaor. org. 154 52 71

Yste.6110-caoprasaurt KOM61:18aT
gazaueptapo> xrc aCO «CI:minas)).
MOCX. 06g. cr. flaageogag
(Kagaufr armor, coap. rom6opt:4,
garas.aue roma')

cexperaps 572 68 94
rEe6ELIk OT,T,. 571 45 32

Yw,e6ao-cnoormetrazil Reimissar
es-rp. 3frc RCaa Fag).,aco

M. Ogeguit a., 23
(segocao or) 268 31 .27
Caopr6aaa IC Mapaeso aoger
LaapKeso :togs. t
l'Orrrio-% Tz.s.sr.rtc.
Iv:pc6a us ..1yKa) 268 48 00

Ittre6no-caop-rganyii Hou6Kaar
-nuottepbt* aesrp. gerclatu2,CO iTpy

.lesiterpagc:cuii alpaca., 31.
an peKro p 213 46 32
yneduag lacTs 213 46 35

1:24013 913 46 49acaorpex 213 46 33
Aolt cnoara 213 46 39
4-16:taasia z3ouea 213 46 42Zergoarge-..-aiec:iaxi Itage)K 213 46 29

7Nethio-t-ttoprwanur5 crocncoeunineurp Ntrc acio 4.1infa4o.UocK. oda. r. lisrrazga

CZOPTII3EI1Z 7ITiMSXHATIt.
Z.ZE171I

aalc.;ttorropa 582 77 03
;a oex:o p 582 76 06

Ytte6Ho-cmtoprrosaurt r;errp ao attrxort
araerlate ax. 6parbe3 3nameacsas
Mrc aco «Crtaorals.0
CrooximKa, 8

geix. aminsacTparop 268 00 65
gapex-rop 268 65 00

«3neprug9 KomeittKar M3I1
2-rt iipaczoKyocaarcgafr ao.. 12

aegrfoF.rdii 360 60 23
npeltroo 360 48 41

aAsalsrapn
at. 3E-r.yzaacros, 33 176 05 98
« A.sroxo6aaucr9

Irtte6.so-czoor. Sava 1.1.-ro raKcorrapwa
BarcKast, 41 285 09 57
« 5000 =so',

Bacagacst Raga:soft, 13
144 90 38

«5yoesecrsan9 3.1rC
(apa :tea. =-re rat. IL 31 . CaTegosa)
flamaraga. 57

apeRroo 248 37 12
macro ygrop 246 29 62

4garfaXo*
.71.eaggroa:c:Kat apoca., 36

Kome.s.:azr 212 70 99
;ta-oeKrop 912 92 59

3-aa Aaromaractectmx auu
nx. 50-aerag CCCP
rfog-seugag. 9 273 31 60

3-2a apoarzapniio
31ursag, 42 236 50 62
«Ilauelaoso» Czooraoxarrera CCCP

Coaercsag, 80 163 53 02

lipacsag Ilpecs.g).
rrapica ...11

ga-Koscsag. 13
z::oes7.op
aau. ::9CRTOpa

Rowatot Case-mem
alpaca. Sygeg:iora. 17a

aztctattc-roarop
;apex:op

0.7ToKomornen.
joKoxorusonexoirrsoca a-aa
yg. Cepreg.:Iaao, 17 309 50 61

ioKoxo1ns) :Iso6.-Inacnoro
asyr.eo-mexanactecNoro a-aa

39 350

«.7oKomorn3» Mocs.w.
5. r-Ie pKnaoacKag. 123a

zewypasai
anpesrop

liosooKaascRag, 23

Tascomoropnoro

205 00 10
205 02 68

365 33 03
369 89 74

1 3

16(
/61
251

42
43
98

15

6(
05

CZAZI,TOE.4

e.aosouoras» Mocx.-Ffpocz. w. a.IllyarezaKag, 8 472 25 04
«Massaaoczporrreza*
2-ro uoca. vtacosoro s-g.a
Casesaeacaaa, 13a 258 70 19

-aidera.vrypr9 s-ga 0Ceca a Hozoro.lioaag Aopora. 13
Kypaufi 360 66 .77

.grtoeKruo 350 66-68

«Mereap:.
yg. resepaga Boxogoza. I 1A8 49 16

am 31Arrolca
ocz.azama, 12

Mxcoicou6saara
Tagagaxaza, 26
nacrp yKrop
7,npeKrop

286 46-98

271 97 11
271 97 12

« PaRe^.-a*
Haxa2zoscxoe 166 77 36

« Pram*
Baczaacsr lio,7...agoft.1 145 46 83

«Caa-grr»
oaoz=1-,g. 15 497 12 31

aC3R32ICT),
E. Taxososcs-a.g. 14

attlamac-r.paroo
zaps:crop

000K0:11
E n3a3eci<zZ rrp., 3a

r,:e:Ripszdr
AxpexTop

«Topaego*
BOCTOtMan, 4

.«Tpyrn) ZECO
BaotrascRoe a.. 14
,Zeo6eae3cxaa, 11.

Toyaoawe pe3ep3uto

aepsonaticsaa a=eft,

00u.sun.
lioaosagozcsag. 2

liewrpa-malaii tot-
.211:74:MIX=

alITOOT3 erarr

OTT. RZIDOS
anperrop

SUJISEIZalt caoprnsgag aaega
201 04 33

ta.arac cnoprnattag apega
246 18 61aexvipft?alli
201 03 61.

268 48 91
258 36 57

261 53 03
251 29 32

275 45 95

111 15 96
'15 94 OS

165 20 31

145 81 56

B. IL .7eurtna

146 55 15
146 53 16
146 53 17
246 65 18
201 15 19
246 27 84
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Name: Date:

LiTeHLie
Reading

Here is an ad (Text C) for a music school in Moscow. Answer the
following questions in English based on information from this ad.

6. What age group is invited to study at the school?
a. Pre-school age
b. Primary school age
c. Teenagers
d. Adults

7. Which of the following instruments is NOT described in the ad?
a. Clarinet
b. Piano
c. Saxophone
d. Trombone

8. The school has classes in all of the following music types EXCEPT
a Folk.
b. Jazz.
c. Orchestral.
d. Rock.

9. When could you call to get more information?
a. Any day from 2 to 4 except Sundays
b. Sunday from 2 to 4
c. Any day except from 2 to 4 on Sundays
d. All day Sunday except from 2 to 4

10. The ad also gives you directions on how to get to the school.
Imagine you have an appointment to visit the school. Write

yourself a set of directions in English that will get you to the

school.

2 5 il

1 4



TEXT C
MY3bIKAilbHA1 11.1K011A HMEHH

CTACO BA
HA 3CTPAIIHO-g1:A3OBOE 011.1E11EHNE

ripk1H14MalOTCR fOHOLLIN 1 .aesywia4, a Tal0Ke
r-laLliteleCS no cneumanbHocTsw: Ty60,
COKCOCp0H, TpoNt6oH, goopTenbsHo, nrn-apa, 6ac-
r-4n-apo, ynapHbie friHc-rpyrAel-nu, BOKO.11.

Ha otcterieHmfri pc6o-raeT K.nacc
I4mnpoefr13au4i1, 4>Ka 3a IA poK-a-icarA6.ns,
opKecTpo.

Azpec: yJ1. BopuicacKoe wocce, 114/' .

Cnpaela4 rio TenecpoHy 236-30-72 C 14 40 16
Loacos, KOM socKpeceHbs.

rip0e34: CT. MeTpO «CriOpTI4BH0 S>> lel.$114
«CM011ef-ICKCS», Ltonee OBT. 783 P.0 OCT.

a>1013KY.I1 bTYObl».



Name: Date:

SPANISH LISTENLNG TEST

-DIRECTIONS:. For each object below you will hear a description of objects
or actions. Listen to the description. Then circle the picture below that is ;
being described.

EXAMPLE:

1.

5.
I 7 I I 61,1

5141614e171614
14:1 u 1f24851/-1.11518/.1
t1113111. 11 112.1=31

1.151:44Z.71zsizus

14 16 14* 1719 iq
(012.1islt*115116.1

1711/311/12,112.tlz.w.:31

4itlIs12.3.42:71,-112.11.521

-M1-
1 1 I 1 1 1 1T-1

514 161.44171*Ici 1
la 1 II Itzt:5114,11511
at it 11/111.112.11-.L3t

1 2_5 17.1. i V:1 21, 6:415g1

4 16 P. 1718 lq
101 tt 1;241511+11511" 4

112.63:161/11152:7112.=.91:=22:91:1IT



00
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Name: Date:

SPANISH READING PRETEST
-.-

DIRECTIONS: For each item below, you will see the word for an
object or action, or a sentence describing objects or actions. Read the
description. Then circle the picture below that is being described:

EXAMPLE: mirar la televisi6n,
ill

I. muchacho

2. pantalones

5. aeropuerto

Itc
it'
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6. Me gusta el helado.

Cinco menos dos son ties.

S-2:3 5-3=Z

8. Hace sol.

9 A Jose le encanta corner.

10. El suéter es blanco.

259



Spanish Listening Pretest Script

For items 1-10, you will hear a description of objects or actions.
Listen to the description. Then circle the picture below that is being
described.

EXAMPLE: Sara esti en el hotel.
Sara esti en el hotel.

Number 1: Son las tres de la tarde.
Son las tres de la tarde.

Number 2: Anita lava el coche.
Anita lava el coche.

Number 3: Olga es rubia.
Olga es rubia.

Number 4: Hay seis libros aqui.
Hay seis libros aqui.

Number 5: Hoy es el veinte de abril.
Hoy es el veinte de abril.

Number 6: El estudiante hace su tarea.
El estudiante hace su tarea.

Number 7: Es un sombrero.
Es un sombrero.

Number 8: A Marcos le gusta jugax al filtbol.
A Marcos le gusta jugar al flitbol.

Number 9: Hace mucho frio. .

Hace mucho

Number 10: Pepe canta bien.
Pepe canta bien.

PP')



Name: Date:

Spanich Listening Test

DIRECTIONS: For each item below, you will hear a description of objects or actions. Listen
to the description. Then circle the picture below that is being described.

EXAMPLE-

1.

2.

3.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

\.,pr."./,Ni.:Ii- 4:};,7.
.,--.:14:__... -_.-1kl-

r-7:
s't '.!'2:fri/,',.%::-

9.

x
00 ;E:rrie.P.or

4-1

ri6
10.
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11.

Directions: For Items 12-17, you will hear a speaker. The speaker will ask a question, then
make a short statement that contains the answer to the question. Then the question will be
repeated. Circle the response that bes-t answers the question, given the informaon presented in
the statement you hear.

EXAMPLE: a. It's 3:30.
b. It's 5:00.
c. It's 6:30.
d. It's 5:30.

19. a. She's going to the beach.
b. She's going to sleep.
c. She and Carlos are going to a movie.
d. She's going shopping.

13. a.
b.
C.

d.

December 25
January 1
December 31
February 14

He's going to
He's going to
He's going to
He's going to

sing with his friends.
do his math homework.
study for a math test.
play the guitar for his friends.

She's going to hand in a report.
She's going to history class.
She's going to a friend's house.
She's going to the library.

She's 14.
She's 15.
She's 16.
She's 18.

17. a. this morning
b. at 2:00 p.m.
C. this afternoon
d. at 3:00 p.m.
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Spanish Listening Test Script

". For Items I-11, you will hear a description of objects or actions. Listen to the descriptionk.
Then circle the picture below that is being described. .

EXAMPLE: Enos conaen el almuerzo.
El los cornea eI almuerzo.

Number I: El los tienen ocho Idpices para (fibular.
El los tienen ocho ldpices para dibujar.

Number 2: El alumno estudia matemticas.
El. alumno estudia matemkicas.

Number 3: Los mtisicos tocan instrumentos finos.
Los mtisicos tocan instrumentos finos.

Number 4: Las clases empie7an a las ocho y media.
Las clases empiezan a las ocho y media.

Number 5: La. blusa cuesta once dolares.
La blusa cuesta once dolares.

Number 6: El los estudinn para un examen.
Ellos estudian para un examen.

Number 7: Es el. verano. Hace mucho calor.
Es el verano. Hace mucho calor.

Number 8:
_

Llueve. Hace mal tiempo.
Llueve. Hace mai tiempo.
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Number 9:

Nrimber 10:

Number 11:

LQué esmdia Luisa? Estudia pintura.
zQue. estudia Luisa? Estndia pintura.

Mama esta cansada Va a descansar
Mama: esti. cansada. Va a descansar.

Las muchachas juegan al baloncesto.
las muchachas juegan al baloncesto.

For Items 12-17, you will hear a speaker. The speaker will ask a question, then make a short
statement that contAins the answer to the question. Then the question will be repeated. Pick the
response that best answers the question, <riven the information presented in the statement you
hear.

Here's an example:
What time is it?

Son las cinco y media.

What time is it?

Number 12: What's Maria going to do?

iMira, Carlos! i Qud playa maravillosa! El agua

esc a. fresca y hace mucho sol. Til puedes dormir pero

yo no! Me encanta nadar y voy a ir la playa.

What's Maria going to do?

Number 13: What's the date?

Es el primer dia. deI afio. Y este alio voy a cambiar muchas

cosas en mi vida. Tengo una lista enorme.

What's the date?



Number 14: What's Carlos going t-) do right now?
. .

. . _. .... . _
:- -:-

_.

. Deseo tocar la guitarra y cantar con Uds pero no puedo. ...---- --

. ._ ..._.. _ .

Mafiana tengo tin examen en matemdticas y tengo que estudiar.

What's Carlos going to do right now?

Number 15: Where is Susana going?

Mamd, voy a la biblioteca. Tengo que escribir un reporte

para mi clase de historia y necesito informacidn.

Where is Susana going?

Number 16: How old is Luisa?

Hoy es el dia de mi cumpleafios. Teugo catorce atios. Esta noche

vamos a tener una fiesta. Dieciseis de mis amigos van a celebrar

conmigo.

How old is Luisa?

Number 17: When is Ricardo going to the pool?

Esta num:Lana voy a comprar dos discos que me encantan. Por

la tarde voy a la piscina con tres amigos. LQuieres ir

con nosotros?

When is Ricardo going to the pool?

26E;



C. You are telling a friend why she should invite the following people to a party
she is having. Circle the correct form of the verb in each suggestion.

1. Ana y Veronica muy bien la guitarra.

a. tocar b. t000 c. toces d. tocan e. tocamos

2. Margarita en las fiestas..

a. cantas b. cantan c. canta d. cantar e. canto

3. Paco y Marfa muchos discos.

a. tienen b. tengo c. tienes d. tenemos

3. Yo con mucha comida.

a. viene b. venir c. venimos d. vengo

D. Circle the correct form of the verb in the following paragraph.

Me Ilamo Alice Jones y 1. (estoy, soy) estudiante en la escuela

Washington, en Boise Idaho. Yo a ( estoy, soy) muy contenta con la clase de

espariol porque la profesora 3. (estd, es) muy buena. Me gusta estudiar para

esta clase y siempre 4. (vengo, tengo) mi trabajo lista. Hoy tengo que

5.(estudiar, estudio) para un exarnen muy importante y espero sacar una

buena nota.



SPANISH VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR TEST

A. Choose the correct answer to each question from the list on the right and
then write the letter in the space provided.

1. Te gusta jugar al tenis, Lverdad? a. Hay pocos. Solo dos.
b. SI, me gusta corner.
c. iCOrno nol Me encanta practicar

2. LTe gusta escuchar discos? deportes.
d. Si. Me gusta cocinar.

3. LTe gustan más los tacos o los e. Si, me encanta la müsica.
burritos? f. Pues, no me gusta la comida

4. LCuantos sandwiches hay para mexicana.

la fiesta?

B. In the following conversation, fill in the letter that corresponds to the word
from the list that best fits in the blank.

a. americana

d. la ensalada

b. las hamburguesas c. para

e. más f. qué

CARLOS LTe gustan los sandwiches?

ALICIA No.

CARLOS LTe gusta 1.

ALICIA No, no me gusta.

CARLOS Entonces L2. te gusta?

ALICIA Me gustan 3. pero me gustan 4. los burritos.



Spanish Reading 11

Directions: Please look at the advertisement below of the store, El Corte

Inglés. Based on what it says, answer the questions that follow.

En Agósto

YENTAMSMort! en El Cale
fag les, Rebaias

scbre

RatCiCIS,
Tao° cvesta

mocha meas.

*Oda Lica y cesneabt. en
palace-47:6512.n

5

Rtecs1m:clomp:likes.
a canoes

cts.0 y c5cros
OSSab:g0

y farease.
en

caliner:an y Falessee-c4cief'

2-59 5
CLUIal°5

Ferecknes
de sco-r y

de ',est fises

ccah4 jordts
ariel Cs

3.9 95

PCS'2 eks,
1:cfokn's y

bikinis. ils.
y icrecsis

1-5 45

FIXO alas.
bciedm' as.

rams y even:ass
...--1.4 95l!PlegES

Camisoles
Fora nas -:'

-..irmss. Uses
y eserramics

595

Pketeros en
cisriests

cckr.s.
:ccisi ks riks

6 9510.0

Wrote ce cxes ate p;eics.
en cars yivii63.

Ins ccknos

4.4 95
AWL"

MOUS
elcnrokire a

SO; sorric.es
evcrecen.

cosbcca men
fora

27 0

SUMO

tte0ki° en p.e

1.114
Oa CraT73:0,

=II awn'', y
A7:1-71.141:
11^4...ri.

7,,

::::,r-,7;
.1..4-1.1.:".le 1. 1. :N.

"4.$4
*: -

-,4. vs."'"

7:4:-
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SPANISH READING I

DIRECTIONS: Read the following dialogue. Using the informadon presented, answer

Questions 1-3.

Paco: THOla, Juan! [Rola, Pilar! c:Adnde van Uds.?

Pilar: Oué tal, Paco? Juan y yo vrmos al centro. Y rzi?

Paco: Voy a nanor.
Pilar: LAy, me encanta nadar! COnlo vas a la piscina? .

Paco: Voy en coche con mi prima. Tenernos el coche de mi

Pilar: iFanrdstico Entonces nosotros vamos con Uds.

Paco: Muy bien, pero...
Pi lar: jOui pasa, hornbre?
Paco: Pues, zrienen Uds. dinero para la gasolina?

1. Wlaere is Paco going?

a. to visit his aunt
b. to the beach
c. to the pool
d. downtown

2. Why does Paco need money?

a. to buy a car
b. to go swimming
c. to buy gasoline
d. to visit his aunt

3. Who is going downtown?

a. Paco and Pilar
b. Pilar and Juan
c. Juan and Paco
d. Paco and his cousin



Reading.II,_ continued...

_ _

1. If a couple purchases a dress for her and a pair of pants for him,

approximately how much will they spend?

a. approximately 2, 000 pesetas

b. approximately 8,500 pesetas

c. approximately 5,500 pesetas

d. approximately 500 pesetas

2. What type of clothing is being advertised?

a. fall clothing

b. winter clothing

C. spring clothing

d. summer clothing

3. What other merchandise is being advertised on sale in this store?

a. cameras

b. furniture

c. electronic equipment

d. pets
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Reading Ill

After reading the real estate advertisements, answer the questions by writing
the letter(s) of the appropriate advertisement(s).

a.

b.

LOpez Hayes, autebüs
buena, trres dormitories,
calefaccign, parquet.
10.800.000 431 66 19.

Las Rozas, al lado
estacign, 4 dormitories,
garaje, urbanización.
13.500.000 637 05 12.

C. Vendo piso 7° en
Zarzaquemada (Leciands),
3 dormitories, comedor,
cecina, bane, 2 terrazas.
10.000.000, negociable.
Contado. 984 / 28 43
32.

d. Particular vends
apartamento
completarnente
amueblaclo en
urbanizacián residencial
en Manzanares el Real.
Superficie aproximada
90 m2. Consta de: hall, 3
dormitories con armaries
empotrados, 2 banes
completes, gran comedor
con terraza, cecina con
tendedero. Plaza garaje,
piscina, jardin, porteria.
Precio contado:
17.500.000. 948 / 23
38 61.

1. Which one is the most deluxe?

a. b. c. d.

2. Which one would accomodate the largest family?

a. b. c. d.

3. Which one would be best for taking the train to work or to school?

a. b. c. d.

4. If you didn't have a car, which one(s) would be best?

a. b. c. d.

5. If you did have a car, wich one(s) would be best?

a. b. c. d.

6. Which one is completely furnished?

a. b, c. d.

7. Which one includes a swimming pool?

a. b. c. d.
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Name: Date:

Floanywail-re no-pycckfril
Listening

There are three sentences and questions in this exercise. You will
hear a sentence and then you will be asked to answer a question
based on the sentence. The questions are written below. Circle the
correct answer.

1. At what time is physics class?
(The student will hear: Cero.n.H51 y MH yp OK no cpvt3fr1Ke 8:30
Lel yp OK no vic-roptem B 1 1 :GO. Today I have a class in physics at
8:30 and history at 11:00.)

2. Which of these pictures most closely represents the person who
is not feeling well as described by the speaker?

(The student will hear: Cec-i-pa ceroai-iFi n.noxo ce651 qyiscreyer.-
OHa He 3asTpaKaeT, noTorviy L4TO y He& 6 OfIST 3y6b1.) (My sister
doesn't feel well today. She didn't eat breakfast because she has a
toothache.)

<



3. Which of these rooms does the speaker describe?
(The student will hear: 3Ta KOMI-la-NI Ha nepeom sTa)Re. Caula
L4k1-raeT raseTy. The room is on the first floor. Sasha is reading a
newspaper.) -

Weather Information.
Listen to the following weather report and answer the questions
below by circling the correct response.

4. For which place is rain forecast?

a. Estonia
b. Latvia
c. Petersburg
d. Moscow

5. What will the temperature be in Moscow? Circle the correct
thermometer.

3

4

3
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Text for weather task:

floro4a ceroal-is:
- e 3c-roHyvt 0-rywHyc 5, mecTamvi cHer,
- 8 ..ricTek11/1 OT 3 410 5, He6onbume aownfri,
- s ne-rep6ypre rvikiHyc 4, cHer,
-a MocKee o6f1cik-4Hasi noro.aa, se-rep Foro-eariciaHb, Het%4
nnFoc ,o.eci.

(The weather today:
-in Estonia 0-minus 5, scattered snow showers
- in Latvia from 3 to 5, lht rain
in Petersburg minus 4, snow

-in Moscow cloudy weather, the wind from the south west, daytime
high 2 above zero.)

273
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Name: Date:

Listening

Dialogue between two stu,..-nts:
Listen to the followin .logue with two students discussing their
school schedule. CIrcle the correct responses to the questions
below.

6. What class will they not be able to take together?

a. Chemistry
b. Phys. Ed.
c. Physics
d. Russian

7. What class will they be taking together?

a. Chemistry
b. Phys. Ed.
c. Physics
d. Russian

- 1MC, KOKkle npeaMeTb( Tbi
- C1)0314Ky 14 XI/M/90, C Tbl?
- SI TO1113K0 cp1.1314ky, a XV1M141-0 HeT.
- Y Te6q eCTb pyccKyPi?

P,a, TpeTbTI4.0 ypok.
- Y meHsi To)ke.

(-Dima, what subjects are you taking?
Physics and chemistry, and you?

-I'm only taking physics, not chemistry.
Are you taking Russian?

-Yes, third period.
-Me too.)
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Name: Date:

Listening

Dialogue about a new apartment
The dialogue you will hear is a telephone conversation between two
friends. Sergei has just gotten a new apartment. Listen to the
conversation and then choose the best answers to the questions
below.

8. On what floor is Sergeits apartment?

a Second
b. Third
c. Fifth
d. Sixth

9. How many bedrooms are in the apartment?

a 1
b. 2
c. 3
d. 4

10. How does Sergei describe his balcony?

a Beautiful
b. Big
c. New
d. Wonderful

y meHR Hasa Fi KeapTfripa!
-A CK011bK0 Komi-ia-r? Ha KaKOM 3-rcake?

Ha 17F1TOM 3TcaKe, Tt4 KOMHaTbi, }K1/1.11a51, CT0.110.Ba51, 1 041Ha
cria.nbi-151.
11peKpacHo! BanKOH ecTb?

-BaJ1KOH eCT13, 6o.r1buicA.
(-Sasha, I found a new apartment yesterday!
-How many rooms? .On what floor?
-Ori the fifth floor, three rooms; a living room, a dining room, and
one bedroom.
-Wonderful! Do you have a balcony?
-Yes, a big balcony.)
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Name: Date:

Listening

Continuation of dialogue about a new apartment.
The dialogue you will here is a continuation on the previous dialogue.
The friend who got a new apartment is having a housewarming party.
Listen to the conversation and then choose the best answers to the
questions below.

11. When is the housewarmina party?

a. On Saturday at six
b. On Sunday at six
c. On Saturday at seven
d. On Sunday at seyen

12. What is the number of the building where the apartment is
located?

a. House 104, Apartment 427
b. House 14, Apartment 52
c. House 114, Apartment 527
d. House 4, Apartment 27

- 51 >ook-4y ripornacfri-rb -re6 Ha Hoeoce_ribe. B cy66o-iy, B LuecTb
Yacos Beyepa. flpfri,aeum?
-Cnacfri6o, C yaoBonbc-rafriem. A KCIKOO aapec?
-3armum a,apec.

Nw9-iy-ry. 51 ce1L4ac BO3bryly pyyky.
fleHiAHrpa.ackoe tuocce, aoryi 114, KeapTvipa 527. TaK 9 Kay

Te6Fil s cy66o-ry, s uiec-rb.
xopowo.

-I want to invite you -tev, housewarming p On Saturday at six
o'clock in the evening. Can you make it?
-Thank-you, with pleasure. What's the address?
-Write down the address.
-One minute, I'm getting a pen.
-Leningrad Highway, house number 114, apartment 527. OK, so I'll
see you on Saturday at six.
-OK good)

279
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Name: Date:

Cnywat'71-re!

Listen to the following dialogue about two friends deciding what to
do in their free time. Circle the correct responses to the questions
below.

Anna, Tbi cero4i-is seyepom cso6oaHa?
- ga, C rro?

a y MeH Towe cso6o,af-4biP1 seLiep. rloPi.agryi s napK?
B napK? Crvicn-pfri, ceroaHR k1.eT 43,O>K4b. flyk-mue, noC,14481t.A
B KMHO. Bk-lepa B «Pacckiv» 6bina nperythepa Hosoro
cpkinbma, Koryie,avifri.
Hy xopoLuo, noVryi.

Alla, are you free this evening?
Yes, why?
I'm also free this evening. You want to go to the park?
The park? Look, it's raining today. It's better if we go to the
movies. A new film, a comedy, opened at the "Rossiya" yesterday.
O.K. Let's go.

13. Why do they decide not to go to the park?

a. It's too cold.
b. It's too late in the evening.
C. It's raininc.
d. It's boring.

14. What kind of film are they going to see?

a. An adventure film
b. A comedy
c. A drama
d. A romance

7



Name: Date:

Crlywai-re no-pyccxwl

This next dialogue takes place in a doctor's office. Listen to the
dialogue and circle the correct answers to the questions below.

3,CipaBCTByTATe! Bbl Bbi3b1BC1f114 spciL4a?
10,a, ,aorrop. Y meHF! ropno OfWIT. 1 TemnepaTypa.

- Tax, noxa>kyrre ropno. Cxcpcin-e: a-a-al a, ropno
xpacHoe. KCIKCIS Temnepalypa?
TpKaua-rb cemb ki .o,ees-rb.

- V BC1C aHrkiHa. flpktagq-cs n0f1e)+<aTb. 51 Baryi ,ctaryi
nexapc-reo. FlpkiHfrimailTe no Ta6ne-rxe KaW,D,ble -rpm qaca.
Liepe3 aeHb--.0,BC1 BCg. 6yge-r- B nops,axe. flpfrixoakfre
n0cne3aEn-pa B me,anyHx-r. Ce4bMoril 3Ta}K, Komi-Kira
CeMbCOT 11571b.
XopoLuo. Konza Bbi npoHvimaeTe?
C I3OCbM1/1 410 4.1BeHaztuan.4. 13b13,a.0pasnweal>1-re!

Hello. Did you call for a doctor?
Yes, doctor. I have a sore throat and a temperature.
O.K. Open your mouth. Say aah. Yes, your throat is red. What is
your temperature?
37.9
You have tonsillitis. You will have to stay in bed. I'll give you
medicine. Take one tablet every 3 hours. In a day or two you'll be
fine, Come to the medical center the day after tomorrow. The
7th floor, room 705.
O.K. What are your hours?
From 8-12. Get well soon!

15. Which of the following complaints does the patient mention?

a. Coughing
b. Earache
c. Sore throat
d. Stomach ache

8
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16. What is the patient's temperature?

a. 27.8
b. 37.9
c. 36.8
d. 36.9

17. What are the doctor's instructions for taking the medicine?

a. 2 tablets 2 times a day
b. 1 tablet every 3 hours
c. 2 tablets every 4 hours
d. 1 tablet 3 times a day

18. When should the _patient come back in to visit the doctor?

a. Tomorrow
b. The day after tomorrow
c. In three days
d. In a week

9
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Name: Date:

91/ITC11/1Te no-pycckv!
Reading

Below is Vladimir's list of thinas to do. Match the pictures w;th the
items on the list by writing the numbers next to the appropriate
pictures.

Piaci-mac' Hoe (Schedule)
kiTO MH Hy}KHO Aeria-rb ceroaHR: (What I have to do today.)

1. 110C.11y111CITb nekumi-o no cp14314Ky (Go to physics class)

2. 3C1H14MaTbCF1 B 6m6frinfrio-reke (Study in the library)

3. rIOCTp1/1,-4b 130.110Cbl (Get a haircut)

4. o6eaa-rb B CTO.r10B01 (Eat lunch in the cafeteria)

5. 1101TI4 B 110511/1KJIVIHIAKy (Go to the clinic)

6. nocmoTpe-rb cpyT60.11bHbfr4 NIFici no Terieefrieopy (Watch the
soccer game on TV)

7. '-4klTaTb KHIAry no vicTopwo aoma (Read history book at home)

8. ecTpe-rvirAbcR c AHHOO (Meet Anna)

9. BbI38 aTb TaKCl/1 (Call a taxi)

10. yWklHaTb e kagoe (Eat dinner at the cafe)

10
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Name: Date:

Lil/ITC11%1Te 110 pyCCK141

It's your first day in a Russian school. Below are some of the signs
you might see in school. Match the signs with the questions below
by writing the numbers of the signs in the spaces provided. You will
not have to use all of the signs.

11. Where would you go if you were looking for the reading
room?

12. Where would you go to see the principle?
13. Where would you go if you needed to use the library?
14. Where would you go if you wanted to eat?
15. Where would you go to see a teacher?
1 6 . Where would you go if you needed to use the language

lab?
17. Where would you go for a conference?

5145(114OTEKR if I

21'_AJE '""1

3
3411 AA19 KOHOEPEHLIMR

4
AKTOB /)1 3M11

1 A /IPEKTOP

.91

It

]PA3AERAAKA

1 ,(710/1013.1115111

Yt-114TEALCW

71

tIECTO
kW:7E1MR

,s
75 YcibE T2

10 LMTMb1-1 bli;1
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3 A A
PAEOThi:

fiCHE1 EAbiiWK

C? I A lairr:741-1TPI
C mAC:a0 ttac-_
:170/1-94K, '15.7ac-31,

aorA c5q-Ba-IC'-
rsocx;:scz:4.1/4.e.
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Name: Date:

LiiATCCATe no-pyccklA!

Your Russian friends gave you the following tickets. You are
determined to use them. Read them to answer the following
questions.

r 0 C Y LI. A.P CTBE H A A
TPETbAKOBCKAR rAn EPEg

s
:13 X 0 II, 14 0;4

S }1 J1 E T

Una 50 KOIL,

t

0
L3-

E-

Y"'

0

;rocyaz....,-rnv-aa.-.11
ocaent Aew.Fa
HC-:cptuec.F.v.a

pyzteri

AMM1111111

flx,:1:1-1
zi F.;;;t4::,*

g---:cd-,--
-.t.::::"..1..t,

...,.:.-

.

431814
c4c. n 6

! KOHTPOJI6

C. it.4c... a

3::::::<;:i...z...cfrrc,ra
Gine:.

. .

431814
-it e ;i a 59 norr'

x-F.a.F.:41.ca

y IIC ca.:lc:v:5r

IOCYlIAPCTBEHHUE MY3E1.4
MOcil0BCHOra XPMfl

Ccpgq 03

J1ETX2 .

132357

HA.

OS3OPHY10 3}(CKYPCH).0
TO MY3E5IM-COBOPAM

LI,eHa 50 'Kan.

18. What is this ticket for?

a. Ballet
b. Movies
c. Museum
d. Theater

19. What kind of museum is this
ticket good for?

a. A r t
b. History
c. Armed Forces
d. Lenin

20. What will you be able to see
in Moscow with this ticket?

a. The downtown area
b. The Kremlin cathedrals
c. The State Museum
d. The Moscow cathedrals

2S3
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Name: Date:

TaPiTe no-pycckfri!

Imagine you are in Moscow. You need to do some shopping and notice
this ad in the newspaper. Read the ad and answer the following
questions.

21. All of the following types of stores are mentioned EXCEPT:

a. Housewares
b. Crystal
c. Gifts
d. Souvenirs

22. Which holiday is the cause of the sale?

a. Christmas
b. Easter
c. Hannakah
d. New Year

socKpeceHbe, 18 IA 25 neKa6ps, ryM ki ero
«flOPAPKW», «XPYCTAS1b»1

«PYCCK1r1F1 CYBEHIAP» po6oTaloT c 9 ,cto 17 Liac.
flocemiTe IThersA i ero Cpte1J1410.11b1, rzte K

HoBorny rozy no,aroToe.neH 6of1bLuoili abi6op
noacpKos ki rIpC13411-41,1c-4Hblx Ha6opoe.

Te.necpoi-lbt 41..nA cnpasoK: 921-57-63,926-34-
70,926-34-71.

2i7
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Name: Date:

Livrrai/ITe no-pycckkii

23. Furniture store # 54 is having a sale! You could buy all of the
following items at this store EXCEPT:

a. Beds
b. Book shelves
c. Chairs
d. Dining room tables
e. Lamps
f. Matresses

CrlEL1AIIH3NPOBAHHIA171 MArA3k1H No 5 4
MOCME5Ef1bTOPFA

npearlaraeT no CH1,1>KeHHUM LI.eHCM I4MI1OpTHble rapHfriTypbi:
*frinbie KOMHCTbl, Cria.11bHS, CT0.110Bble ki oTzenbHue npearyieTbf
tvie6enfri:

crynbs wec-nc4e, c-rynbs hisrmite, cTonbi o6ezeHHble,
KpOBCTIA, MCTpCU.bI, HCMCipaLlk1HK14, 170J1K1/1 KHIA:KHble,
cepeaHmi, Kpe 10 a.115i OTablXC, Kpecno-Kpoaam, LuKacpu
KOM6k1HpipoBCHHble.

Me6enb npoaaeTc7i ecem rpawaoHan4 He3C3VC'AMO OT
MecTa wfrn-enbCTaa.

Marc:231,1H pa6oTaeT c 10 ao 19 LICC., nepepbm HC 06e41 c 14
ao 15 gac.

Aapec: XIAMKIAHCK14171 6yn., 23.
np0e3Z1: CT. meTpo «CxotaHeHcKas».
CnpasKfri no TenecpoHy: 493-52-25.

2c:i8
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Name: Date:

LiviTionTe no-pyccKyil

Read the weather report below to answer the following questions:

24. What is the weather forecast for Moscow?

a Partly cloudy
b. Sun
c. Snow
d. Thunderstorms

25. For what month. is the forecast?

a. January
b. April
c. June
d. July

nOrOAA -

B Mocxse H MocHoBcxoil o6.TracTH
OTAeablibIX pailoHax

xpancoapemeHHme ,rtomqui c rpo3azAH,
Be Tep BocTogHwil, 3 - 7 meTpos
celtynAy. MaxcHmani.Hayi
TemrrepaTypa nnpoc 22 - 24, Ha
cesepoaarraAe ITJTIOC 17- 20.

5 - 6 Timm 6e3 ocamcoa, seTep mro-
BocTcrnisaii, 3 - 7 Me TIDOS a cexpirty.
TemnepaTypa Hoxam =Ix 12 - 17,
AHem runoc 23 7 28. 6 MOHR Ha Toro-
Bocroxe o6.nacrir /co runoc 30.

299
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LISTENING PROFICIENCY TEST

VIDEO #1 CARPINTERO DE LA MUS1CA

Circle the answer that best fits the question according to wiiat you hear on
the video. Your teacher will play the video twice.

1. How old was Mr. Velasquez when he made his first guitar?

a. 16
b. 10
c. 20
d. 15

2. Who are his customers?

a. guitarists from Spain
b. famous musicians and collectors
c. gypsies
d. not stated in the video

3. Where was Mr. Velasquez born?

a. in Spain
b. in Mexico
c. in Cuba
d. in Puerto Rico

4. Why do people buy his guitars?

a. ...because they don't cost much.
b. ...because they are works of art.
c. ...because they sound beautiful.
d. ...because it is an honor to have one.

5. How many guitars does he make each year?

a. 10 to 12
b. 100 to 200
c. 20 to 30
d. not stated in the video

6. What does the speed of production of guitars depend on?

a. ... on the weather and on how Mr Velasquez feels.
b. ... on how much time Mr. Velasquez has..
c. ... on how much the client is able to pay.
d. ... not statec: in the video.



7. Until when does Mr. Velasquez expect to be making guitars?

a. ...until he is 90 years old.
b....until he runs out of orders.
c. ...until he finishes his current guitar.
d. ...until he dies.

VIDEO #2 RAQUEL RODRIGUEZ EN SEVILLA

1. To what address is Raquel Rodriguez headed?

a. Triana # 1
b. Fuentes #21
c. Pureza #21
d. Alameda #1

2. What is the taxi driver's reaction to Raquel's destination?

a. He has no idea of where to go and will need a map.
b. He has an idea but is not completely sure.
c. He is completely familiar with the area since he's from there.
d. He will take her for double the fare since it's a dangerous

neighborhood.

3. What is the name of the neighborhood she's looking for?

a. La Sevillana
b. Puente La Cruz
c. La Triana
d. It's not stated.

4. Where is Raquel from?

a. ...from the United States.
b. ...from Mexico.
c. ...from Spain.
d. ...from Argentina.

5. Once they arrive at the destination, why does the driver agree to wait?

a. He has nothing else to do.
b. Raquel agrees to pay the extra time.
c. He knows the person that lives there.
d. It is not stated in the video.

2 (4 1



6. What is the name of the woman Raquel is looking for?

a. Sra. Gonzalez
b. Sra. Sanchez
c. Sra. Valdez
d. Sra. Suarez

7. Where is the woman Raquel is in search of?

a. ...at the doctors office.
b. ...at the beach.
c. ...at the market.
d. ...at a friend's house.

8. When will she return?

a. ..in a week.
b. ...very soon.
c. ... much later.
d. ...not stated in the video.



NAME:

READING PROFICIENCY

For this section of the test, you will look at two newspaper ads briefly and answer
questions about them. Begin by looking at the ad below. Then circle the letter of the
answer that best fits. You will be given only 4 minutes for each ad.

1. What category does the ad belong to?
a. sports b. music c. travel d. education

2. Who are the two teams playing on Friday night?
a. C.D. Aguila and Washington Diplomats
b. Alianza and. the Washington Diplomats
c. Alianza and C.D. Aguila
d. Copa and Navidefia

3. Where does this take place?
a. At Entradas b. At Faro c. At Copa Navidefia d. At Eastern High School

4. If you only had Saturday free to attend, what time should you be there?
a. at 7:00 p.m. b. at 8:00 a.m. at 12:00 p.m. d. at 9:00 p.m.

Er=e los equipos de: ALIA= - ACUU.A
- WASEMIGIMIT DIPLO MATS

Viernes7:30 p.m:
Aliariza vs.-Zra.shington Diplomats
Sábado. f2:30
C. D. Aguila.vs: Washfnatan Diplomats
Domirs'a garr final en-4-e:
Alianza vs C. D. Aguira

Eastern .1-11..12 School
CA =a c...t.s&"a del Es-m&ct F. 1C=.-1----'-y)

Enfradas: $12-00
v=r2. __eL Faro de la Caft=bia EV. y las

. tam:J11as del- - .

2 q
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LOOK AT ME AD BELOW TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING
PAGE >>>>>>>>

MODA DE ROY A PRECIOS DE AYER

its"k

CUERO DIAS SOLAMENTE: 1-4 de Octubre
Festival Hall/ BaltimOre Convention Center ---

Jueves, viernes y sal:ado: 10:00 am-9:00pm, domingo, 12 dei medindia - 6:00 pm...

ecdocie rooay accorics de iihinia moth =ad otolio. mire 200 de los prindgralesdiseadores arcs.
Boca de& de noche.ytambién esnloiastriim Ahorre 50% dd predo sugenido deptio..

ADEMAS. Magnin,* Personalizados Estill.= del abeilo 4. Fotos de Belleza

Premios . Comida Eabulosa C.,2:4;;;) Servido Personal de Compras the.
Dfiles de Moda y atucho ads.

Estadonamiento gntis Entrada $5.00 Para informacidn: 1-SO0-849702 .48
Parr ocinadores pie participasi: NEW WOMAN Magazine, Yarie.7, 104.3 FM,

Baltimore Mae:mine, Ezeace Mazazine, Prmafptives, Hecht's, City.Papec

P-arres=reco ace Virwta STorts iciTs

cs Phi° Moms Irse. T9t2

rondos donarLos a berieficio de Lifesongs for ADS,'Inc:
Reccpcida de 2aer carm. y prtchib M1e:=.1et, 30 de Se?dembre

3e:thr.ores(P=0: Cr:0-10:007m
Boicos $7.5.00

AOVERIENCIA DEL CIRUJANO GENERAL: Fumar
Causa C-ancer del Pulmdn, Enfermedades del
Corazdn, Enfisema. y Puede Comolicar el Embarazo.

I. mg 13(.1.1
name: Memnoi I. mq

-car. 12 nicunne. 31L oer

inttnoa.

294
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After looking at the ad on the opposite page, circle the letter of the best answer to each
question. Remember, you have only 4 minutes for this part.

1. For how long will this sale be going on?

a. ... for the whole month of October.
b. ... for only four days in October.
c. ... for the entire fall season.
d. ... it is a one-day sale only.

2. What designers are being featured?

a. ... the foremost French designers.
b. ... the foremost Italian designers.
c. ... the foremost Hispanic designers.
d. ... the foremost American designers.

3. Circle the product or service that will not be offered?

a. make-up
b. food
c. personal shopping assistance
d. alterations

4. What does the health warning in the box on the on the bottom of the ad refer to?

a. cancer of the lungs
b. alcoholism
c. reckless driving
d. AIDS

5. Why might a customer be interested in going to the sale after quickly reading
the ad?

a. ... because the styles are one-of-a-kind.
b. ... because they are French designs.
c. ... because they are today's styles at yesterday's prices.
d. ... because prices will be slashed after the first day.



Name Date

Readina Proficiency Test II

Readino

Read the followina real estate advertisements and then answer the questions which follow by
drdina the best response .

a. autct...:s
perm. tras Ccrmitcrics,
=.-lefa=i6c1, parquet.
10.500.cal 431 56 1.S.

Las F-lazzs, at !add
esza..-5n, 4 dccraitctics,
carale. urtanizscn.
12.5;:.:0.000 05 12..

c. Venda pisc 7 en
Zzauecnzda (Leganes),
3 dcanaddds. =cnerldr,
=cina, banc, 2. ten-azzs.
10.000.000, neccthtle.
Ccntadd. --- 5E4 / 2S 43

1. Which one is the moct deluxe?

b. c. d.

Fartfcr vende
2.7.--c.ccamento

=criptetzrnente
arnuebtado en
urban&_scn residencist
en Mar.m....-.rmres a?

Super-fide adrdximada
rn=. Ccnsta de: hal, *3

Ccrrnitdr:cs CZCI CarratiCS
erncos-zdcs, 2 baños
=rnotetcs. cyan =rnecidr
=ct ten-=. cd,&:a don
tar.dedem. Pf..-zza daraie.

fardin. porceria.-.
Precid ccntsCd:
17.500.00. 545 / 23

51.

2. Which one would accomodate the lamest family?

a. b. c. d.

3. Which one wouid be best for takinc the train to work or to school?

a. b. C. d.

4. Which one is completely furnished?

a. b. c. d.

5. Which one indudes a swimmino pool?

a. b. c. d.
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Readi,-ig #2

The article below was taken from the Spanish newspaper Los Domingos
about attitudes and stereotypes in men's and women's' roles. Answer the
questions the opposite page by circling the best response.

El Hombre y la Mujer en el Trabajo

En teorfa la igualdad entre en hombre y mujer es una cosa que se reconoce
y se acepta, sin embargo en el dia a dia, aunque vivámos en 1992 en el
trabajo se .continua a observar el machismo. Observemos las distintas

actitudes en las siguientes situaciones iguales.

El Ella

Tiene encima de su escritorio
las fotos de su esposa e hijos.
Es un hombre responsable que se
preocupa por su familia.

-Su escritorio estd lleno de papeles.
Se nota que es una persona ocupada,
siempre trabajando.

No estä en la oficina.
Habra ido a visitar a unos clientes.

Hizo un mai negocio.
,Estaba muy disoustado?

Se va a casar.
Eso le estabilizard.

Va a hacer un viaje de negocios.
Es conveniente para su carrera.

Se Va. Tiene un trabajo mejor.
Hace bien. Es una buena oportunidad.

Tiene encirna de su escritorio las
fotos de su esposo e hijos
jUm! Su familia tiene prioridad a su
carrera.

Su escritorio esta lieno de papeles..
Es una desordenada.

No esta en la oficina.
Probablemente se fue de compras.

Hizo un rnal negoc:o.
z,Se puso a llorar?

Se va a casar.
Pronto va a tener un bebé

Va a hacer un viaje de negocios.
LQué dice su esposo?

Se va. Tiene un trabajo mejor.
Las mujeres no son responsables.



Questions: El Hombre y la Mujer en el Trabajo

According to the article:

1. If a woman has family photos on her desk, it mears
a. she's proud of her family.
b. her family comes before her work.
c. she feels responsibility toward her family.
d. she's displaying a gift from her family.

2. If a man is not at the office,
a. he must be on vacation.
b. he must be with a customer.
c. he must be having lunch with the secretary.
d. he must be meeting with the boss.

3. If a woman is gOing on a business trip, the implications are that:
a. its a step up in her career.
b. she's going to have to consider her husband's opinion.
c. she's probably goina to do a lot of shopping on the trip.
d. she's a good representative of the company.

4. If a man is getting married, the implications are that:
a. he wants to have children.
b. he just got a raise.
c. he's settled and mature.
d. he just got a better job.

5. If a woman quits her job, the implications are that:
a. women are unreliable.
b. it's convenient for her career.
c. she's going to have a baby.
d. she's going to make more money.

298
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Reading #3
Read the following article and answer the questions that follow by circling
the best response.

La Destrucción de las Selvas Tropicales en el Mundo

La desforestacián tiene una historia reciente en los trópicos, pues
tradicionalmente los pueblos nativos no talaban más selva ru cazaban más de
lo que necesitaban para subsistir e intercambiar bienes. Cuando estos parses
fueron colonizados los productos tropicales fueron comercializados.

En America queda el 50 por ciento de todas las selvas del mundo. De
ellas, tres cuartas partes pertenecen a la Amazonia. También la superficie
que se tala aqui es la mayor del mundo... La selva se tala generalmente
par medio de grandes incendios por distintos motivos, entre ellos:

la cornercialfzacidn de los productos tropicafes, en especial la
industria de la madera y la minerfa

para cultivar Ia tierra
para obtener espacio para la ganaderfa extensiva

La selva tropical tiene mecanfsmos que la permiten neutrafizar
agresiones coma huracanes, incendios producidos por rayos, sequfas or
inundaciones. Pero es incapaz frente al ataque de buldozers, talas o
incendios provocados.

Ecologla y vida, Barcelona; Natura, Madrid

1. According to the article, what is the main method used in Amazonia to
get the land ready for farming?
a. plowing b. cutting down trees
c. setting fires d. flooding

2. What is the reason given in this article that people are destroying the
rain forests?
a. ...tropical woods can be exported.
b. ...to map unexplored areas.
c. ...to build new cities..
d. ...to make contact with *indigenous peoples.

3. A tropical forest can overcome problems such as:
a. overgrazing of sheep
b. large farming enterprises
c. bad storms
d. man-made fires.

4
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High School Japanese Program

April 13, 1992

STUDENT SELF - ASSESS1vffiNT FORM
LESSON 12

Please make a check mark in the box to
show your ability in each skill.

Skill level> A. I can do
this easily.

B. I could
do this
with some
difficulty.

C. I don't
feel like I
can do this
yet.

. I know how to introduce a friend
to another friend.

2. I know what to say when
introduced.

. I can say "It is not B" in two
ways:
1. A is not B _

2. A is not na-adjective

4. I can make the ta- form.

5. I can use the adverb zuibun.

6. I know how to use the particle
"mo".

,

7. I can say "30 minutes" and tell the
time in two different ways.

.

. I can say "here/there/over there" in
reference to nouns, adjectives, and
people.

Name:

3 I)



Nombre: Fecha:

Self-Evaluation- Chapter 3

How well do think you have learned the material in Chapte: 3?
Although your teacher will grade your progress, you should also
check your progress yourself. Read the six sentences below. These
statements describe what you have been studying in this chapter.
Circle the response below each statement which best reflects how
you feel about the material you have been learning.

1_ I can express in Spanish my preferences for clothing and colors.
a. I can do this.

_b. I need to improve.
c. I cannot yet do this.

2. I can identify in Spanish seasons of the year and corresponding
weather expressions.
a. I can do this.
b. I need to improve.
c. I cannot yet do this.

3. I can conjugate -ar verbs.
a. I can do this.
b. I need to improve.
c. I cannot yet do this.

4. I can describe in Spanish what I do regularly or am doing now.
a. I can do this.
b. I need to improve.
c. I cannot yet do this.

5. I can ask questions in Spanish.
a. I can do this.
b. I need to improve.
c. I cannot yet do this.

6. I try to personalize new material by relating it to my own life.
a. I can do this.
b. I need to improve.
c. I cannot yet do this.

3i )2



1/iNts:

c1i4cno:

Student Worksheet
KTO 51?

Here is a list of activities you should now be able to do in Russian.
Read the statements and circle yes or no. Give examples of each
activity you can do. If you cannot do an activity then you know this
is an area you need to work on.
1. I can describe what I look like.

Yes No
In what kind of a situation might it be important to describe your
physical appearance?

Now describe your appearance.

2. I can describe my personality.
Yes No

In what kind of a situation might it be important to describe yourpersonality?

Now describe your personality.

3. I can describe members of my family and friends. Yes NoIn what kind of a situation might it be important to describe your
family or friends?

Pick one person, a family member or friend, and describe him orher.

3 )3
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Listening

6. I can understand when claJsmates or my teacher describe

themselves or other people.
Yes No

In what kind of a situation might it be important to understand

descriptions of people's physical and personality characteristics?

3 A
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Texner Assessment Form

Theme "Personal/Biographical"

Please evaluate your studems' progress in the following areas. You can use the =de 1. 2. and 3:
1=meetsobjeccive,2=needsimprovement, 3.doesnotmeetobjective.

Student Name Student appears Student readily Student relates
motivated to learn learns vocabulaty material to his/her
material. in the theme. own personal world.



Teacher Assessment Form

ThemeTersonallBiographicar

Please evaluate yaw students progress lathe following areas. You can use the scale 1, 2, and 3:
1=meets objective, 2=needsimprovement, 3=doesnotmeetobjective.

StudemName Student can identify
and focus on most
important aspect of
an assignment.

Student can describe
his/her personality
and appearance.

Student understands
descriptions of
personality and
appearance.



Teacher Awassment Form

Chapter Three

Please evaluate your students progress in the following areas. You can use the scale 1, 2, and 3:
1=meetsobjective,2=needsimprovemens, 3.4oesnotmeetobjective.

Student Name Student can express Soident can formulate Student can conjugate
preferences for
clothing and color.

questions. -ar verbs.



Teacher Assessment Form

Chapter Three

Please evaluate your =dents progress in the following areas. You can use the scale 1. 1 and 3:
1=meetsobjective,2=needsimprovement, 3.doesnotmeetobjective.

StudentName Student pays close Student is able to Student attempts to
attention in learn vocabulary personalizeinfonnation
the classroom. for chapter. learned in class.

-
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CRITERIA FOR GOOD LANGUAGE LEARNERS

Scale 1 = High 2 = Average 3 = Low

I. Performance Grades
test scores
homework assignments
proficiency

II. Ability

Ill. Effort

Aptitude for language learning
good memory
good "ear" for language
highly verbal
strategic approach to learning.

attention in class
completion or quality of homework
class participation
motivation, presence of initiative
attempts made to use target language in the "real
world"
actual class attendance

Comments: Note here if there are any mitigating circumstances
such as health or family problems that you may be aware of
which could possibly affect the student in any of the above
capacities.
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Name Teacher Questionnaire

Background

# years you have been teaching Highest degree earned
# of Spanish 3 honors sections you teach this semester

,
# of Spanish 3 regular sections you teach this semester

Starting time
Ending time
(For G.U. time card)

Briefly describe your Spanish instruction before you began working on the Georgetown project.

How is Georgetown's strategy instruction different from your previous approach?

Estimate the percentage of time/emphasis you spend on the following skills:
Reading Listening Speaking Writing Vocabulary Other

0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

How much emphasis do you give to strategies compared to other instructional goals?

in what aspects of teaching strategy instruction do you feel you need additional support?

(i.e. modeling, adapting lessons, coaching)

After a semester teaching strategies, rate your understanding of the Georgetown strategies model

and instructional approach.
/ / / / 1

Excellent Good Fair Poor Temble

After a semester of teaching strategies, how effective do you view yourself as a strategy teacher?

/ / / - I 1
,

Very Effective Somewhat Effective Neutral Somewhat Ineffective Very Ineffective

n "
2-1-93 GU-LRP Teauter Questionnaire
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(our opinions of the Georgetown Project

Nhat do you like most about Georgetown's strategy instruction?

Nhat do you like least about Georgetown's strategy instruction?

Nhat would you change about Georgetown's strategy instruction to adapt it to your particular way of
teaching and/or to maximize its benefits for your students?

hat is easy about teaching strategies?

hat is difficult about teaching strategies?

ow do you feel about students thinking-aloud in English?

hat amount of English is acceptable without interfering with the goal to speak Spanish in class?

ow appropriate were the Georgetown materials for reading lessons?

uch Too Easy A Bit Too Easy Just Right A Bit Too Difficult Much Too Difficult

ow appropriate were the Georgetown materials for listening lessons?

uch Too Easy A Bit Too Easy Just Right

2-1-93 GU-I.RP TeacOer Questionnaire

A Bit Too Difficult Much Too Difficult
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gate your confidence in your ability to do the following:

can phrase individual explanations of strategies.

iry Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral

can model appropriate use of strategies.

pry Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral

can coach students to use strategies.

?Ty Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral

Somewhat Uneasy

Somewhat Uneasy

can scaffold strategy instruction.

i?ry Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral

can provide opportunities for guided student practice.

ry Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral

Somewhat Uneasy

Somewhat Uneasy

Somewhat Uneasy

Very Uneasy

Very Uneasy

Very Uneasy

Very Uneasy

Very Uneasy

can provide opportunities for independent student practice.

Ty Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral Somewhat Uneasy Very Uneasy

can integrate strategy instruction (aspects of the "model of explicit instruction") with my own lessons.

ty Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral Somewhat Uneasy Very Uneasy

can get strategy instruction started in the classroom.

ry Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral

can get strategy instruction to flow smoothly.

Somewhat Uneasy

Ty Confident Somewhat Confident Neutral Somewhat Uneasy

ow comfortable are you teaching strategy instruction?

Very Somewhat Neutral
Comfortable Comfortable

Somewhat
Uncomfortable

ow successful are you in motivating strategies uSe in students?

Very Uneasy

Very Uneasy

Very
Uncomfortable

ry Successful Somewhat Successful Neutral Somewhat Unsuccessful
-/

Very Unsuccessful

ow would you rate your effectiveness in meshing strategy instruction with ongoing lessons?

Excellent Good Fair Poor Terrible

2-1-93 GUASIP Teacher Questionnaire
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Indicate how frequently you do the following:

i use "teachable moments" when I can make relevant comments about strategies.
I 1 1 1 1Wany Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times
A Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

I use strategies terms.
/ / / /
any Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times
A Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week

I encourage students to use strategies terms.

'ilany Times A Few Times Once A Day/
A Day A Day Once Per Lesson

1

Never

1 1
A Few Times Never

A Month

1 1 1
A Few Times A Few Times Never

A Week A Month

I define the meaning of specific strategy term.
I I / / / /any Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times NeverA Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

I e!,plain how to use a specific strategy.
I 1 I 1 1 1any Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times NeverA Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

I think aloud.
1 I 1 I I 1any Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times NeverA Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

i model use of specific strategies.
I 1 1 I 1 1Wany Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few 77mes NeverA Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

I explain the reasoning for thought processes behind my responses or actions.
I I / / / 1vfany Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times NeverA Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

I use prompts in Spanish to cue students to use their strategies. (e.g., LTiene sentido?
identificar su problerna?)

1 I 1 / 1
lany Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A"Few Times A Few Times

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

I incorporate strategies into my own regular lessons (not just the scripted lessons).
1 1 1
fany Times
A Day

A Few Times
A Day

Once A Day/ A Few Times
Once Per Lesson A Week

2-1-43 GU-LRP Teacttsr Ouestionnawe 3 2 1

A Few Times
A Month

1,Pueden

1

Never

1

Never

BEST COPY AMIABLE



cue students to use a specific strategy.

tny Times A Few 77mes Once A Day/

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson

cue students to choose their own strategy.

may Times
A Day

A Few Times
A Day

Once A Day/
Once Per Lesson

1 1

A Few Times A Few Times Never

A Week A Month

A Few Times A Few Times
A Week A Month

1

Never

explicitly refer to or show the Mountain Climber graphic or other visual transparencies Georgetown

provided.

ny Times
A Day

A Few Times
A Day

1 1
I

Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times

Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

ask students to explain the reasoning behind their responses.

y Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week

A Few Times
A Month

hen I see that a student is using a strategy, I specifically point it out.

/ / / I I

y Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times Never

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

1

Never

1

Never

fter students

y Times
A Day

fter students

have used a

A Few Times
A Day

ny Times
A Day

have used a

A Few Times
A Day

strategy, I ask whether it helped.
/ / / /

Once A Day/ A Few Times A Few Times Never

Once Per Lesson A Week A Month

strategy, I point out how it helped.

Once A Day/ A Few Times

Once Per Lesson A Week

praise students for using strategies.

ny Times A Few Times Once A Day/

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson

A Few Times
A Week

A Few Times
A Month

talk about coordinating use of a repertoire of strategies.

ny Times A Few Times Once A Day/ A Few Times

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson A Week

use analogies to explain strategies.

Once A Day/
Once Per Lesson

y Times
A Day

A Few Times
A Day

talk about my personal use of strategies and
1

y Times A Few Times Once A Day/

A Day A Day Once Per Lesson

2-1-93 GU-1..RP Twgther Questionnaire

1

Never

A Few Times Never

A Month

A Few Times
A Month

A Few Times A Few Times

A Week A Month

how they helped me be a better learner.

A Few Times A Few Times

A Week A Month

3 ?5

1

Never

1

Never

1

Never
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!ease rate the importance of the following:
ow important is it for students to use terms like strategy/estrategia, prediction/prediccion, etc.?

ramely Important Considerably Important Moderately Important Not Very Important Not Important at All

ow important is it for you use terms like strategy/estrategia, prediction/prediccián, etc.?

vmely Important Considerably Important Moderately Important Not Very Important

'ow important is it to devote part of your lesson strictly to teaching strategies?
/

-ems* Important

Not Important at All

Considerably Important Moderately Important Not Very Important

ow important is it to integrate strategies into your other instructional activities?

-ameiy Important Considerably Important Moderately Important Not Very Important Not Important at All

Not Important at All

ow helpful would each of the following be in learning to teach strategies?
/atching videotapes of strategy instruction

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

ritiquing videotapes of strategy instruction

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

s.ving someone model strategy instruction
1

1ery Helpful
1

Somewhat Helpful
1

No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

aving someone coach and give me feedback on my strategy instruction
/ / / / _______I

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

Onferencing with peers about attempts at strategy instruction
/ / / / /

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

-acticing by teaching scripted lessons
/ / / /

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

E.-,.ceMng information about research on strategy instruction
/ / / I

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

.iceiving prepackaaed materials such as bulletin boards, posters, and transparencies
/ / / I

Very Helpful Somewhat Helpful No Impact Somewhat Harmful Very Harmful

hat kinds of professional support do you feel would be most helpful to you at this time?

2-1-S3 GU-LRP Teathar Questionnair
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Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree with the following
statements:

The biggest difference betweem Georgetown's strategy instruction and the way I was teaching
before ib that it puts labels on thought processes that I was already teaching.

'rongly Agree Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree . Disagree Strongly Disagree

Teaching strategies requires giving up other parts of the curriculum.

Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagreerongly Agree

I am concerned with how long it takes to teach a strategy lesson.
I / / / 1

rongly Agree Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree I Disagree Strongly Disagree

Extended discussions that are part of strategy use disrupt the flow of the lesson.
/ / / / /

rongly Agree Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Effects of Strategy Instruction on Students

At the end of one semester of Georgetown's strategy instruction, how would you rate
students' understanding of the strategies?

1

Excellent Good Fair Poor Terrible

At the end of one semester of Georgetown's strategy instruction, how would you rate students'
understanding of the purposes behind the strategies?
/ / / / 1

Excellent Good Fair Poor Terrible

How frequently did you see your students using the strategies independently without your
prompting?
/ / / / /

Extensively Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 3 97
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APPENDIX A-11
LNDIVIDUAL TEACHER INTERVIEWS



Teacher Interview/Questionnaire

I. Strategies Instruction in your classroom

1. To what deg= has strategy inssuction helped you to accomplish your instructional goals?

2. In what ways, if any, has it kept you from attaining your goals?

3. How do you feel about working with scripted learning strategy lessons?

4. How do you feel about developing your own learning strategy lessons?

5. Which strategies do you feel are particiilarly effecrive for your students?

Georgetown University Language Research Projects
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6. What is difficult about teaching strategies?

7. How applicable is strategy instruction for teaching the four laneuage skills: reading, writing
listening, speaking.

8 . How has the teaching of strategies affected the use of the target language by you and by the
students in class?

9. What are your students' attitudes towards stratees instruction?

10. How effectively did students previously not exposed to stratees come up to speed?

Georgetown University Language Research Projects 3 3 0



II. Professional Development

1. What kind of professional support would you find most helpful (initially and continuing)?

2. Is there anythinz you would chanze in the manner of professional development feedback
you received?

3. How beneficial would it be (or has it been) to work with another teacher at your school
who was doing the same thing?

4. How confident are you in your understanding of learning stratees?

5. How competent do you perceive yourself as a teacher of learning strategies?

6. How comfortable do you feel in assisting in professional development?

Georgetown University Language Research Projects 33i
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APPENDIX B.1
SAMTLE LEARNNG STRATEGIES LESSONS

BEGINNNG LEVEL (1991-1992)
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Lioc.no

Student Worksheet
KaK fri nok-terviy Hy)KHO HOBble CSIOECI

Iloccropet-me:
Vary the ways
you repeat

In the theme «K-ro s» you will be
learning Russian words for
describing physical and
personality characteristics. This
worksheet will help you think
about why it's important to learn
physical and personality
characteristics in Russian. The
worksheet will also ask you how
you plan to learn these words.

1 Imagine yourself in the Soviet Union. An American friend who has
already been to the USSR has given you the phone number of a
Russian friend. You have never met this person before. You call
her up and agree to meet her in downtown Moscow on Red Square
in front of St. Basil's Cathedral. How might Russian adjectives
describing physical appearance help you in this situation?

2. Think of other situations in which words describing physical and
personality characteristics are useful to know. The situations
can involve speaking, listening, reading, or writing.

1.

2.

3.



3. Here are some examples of ways to memorize words describing
physical and personality characteristics. Check off those which
you think will help you learn these new Russian words.

O Say the words at different times throughout the da
O Concentrate on how the word sounds.
O Picture how the word is spelled in your mind.
O Group similar words into categories.
O Make up sentences using the words.
O Picture in your mind what the word means.
O Say the word when you see a picture of it in

TV, on the street, in school, etc.
O Associate the word with your personality, someone

or your favorite musician, actor, etc.
O Associate the Russian word with a similar word in

y.

a magazine, on

you know,

English.

O Imagine a situation in which you would use this word.

4. There are lots of other ways to memorize Russian words. What
are some of your favorite methods? Write down at least three.
You can refer back to your worksheet for riOBTOpeHve.

a

C.

d.



RUSSIAN LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGY INSTRUCTION

Arm rAkrre.ris
>1<kieo-ri-ible

rpynnfripoBKa (Grouping)

I Remind students that with each theme you
introduce related vocabulary and phrases. It is
easier and more useful to learn related words
in groups because you usually use the words
together and you can create mental links in
your mind between the words and phrases.
These links help you recall words from
memory.

II. Write the strategy rpynnfripoeKa on the board.
Tell students that although you introduce the
words in groups, it is important that students
regroup the words in ways that are meaningful
to them personally. Hand out the worksheets
for grouping using charts. Go through the first
worksheet as a class. This worksheet is a
model for students to follow.

Have students come up with their own
individual groupings using the worksheet with
the empty chart.

IV. After students have completed the worksheets
ask for feedback concerning the usefulness of
the strategy (e.g. Do you think grouping is a
strategy which will help you remember words?
Why or why not?).

Georgetown University
Foreizn Language Resotute Center 33G
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1/1mR:

)KLIBOTHble
rpyriruelpoeKa

KCIKOe aTo NuAsomoe?

OHC 6o.r1bLuas.

kepe6ZHOK

I 0Ha }}(14E3g,T HC1 coot:Dime.

OHC FOBOPIAT 14-1"0-F0

Georgetown University
Foreign Language Resource Center

10Ha 6bic-rpo 6eraeT.
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Cardtu lo Ill Poutina 19

Nombre: Fecha:

Hoja de Trainjo 29
La Bola de Cristal - Prediction

Sometimes you can help yourself understand Spanish better by thinking about
what you might hear before you actually listen. Then you listen especially for the
words you predicted. Knowing in advance what will happen, in other words, what
you will hear is what you will be doing in this strategy. That is why it has been
called La Bola de Cristal, so you may remember it's about predicting.

Here's a chance to practice Predicting before you listen. You are going to hear 10
sentences about the weather. Which picture below matches the description you
hear? Before you listen, take a minute and look at the pictures. What weather
words or clothes words would you expect to hear, given these pictures? Work with
a partner and make a list under each picture.

Picture A

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

Picture B

Spanish Learning Strategy Instruction 10111191



Ccroitu10 HI

Paeina20

1.

Picture C

2.

3.

4.

Picture D

1.

2.

3.

4.

Now listen to the 10 sentences. Mark the number of the sentence under the correct

picture. Remember to listen for the words you predicted. This can help you match

the sentence to the picture.

Picture A Picture B
Picture C Picture D

Spanish LeaTning Strategy Instruction

10111191



Cardnik) III Pelttina21

Teacher's Guide
Prediction Lesson

Teacher's Notes
Introduce Predicting: Explain to students that when you
listen to a person speaking in your own language, in many
situations you can bd one step ahead of the speaker. For
instance, have you ever found yourself finishing someone
else's sentence? You can predict in Spanish too.
Predicting can help you understand better, because you are
anticipating the information. Try to predict as much as
possible in Spanish. Do it consciously! It helps to write
down your predictions.

Give students a few minutes to write down their predictions
based on the pictures.

Say to students: Now listen to the 10 sentences. Mark the
number of the sentence under the correct picture.
Remember to listen for the words you predicted. This can
help you match the sentence to the picture.

1. Hace trio en el ototio.

2. Hace mal tiempo. Llueve.

3. -En el verano hace mucho sol en Virginia.

4. No me gusta el inviemo. Hace tanto trio.

5. Cuando hay nieve, Ilevo botas y bufanda.

6. Llevo el impermeable, porque Ilueve.

7. Hace buen tiempo. Voy a nadar y jugar al tenis.

8. En marzo y abril hace viento en Washington.

9. En Arizona hace mucho calor.

10. Me gusta esquiar en el invierno.

Spanish Learning Straregy Instruaran



Covi Pdo iii Pdeina 17

Nombre: Fecha:

Hoja d Traba jo 28

La Pandilla visualiza y escribe
Vocabulario Relacionado

Las Cuatro Estaciones
la primavera
el verano
el otorlo
el inviemo

LQué tiempo hace?
Ham- fresco.
Hace mal tiempo.
Hace calor.
Hace soL
Hace buen tiempo.
Hace
Nieva.
Llueve.
Hace viento.

La Ropa
el suéter
las botas
los guantes
el sombrero
el traje de bario
la bufanda
el paraguas
el impermeable
el abrigo

Forme nuevos grupos de palabras relacionadas. Escriba un titulo para cada grupo.

Spanish Learning Sa-aregyhrucon
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Do you think the strategy, La Pandilla, is helpful?
Why or why not?

Spanish Learning Strategy Instruction 3 4 2



Capaula III Pdeina 19

Teacher's Guide
Hoja tic Trabajo 25

Teacher's Notes
1. Use after textbook page 121.

2. Hand out Hoja de Trabajo 28. Explain to students that they
are to make their own groups of the words and
expressions, and decide on a title for each group.They
should visualize the groups in a context that is meaningful
to them such as favorite items of clothing worn in
different seasons with the expressions associated with
those seasons.

3. Have students complete the worksheet individually, then
discuss and justify how they grouped the words and
expressions.

4.. Have students answer the questions on the second
page of the worksheet.

Spanish Leanzing Straregy In.struction
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APPENDIX B.2
SAMPLE LEARNING STRATEGIES LESSONS

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL (1992-1993)
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Teacher's Guide
Pycckas CKCI3KCI

U.apesHa-risrytnica

Teacher's Notes

I. (Begin the reading activity by leading a brief
general discussion of fairytales.) Today we
are going to read a Russian fairytale. The
fairytale fits into our theme "Souvenirs"
because. it is accompanied by a Pa lex folk art
drawing and because this story is a part of
Russian folk art. Before we read, let's think
about what we already know about fairytales.
How do fairytales usually begin in English?
The Russian equivalent for "once upon a time"
is «)-kfri.n 6 bi fl >> . What are some typical
characteristics of fairytales? (You can give
students ideas such as who are typical
characters-kings, princes,and princesses....,
how do fairytales usually end-happy or sad?,
etc.) Recalling whet you already know about
fairytales helps you prepare to read.

II. (Introduce the title of the fairytale and the
main characters. Go through the vocabulary
list.) Now that you know the title of the story,
the main characters, and some of the
vocabulary, you probably have some ideas as to
what the tale is about. In the chart, under the
column "Before reading" make 3 predictions of
what you expect will happen in the beginning,
middle, and end of the tale. (You may want to
give students the option of writing their
predictions in English or in Russian. The more
advance students may be able to write in
Russian.)

a 4 3



Teacher's Guide
PycCKCIS CKCI3Ka

LicipesHa-risrywKa

Teacher's Notes

As you read, check to make sure you are
understanding. You can create a mental picture
of what is happening. For instance, based upon
the title, I see a frog dressed up as a princess.
Your mental image can help you see if you are
understanding. You can also check your mental
image aaainst the knowledge you already have
about fairytales. Ask yourself: Is this making
sense, based on what I know and have read in
fairytales?

IV. (Put the transparency "Problem-solving" on the
overhead.) You will probably encounter words
you don't know in this story. Don't panic!
There are certain steps you can take when you
don't understand a word or phrase. (Then ao
through the steps on the transparency. also,
ask students to circle words they don't know.
After reading, you can ask students for these
words. Then take students through the
problem-solving steps to see if they can figure
out the meanings of the words themselves.)

V. Now that you have read the story, write
summaries of the beginning, middle, and end of
the tale in the chart under the column "After
reading." How do your summaries compare to
your predictions? Are there any similarities?
What was different? Do you think your
predictions helped you understand the story
better?



Hms Lifricno:

PyccKwi cKa3Ka
LlapesHa-risirywKa

Bbl rxe 3Hae-re 0 CKa3KCIX?

II. Jae(.4c-revfoLu4e nvtua:

uapb-o-reu
3 uapesw-4a-6pa-ra: cTapum0, cpe.D.Hfr1121,
6ora-ra9 HeBecra

Hesec-ra
LiapeeHa-nryLuKa

Cf108a:

nyK
c-rpenbi

BO

6ono-ro
6an

6oramirt=6eizi-ibill
KpackiebusA=HeKpacfriebM

Hailm-Hailafrrre!
ynac-rb-yna,o.g,r, ynari, a
noC71mam-not>imana
BeCeJ1VITbC51

6paTb/83F1Tb
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Likicno

UaDef3Ha-.11Sry1.1.1Ka

Based on the list of main characters in the story, your vocabulary
list, and the folk art picture, write three sentences describing what
you predict will happen in the beginning, the middle, and the end of
the fairytale.

Before Reading After Reading

B HaLiane

_

cepeaklHe

KOHLte
.



Lifricrio

III. "-II/ITC:U.71re CKCI3Kyl

PvCCKaS CKCI3KCI

LtapesHa-nsrywKa

X14.11-6bM uapb. V ero 6b1nki 3 cbiHa-uapesfrik-ia.

0,aHC.OK,Cl.b1 uapb cKasan ae-rsm: k1frlTe v Haf,-;Laki-re ce6e

weHy. L4apeefic;i4 pewfrinfri 133STb fir< fri c-rpe.nbi I/1 Kyaa

ynah-_,14-r c-rpena Tam 6y.c..eT fiX weHa. Y cTapwero cbiHa

c-rperia ynana Ha 6Ora TbliA ,Bop. Tam wvina 6oraTas, HO

HeKpacfrieas HesecTa. V cpeaHero cbiHa cTpena ynana Ha

6er..41-ibic21 .aeop. Tam wfrina Kpacfieas, HO 6er_tHas Heeec-ra. Y

mna.zu.iero Cb(Ha, HecHa-uapestriya, c-rpe.na yna.na e 6onoTo.

Tam e4, nofimana risrywKa fri cKa3ana «51 TBOS HesecTa,.>

Beqepom 6bin 6an. Bce 6paTbs aon)+<Hbi 6b1.11M Stab C

Hesec-ramfl. kisaH -u,apeefr1 k-4 He xoTen 6paTb nsr-ywKy Ha 6an

n.naKan. Ha 6an npfriwnvi fisaH-uapesvik-i fri nsrywKa-

uapeeHa. Ho spyr Hesec-ra kieaHa-uapesfriya c6pocmria

C801-0 nsrytnek-4bo Kowy. 3-r0 6bina He 5151ryLUKO, a ocieHb

OLieHb Kpacyeas uapesHa. 0Ha CKO3CISICI «51 HesecTa IffeaHa-

ucpeskiya! AcieciTe Becenwrbcst»

BOT fri cKasKe KOHeu, 0 KTO cnywan, monoaeul

IV. Write three sentences summarizing events in the beginning,

middle, and end of the story using chart on the previous page.

How do your summaries compare with your predictions?

Which part of the story does the picture best represent?
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Problem-Solving Steos

What you can do if you do not understand a word or phrase:

Make an Educated Guess:

4 based on what has already happened in the story.

based on your predictions and what you already know about
fairytales.

+ based on the structure of the word (e.g. is it a noun, verb,
ad jectiue, etc.)

+ based on what you see in the picture.

Continue Reading

+ The meaning of the word or phrase may become clear later
in the story.

4* The meaning of the word or phrase may not be essential for
you to understand the story.

Fisk Questions

+ Rsk your teacher.

4 Fisk a native speaker.

4 Rsk a classmate.
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LESSON 1 TEA CHER'S GUIDE

Approximare dme: 25 min.

In learning Spanish, it's not enough to just give "right answers." Good learners

are also aware of how they go about completing tasks. From now on, we're going

to focus on. how, we learn by asldng some important questions.

[Put UD iPlENSAl overhead.]

To help us work through these questions, I have a brainstormina activity. We're

going to take some time to think and talk about the things you do when you read,

listen, and study.

(1) Break class into 3 grouvs.
(2) Give 1 of rhe 3 brainstorming sheers (the ones in boxes) to each group.

(3) Assign a group recorder.
(4) Direct students to brainstorm according to their panicular sheer.

(5) Have groups share ideas while you write them on poster paver (or overhead).

[Save these responses for comparisons with responses later in the year.]

(6) For final brainstorming sheer [with lightbulbJ, have students respond as a

whole class.

(7) Distribute "Vocabula7y Learning Strategies in the Spanish Language Class":

I can see you're already using some techniques to help yourselves learn.

Here is a questionnaire about different techniques some people use to learn Spanish

vocabulary. Go through this questionnaire and tell how often, if ever, you use

these techniques. At the end, add some of the other ideas you came up with.

[Collect completed questionnaire and return to us when convenient.]

We've been talldn.g about things you do to help yourselves learn Spanish. The

questionnaire you just completed may have listed some techniques you'd never

thought of before. These ways to learn better can be thought of as strategies.

Put up overhead: iQug es una estraregia?]

Strategies are things you think or do to help yourself at each stage of a learning,

reading, or listening task. This semester, in addition to learning the Spanish

language, we'll also be talking about a group of strategies that will help you deal

better with new tasks.
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iPIENsm

zCámo aprendo?

,C(533ao puedo aprender más?

zCómo puedo aprender mejor?

352
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BRA11\1"STORM

What do you think or do to help yourself while you read
or hear the following kinds of assigned tasks?

English Spanish

Fiction:

for example, a
story or poem

N on-

fiction:

for example, a
newspaper
article or
textbook passage



LESSON 3 TEACHER'S GULDE

The objective of this lesson is to introduce students to thinking aloud.

Today, I'm going to teach you. how to think aloud. I'm. going to start
by _giving you an example of what thinking aloud is all about.

Think aloud for students, while reading "Como usar Mejor la Lavaropa". You
might wazit to look over this passage ahead of time and think about how .you are
going to do your think-aloud. Though it's not as spontaneous as your natural
thought processes, it might allow you to cover more of the strategies and feel more
comfortable. Whether you plan to think aloud spontaneously or develop a script,
refer to your workshop packets and notes ro remind you of the kinds of things to
include in the think-aloud.

Thinicirio- aloud is the process of verbalizing your thoughts as you go about
completing a language learning task. You may be wonderine: why it's important
to say your ideas or your thoughts outIoud. There are a number of reasons why
thinking aloud, is helpful:

First, it helps me see how you go about working throuel
a problem or comi.ng up with an answer. It also lets others

in the class get d glimpse of the processes which go on
inside your head which we normally can't see; in the process, you
can provide valuable insight into solving problems for other
classmates.

Second, it helps you and others learn about your own
thinldng processes. When we talk about being stratezic,
we're not just concerned about coming up with an answer,
we're also interested in the process by which you've arrived
at an answerparticularly since there is usually more
than one way to solve a problem or answer a question!

Third, it builds awareness. It, hopefully, with practice,
makes you. more aware of how yru 20 about speaking, readiner,
or rememberinz. When, you think aloud, you may become more
aware of what strategies work under which circumstances, and
when choosinz another stratezy might be a good option.

Finally, ic helps you check your own understandinz If
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you can.'t think aloud, it's a good sizn that you didn't
understand something and that you should go back and reread,

ask a question, or try another strategy.

Now you're.going to get a chance to practice thinking aloud.

Teacher breaks students into pairs.
Each pair is given a copy of the text "Juntos Hacia el Futuro".

Students take turns thinking aloud as they read a paragraph at a time.


